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EDITOR’S PREFACE

Addressing Causal Uncertainty in the Application of Criminological Research to Public Policy

Thomas G. Blomberg
Florida State University

With the publication of this Issue 4, Volume 12, I complete 6 years as Editor of Criminology and Public Policy (CPP). Throughout this period, a persistent challenge in CPP’s efforts to advance the role of research in public policy has been how to deal with causal uncertainty and/or largely contingent research findings. Specifically, in the peer review of manuscripts submitted for publication consideration to CPP, the primary deliberation has been upon evaluations of the degree to which manuscripts provide sufficiently compelling causal arguments to justify new or innovative policy recommendations. The challenge is magnified, in part, because the standards used by scholars for determining compelling causal arguments are not uniform or clear. This special issue addresses this challenge and associated ambiguity. The issue includes: (1) an introduction to criminology’s ongoing quest to establish causality; (2) an assessment of principles and strategies for informing policy in a causally uncertain and contingent world; (3) individual applications of a proposed approach to the areas of crime prevention, law enforcement, and imprisonment; and (4) a concluding assessment of the capacity of this proposed approach for advancing the use of research in public policy. The specific intent of this special issue is to contribute to the ongoing dialogue and quest to develop greater clarity and consistency in how criminologists can more effectively apply their research to public policy despite ongoing causal uncertainty.

Since its inception 12 years ago, CPP has emerged as one of criminology’s premier journals. In 2010, CPP applied for inclusion into ISI and early this summer CPP was accepted into ISI’s Social Science Index. Additionally, in 2011, CPP began developing timely special policy issues that are featured at annual Congressional luncheons in Washington, D.C. To date, these special policy issues and Congressional luncheons have addressed: (1) Imprisonment and Crime (2011); (2) A Signaling Perspective on Employment-Based
Reentry (2012); and (3) this issue of Criminology, Causality and Public Policy (2013). Moreover, in 2011, the American Society of Criminology’s Best Article Award was given to William Spellman’s CPP article, “Crime, Cash and Limited Options: Explaining the Prison Boom,” (Vol. 8(1), 2009). Clearly, while challenges remain in the continuing effort to advance research-informed public policy and practice, CPP is making important progress.

I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the editorial board and the numerous reviewers that I have had the pleasure of working with over the past 6 years. My thanks to Chris Eskridge for his excellent assistance and support with the multiple logistical arrangements for CPP’s annual Congressional luncheons. Additionally, my thanks and gratitude to Ms. Julie Mestre, CPP’s Managing Editor, for her outstanding editorial skills, enthusiasm, and hard work. I believe we can all look forward to CPP’s continued “onward and upward” trajectory under the capable leadership of CPP’s new Co-Editors Bill Bales and Dan Nagin.
In recent years there has been growing recognition of the increasing importance of applying criminological research to public policy. This has been reflected in several initiatives taken by the American Society of Criminology (ASC) including its establishment of *Criminology and Public Policy* (CPP) in 2000 to strengthen the role of research in policy and practice. Additionally, the ASC is now sponsoring annual Congressional luncheons where current research on timely crime and justice policy and practice topics are presented to Congressional members and staffers. Moreover, in 2009, the ASC formed a consortium with the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) and the Association of Doctoral Programs in Criminology and Criminal Justice, which represents approximately 4,000 criminologists and related behavioral scientists and nearly 40 doctoral programs, in an effort to establish a stronger research involvement in national crime and justice policy. A particularly noteworthy initiative by the consortium was the successful advocacy for increased independence in the grants-making and publication processes of the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP).

Nonetheless and despite these unprecedented efforts to elevate the role of criminological research in public policy, an important question remains. Namely, will criminologists be able to successfully integrate their traditional research and science role with an emerging public policy role? A number of criminologists argue that because criminology’s research and associated knowledge base is not causally certain, they should not and cannot responsibly inform public policy. In fact, some even caution that criminologists could end up doing
more harm than good by promoting the application of incomplete research knowledge to public policy. However, other criminologists who are actively engaged in research and public policy share the belief that the use of the best available research knowledge in public policy is a logical and necessary alternative in the absence of causal certainty upon which to inform criminal justice policy (Latessa, Cullen, Gendreau, 2002).

The purpose of this special issue is to address the criminological question of how best to advance criminal justice policy and practice in the absence of causal certainty while simultaneously employing rigorous standards of scientific methodology.

**Criminology’s Development as a Scientific Discipline**

In its disciplinary beginnings, at the turn of the 20th century, criminology was focused upon informing policy initiatives. For example, the Chicago School expressly sought the development of descriptive and explanatory insights to inform policies that might ameliorate the perceived criminogenic features of Chicago’s slum communities and thereby hopefully reduce crime (Burgess and Bogue, 1967). The underlying criminological belief of this period was that by determining the causes of crime, associated prevention and rehabilitation policies would follow (Allen, 1964; Blomberg and Lucken, 2010). The determination of specific antecedent causes to criminal behavior that were to guide subsequent prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation policies and practices was an ideal that has yet to be accomplished.

During much of the subsequent 20th century, the discipline became more focused upon establishing itself as a recognized scientific discipline through the discovery and validation of causal explanations of crime. For example, following the Chicago School, a series of theories on the causes of crime were provided by Merton (1938), Sutherland (1947), Cohen (1955), Cloward and Ohlin (1960), among others. Throughout this period, it was generally assumed that the criminal justice system operated according to its formally prescribed goals and practices with “disinterested professionalism,” and was therefore, not subject to sustained study of reform policy initiatives (Skolnick, 1965).

Despite the prominence of the 20th Century Rehabilitative Ideal, beginning in the late 1960s, the United States witnessed the patterned inability of the criminal justice system to legally and effectively control crime as well as the period’s unprecedented civil disobedience. This realization led to a series of “critical law in action” studies (Lemert, 1970; Messinger, 1969; Skolnick, 1965, 1966; Sudnow, 1965; among others) that documented patterned “goal versus practice” disparities of our criminal justice agencies.

In 1968, the U.S. President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice published *The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society* (1967). The prevailing thinking was that crime, while a problem with local origins and impacts, was also a national problem that required a national strategy or a “War on Crime” (Feeley and Sarat, 1980). Subsequently, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) was established following federal passage of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act.
of 1968 to assist in implementing the policy recommendations made by the President’s Commission.

During the next decade, LEAA operated with annual budgets that averaged approximately $800 million to administer block grants to states and local jurisdictions that were intended to assist in implementing the specific policy recommendations of the President’s Commission. While much has been written about LEAA’s failure to successfully win the war against crime, little has been written about the agency’s role in accelerating the growth of academic criminology. Through LEAA’s Law Enforcement Educational Program (LEEP), college and university students received substantial loans to fund their undergraduate and graduate educations. LEEP and LEAA’s funding contributed to a significant expansion in the number of college and university criminology programs.

Given that criminology was not generally recognized as an established academic or scientific discipline and its subject matter had applied and policy implications, the precise mission of university and college criminology programs has and continues to generate debate and divisions among individual program faculty and students. The early goal of some university programs was centered upon applied concerns while other programs were more focused upon research and theory related to crime’s causes. Today, there are 38 university PhD programs in criminology (Association of Doctoral Programs in Criminology & Criminal Justice, 2013), and as many senior criminological researchers can attest, their graduate training was likely centered upon theory, research methods, and causality rather than ways to communicate and/or apply criminological research knowledge to policy initiatives. This graduate training largely continues today.

Criminology’s focus upon scientific development and recognition is reflected by the strong professional interest in the US News and World Report rankings of Criminology PhD programs and studies of faculty article counts, citations, and external funding levels, etc. (Kleck and Barnes, 2011; Mustaine and Tewksbury, 2009). Yet, there has been little serious recognition of criminology’s public policy accomplishments (Cullen, 2005; Petersilia, 1991). However, this now decades-old focus upon increasing criminology’s “scientific stature” has become a bit blurred in more recent years with growing interest in public policy. This is evidenced by the Stockholm Award in Criminology given for outstanding achievement in criminological research and the application of research results in reduction of crime policies, the growing prominence of ASC’s journal, CPP, and the previously mentioned policy related efforts by ASC, ACJS, and the Association of Doctoral Programs in Criminology and Criminal Justice.

Arguably, the discipline of criminology is becoming more secure in its scientific standing and increasingly recognizes that, for example, the quest for the “root cause(s)” of crime is unending (Rein and Winship, 2000). It appears that a growing number of criminologists have concluded that the discipline’s scientific development and associated quest for causality, while an ongoing process, can, nonetheless, responsibly influence policy with what is now known versus what might be known in the future.
Some Consequences of Causality as the Empirical Standard in Criminology

An illustration of the mixed sentiment among criminologists concerning the causality and policy question occurred at the 2009 Annual Meeting of the ASC. The meeting’s theme was titled “Criminology and Criminal Justice Policy,” and featured a series of plenary sessions on various perspectives, challenges, and possible remedies for increasing criminology’s policy role. A panel paper by Wellford (2009) was provocatively titled, “Criminologists Should Stop Whining about Their Impact on Policy and Practice.” His argument was that criminological research has not been sufficiently established as a science to inform policy and practice responsibly.

This general sentiment is shared by a number of other criminologists and reflects some of the reasoning developed earlier by Tittle (2004). Tittle (2004) argued that criminologists simply do not have sufficient knowledge to responsibly inform public policy. He suggested that existing criminological knowledge is shaky at best and poses more dangers for policy formulation than beneficial prospects. To illustrate his point, Tittle (2004: 1641) claimed that there is not a single criminological “issue about which even a modestly demanding critic could be convinced by the available research evidence.” Tittle cited such examples as: What causes crime? Does arresting domestic violence abusers deter future domestic violence? Does gun control prevent violence? Does the death penalty curb capital crime? Tittle concluded that criminologists are as likely to be wrong as they are to be right in the process of applying their research to policy initiatives, therefore not only doing no good but instead doing potential harm in the process because they do not possess research that provides the sufficient cause-effect evidence essential for responsibly guiding crime related policy.

In a related discussion, Burawoy’s American Sociological Association’s (ASA) Presidential Address, “For Public Sociology” in 2004, generated similar debate within sociology. According to Burawoy, engaging various “publics” is critical to sharing information, broadening understandings, and increasing what we know about the world. However, he also acknowledged the “primitive stage” that sociologists are in regarding how to effectively engage “publics.” Burawoy (2005) discussed three possible justifications for sociologists to engage in politics or initiate a public policy stance: professional self-defense, policy intervention, and public engagement. The concept discussed within this article is parallel to what he refers to as “public engagement.”

Tittle (2004) argued, in response to Burawoy’s call for public engagement, that Burawoy was making an incorrect assumption, namely that sociologists actually have good knowledge that can be successfully applied to public policy. Wellford (2009) echoed Tittle’s argument and further speculated that criminology may have had too much policy influence, rather than too little, given its limited stage of scientific development and lack of causal knowledge that enables more certain explanations and predictions to inform effective policy. Wellford urges criminologists to focus on criminology as a science and to refrain from any meaningful policy role until such time as criminology becomes recognized as a
valid scientific discipline, one that possesses more specific and empirically validated causal arguments.

The debate, then, within criminology is not over the importance of criminology’s science being applied to policy development. Rather, the debate is centered upon when criminology’s research will be sufficiently established as a science before it is used toward that end. For some criminologists the fundamental standard for establishing scientific criminology and a legitimate policy role relates to the capacity to determine cause-effect relationships. For other criminologists, the necessary threshold for a crime-related policy function is not the requirement to identify cause-effect relationships. Rather, it is the application of current and best available research knowledge to policy-relevant questions as they arise. This disciplinary debate can be characterized as revolving around the question: “is the pursuit of perfect the enemy of the pursuit of good?”

Since its positivist beginnings, much of criminology has been preoccupied with scientifically identifying the causes of crime. Underlying this quest for causality is the assumption that the occurrence of events, like crime, is determined by a cause and effect relationship (i.e., X causes Y, and if X causes Y, how large is the effect of X on Y? And is this effect larger than other causes?). For criminology, as with other social and many natural sciences, it has not yet been possible to isolate a single cause of crime. Rather, criminologists have found that in the case of delinquency, there are many contingent factors that increase the likelihood that delinquency will occur (e.g., poverty, living in slums, negative peer group associations, dropping out of school, broken homes) rather than a single cause that will lead to delinquency. However, such multiple correlations do not provide a predictive function (i.e., not all youth living in slums, with negative peer associations, lacking a high school diploma, and from broken homes are delinquent and/or some delinquents are not from the slums, or school drop-outs, etc.). The presence of multiple factors does not necessarily mean that distinct casual effects cannot be identified. A common policy struggle, then, is the identification of the most appropriate and alterable risk factor that a particular policy or practice should address. To further complicate this process, the numerous factors that influence an individual’s decision to commit a crime do not exist in a vacuum—they co-exist and co-occur with other variables and create a research environment that is impossible to fully control or account for all nonconstant factors.

As previously stated, the discipline’s lack of causal certainty in its research findings keeps many criminologists away from attempting to have a serious public policy role. Regarding the limits of causal analysis, Rein and Winship (2000) have concluded that social science produces weak causal theories with modest effect sizes that can explain only a small portion of the variability in the dependent variable. The authors reference Jon Elster’s (1991) argument that complete explanations may never be forthcoming in the social sciences (2000: 36). Rein and Winship (2000) also highlight the dilemma of identifying the most appropriate factor or correlate that policy should address when the causal modeling involves multiple independent variables. Moreover, policies that target correlates of crime or delinquency risk
factors can be limited because some of these correlates and risk factors are not alterable (i.e., age, gender, race). Given the limitations of trying to link policies with validated causality, Rein and Winship (2000) argue for research-driven policies that, as mentioned earlier, target the problem itself rather than its causes. Research-driven policies that target the problem would have two objectives: (1) to directly intervene and (2) to more effectively ameliorate the alterable conditions of the problem in question rather than eliminating its uncertain causes. While challenges remain, it seems that criminology is poised to expand its disciplinary focus of causal analysis to include linking its existing and best available research knowledge to policy aimed at ameliorating the malleable conditions of the problem rather than the single pursuit of identifying and eliminating the uncertain causes of the problem. The question is how can criminologists simultaneously pursue causal and public policy functions?

The argument guiding this special issue is that criminologists can and should continue to pursue their scientific interests in causality while simultaneously pursuing ways to inform crime-related policy with the best available research knowledge. Regarding their policy role, the argument suggests that criminologists “target the problem” which may not directly address causes per se but rather the proximate and malleable manifestations of the problem in question. An example concerns the role of educational achievement for incarcerated delinquent youth upon post release recidivism. While no direct cause and effect relationships have been established in this area of research, the best available research knowledge documents that delinquent youth who enter incarceration with numerous educational deficiencies and experience substantial educational achievement through the use of highly qualified and certified teachers providing individualized instruction are more likely to return to school upon release. Further, the research demonstrates that if youth remain in school following release, their likelihood of recidivism is substantially reduced. However, current national policy and practice in juvenile justice education can be characterized as grossly uneven and inferior in quality (i.e., low employment of certified teachers, lack of individualized instruction, etc.) particularly compared to that in public schools. Yet, increasing educational achievement through quality and individualized instruction while delinquents are incarcerated increases their likelihood of return to school upon release thereby reducing their recidivism. Employing this best available research knowledge to current juvenile justice education policy and practice seems clearly preferable to waiting until more causal certainty is established among incarceration, educational achievement, and recidivism (Blomberg, Bales, Mann, Piquero, and Berk, 2011; Blomberg, Bales, and Piquero, 2012).

**Challenges for Criminology, Causality, and Public Policy**
Combining scientific research roles with public policy roles creates potential tensions or complications for criminologists. It requires them to be accessible and to confront immediate issues in current headlines, which come in the form of journalists’ questions, and urgent e-mail inquiries—while simultaneously being comprehensive, reflexive, and
objective. Moreover, it is difficult to appear before state legislative or congressional bodies and deliver compelling research and policy arguments in the often-restricted time limits of, for example, five minutes before the U.S. Congress, or to provide concise answers to pressing policy questions from research that is far from definitive or causally conclusive.

Because so much of the evidence produced by scholarly work involves contingent and nuanced relationships, this often renders it less understandable to larger public, legislative, or policymaking bodies. Very importantly, the linkage of scholarship and public policy involves a delicate balance: it is not necessarily a matter of identifying and advocating for a particular policy or practice; rather, it often consists of identifying and explaining the choices and likely consequences involved in various policy options from the best available and relevant research knowledge. Certainly, there are areas of criminological research that enable informed and helpful presentations of the likely consequences associated with various policy options even though this research does not provide specific cause-effect conclusions. Some of these research areas include: mass incarceration; supermaximum prisons; punitive drunk driving laws; prison drug treatment, aftercare, and recidivism; and electronic surveillance, among others.

How, then, can criminology’s research and knowledge responsibly inform public policy? Certainly, our theories of the causes of crime indicate that no single cause or associated policy such as punitiveness or “getting tough” will prove successful. Further, our studies of the criminal justice system have demonstrated that while it is difficult to appropriately implement reforms because of common impediments—professional resistance, politics, bureaucratic obstacles, ideological conflicts, etc.—it is possible to overcome these impediments and implement reforms with fidelity, evaluate the results, and identify the likely outcomes of these reforms. Our knowledge of crime’s correlates and the operations and tendencies of the criminal justice system can provide helpful information in crime and justice policy decisions thereby simultaneously advancing criminology and public policy. By analogy, while the medical profession knows much about cancer, it does not have a scientifically proven cause and associated cure for this disease. Rather, the medical profession conducts research on government monitored drugs and surgical procedures that have themselves been developed from prior research and have been shown to make a positive and even life-and-death difference for afflicted patients with cancer despite the lack of validated causal findings. In sum, the medical profession does, in fact, target the problem with what is currently known in the effort to ameliorate the problem’s conditions as recommended for the social sciences by Rein and Winship (2000).

We contend that criminologists should follow a similar “target the problem” ethic in their efforts to apply the best available research knowledge to public policy. Criminologists should be involved in sharing what they do and do not know in the effort to advance crime and justice policies. As medical knowledge has limitations on the causes of cancer and numerous other diseases, criminology and public policy is not an all or nothing proposition. Rather, it is possible to improve crime and justice policy decisions with what we now know.
in ever-advancing and incremental steps as more scientific knowledge and causal inferences become available.

To be effective in a proactive role that informs public policy with the best available research knowledge, criminologists will need to shift from their traditional role on campus, the classroom, and their comfortable relationships with like-thinking professional colleagues and invoke more informed strategies. Researchers will need to increase their tacit knowledge about all aspects of the utility of their research. Awareness of the mechanisms by which policy makers and practitioners acquire and interpret research and the ways in which policy makers and practitioners use research evidence will facilitate efforts in such a pursuit.

Policy makers and practitioners acquire research through a number of channels. To inform policy with research, it is important to be familiar with the intermediary organizations that broker and disseminate research evidence (e.g., advocates, lobbyists, nonpartisan private organizations, foundations). It is also important to anticipate the most likely political, economic, and social context in which the process occurs. Further, researchers should anticipate that within the political context, a research finding will not remain static with one particular meaning or interpretation. Policy makers and practitioners are continuously interpreting new information and integrating it into their respective knowledge/ideological frameworks. Policy makers and staff routinely acquire new research articles or excerpts of findings and attempt to use that evidence to justify positions, understand problems, and inform their decisions. In some instances, research findings will be misinterpreted, partially extracted, or otherwise misused in the process. As policy formulations are influenced by research evidence and diffused across social networks, individuals who are part of the networks are interpreting (and reinterpreting) the ideas and research evidence. Similarly, as research evidence is used in organizational decision making, its meaning is being interpreted and reinterpreted in relation to local needs, contexts, and constraints. Knowing the various channels, strategies, and processes explicitly or implicitly employed to make policy makers aware of research evidence will assist researchers to frame their findings so that they can be more clearly understood and more responsibly incorporated into policy.

Once research evidence is known to policy makers and practitioners, criminologists should be familiar with the ways in which these nonacademics use research evidence and the role that research evidence plays in policy and practice. There are, no doubt, various ways in which research can be used by policy makers and practitioners. However, there are at least four examples of the use of research that are relevant to this discussion—tactical, imposed, instrumental, and conceptual (Nutley, Walter, Davies, 2007; Weiss, 1979). Tactical use, where evidence may play more of a passive role, is when research evidence is invoked to justify an existing policy, position, practice, reform initiative, legislation, or other stance. This is more of a symbolic or strategic use of evidence rather than a proactive, preemptive, or explicit use. A different recent trend with federal program funding awards is to mandate that entities use such funding to implement “evidence-based practices” or “proven practices” (e.g., “what works research” and the “what works clearinghouse”). This type of research use is
an imposed use. Likewise, when empirical evidence is directly applied to the programmatic or policy decision-making process, it can be considered an instrumental use. If research evidence informs or influences policy makers’ and practitioners’ interpretations and thought processes of problems, emerging challenges, or situations, it is considered to be a conceptual use.

A singularly frustrating occurrence that will be inevitable in some policy settings, is when policy makers ignore empirical evidence and direct policy in the opposite direction because it is more politically viable (e.g., refusal to reverse their own position; hesitation to vote against the will of the majority or their constituents’ sentiments; fear of appearing soft on crime; or because they are reacting to a highly visible media account of an isolated incident that, in their opinion, demands a certain response). This type of resistance will occur even in the face of implementing a more costly policy—corrections and criminal justice are areas in which, sometimes, costs take a back seat to the message being sent to the public. This will, in all likelihood, frustrate and discourage researchers; however, it should not be interpreted as a sign that practitioners and policy makers are not open to evidence.

Knowing how policy makers and practitioners interpret, process, or make sense of empirical evidence is also important because it provides guidance regarding the most policy relevant way to report research findings. The risk with this task is that interpretations will vary according to individual characteristics and values, and with broader or macro-level factors such as political climate, context, fiscal constraints, and visibility of the issue. Anticipating the way in which these factors affect interpretations of the relevance, validity, meaning, or implications of research evidence and how policy makers appraise the quality and nature of the evidence will also serve the researcher.

Drawing on experience with the Florida legislature, the entire process of making policy makers aware of evidence, guiding their interpretation of evidence, and assisting policy makers in using it is certainly time consuming and requires a substantial commitment on the part of the researcher. Given the existing pressure for scholarly research, stellar teaching, and service, academic researchers may not be able to commit the necessary time in order to effectively impact policy initiatives. However, effort can be consolidated and shared within departments and organizations. It is hard to ignore the fact that the single most critical element of being effective in this role is establishing a relationship with policy makers, practitioners, and legislative staff. A relationship will open doors and facilitate the remainder of the process. Another important component of this process is to summarize empirical research findings into very specific actionable policy recommendations that include, if possible, proposed policies and/or suggestions for amending existing statutes. Researchers must marshal as many relevant resources as possible in order to effectively penetrate the barriers and impediments surrounding the policy-making processes.

The executive and legislative branches of government (federal and state legislatures and governors) are the primary “drivers” of criminal justice policy. Criminologists...
generally have limited access to these “drivers” while criminal justice agencies are required
to provide information, data, and testimony to governors and legislative committees on
a regular basis. For example, when proposed criminal justice legislation is being consid-
ered/debated in the legislature, legislators routinely call upon administrators and staff from
applicable criminal justice agencies to give testimony and provide supporting information
related to the substantive and fiscal impact of the proposed legislation. To the extent that
criminologists collaborate with criminal justice agencies to apply research knowledge on the
policy issues under consideration, the greater the likelihood that these policy decisions will
be based upon the best available research knowledge.

Accomplishing such a task is a challenge during state legislative sessions due to time con-
straints and the pace with which legislation is drafted, considered, amended, and adopted.
Whether at the local, state, or national levels, policy making is often hurried, rash, reactive,
and shortsighted. For example, the Florida legislative session allows 60 days for debate,
amendment, voting, and re-amendment of hundreds of pieces of legislation—often, the
rushed pace handicaps the vetting process for critical issues and there is limited consid-
eration of research evidence. Clearly, the presentation of relevant research findings, with
full disclosure of the methodological limitations, is preferable to hurried, reactive and/or
politicized policy decisions that are far too often based upon perceptions rather than the
best available research knowledge.

**Argument for Criminology, Causality, and Public Policy**

Considering the costly fiscal impact of many criminal justice and corrections policies and
practices coupled with the current limited and still shrinking fiscal capacity, the situation
demands that policy initiatives be evidence-based. In time and with effort, citizens may
become even more inclined to demand that state revenue—their tax dollars—be used to
support only those programs where positive outcomes have been established. For example,
rather than blindly and precipitously mandating the privatization of prisons on a massive
scale, which recently occurred in Florida, as a result of the allure of cost savings that have
yet to be demonstrated elsewhere, it would be more prudent and fiscally responsible to first
conduct an empirical evaluation comparing state-operated prisons versus privately operated
prisons. Putting aside the fact that criminal justice policies strive to ensure the safety of
citizens and that they tend to infringe upon individual rights and freedoms (of the accused)
as the most compelling reasons to enact only evidence-based policies and practices, the
scarcity of resources and current downward economic spiral should compel researchers,
policy makers, and administrators in this direction.

Despite the absence of causal certainty, empirical evidence continues to make valuable
contributions to criminology’s body of knowledge which, in turn, can responsibly inform
public policy. However, caution must be exercised to ensure accurate accounts of the weight
of the evidence or the best available research knowledge on a particular topic in terms
of what is explained and what is not explained. In his discussion of the application of sociological research and public policy, Burawoy (2005: 1605) asserts that sociologists can support a specific policy “on the basis of an accumulated body of evidence . . . .” Certainly, a body of relevant criminological research can be provided to demonstrate the likely outcomes of a policy or absence of a policy (i.e., educational achievement for incarcerated youths, imprisonment for drug offenses, drug courts, and hot spots policing).

Research decisions will continue to be driven by a myriad of factors (e.g., researcher’s interests and expertise, theoretical considerations, funding availability, relevance, time constraints) and, most importantly, the result of a scientific examination of the topic area’s current knowledge and associated need for future empirical inquiry to improve the area’s best available knowledge. The knowledge building process, including the ongoing search for causality, while continual, does not and should not prohibit criminologists from sharing best available research findings for current public policy considerations.

Contents of the Special Issue
The featured manuscript by Robert J. Sampson, Christopher Winship, and Carly Knight provides a set of recommendations on how to advance, or “translate,” the best available research knowledge into effective public policy in the absence of causal certainty while simultaneously employing rigorous standards of scientific methodology. The authors advocate for the use of mechanisms and causal pathways, effect heterogeneity, and contextualization in criminological research. In the effort to integrate empirical and theoretical findings to policy, Sampson, Winship, and Knight (2013) call for the use of “policy graphs” that can be used to analyze the associated policy implications of causal relationships. These recommendations will be applied to three criminal justice policy areas, namely, crime prevention (by Abigail Fagan), policing (by Daniel S. Nagin and David Weisburd), and incarceration in supermax prisons (by Daniel P. Mears).

The three substantive area essays are aimed at accomplishing four tasks. First, the essays will identify and review the best available knowledge on the subject area. Second, the essays will summarize the existing policies and practices related to the area. Third, the essays will discuss the extent to which the best available research knowledge corresponds with existing policy and practice in the area. And fourth, the essays will conclude with actionable policy and practice recommendations drawing upon the recommendations from the featured article. Alfred Blumstein will conclude the special issue with his assessment of the efficacy of translating the best available research knowledge into public policy by employing the recommendations provided by Sampson, Winship, and Knight.

Conclusion
The assumption underlying this special issue is that criminal justice policy can benefit significantly from the utilization of best available research knowledge in the absence of
causal certainty and it appears likely that criminologists will increasingly be involved in efforts to link their research to public policy. The process will, no doubt, be incremental and involve overcoming various research knowledge limits and policy process impediments. In this regard, translational criminology, as advocated by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), is directly aimed at addressing these barriers by creating an open exchange of information among researchers, policy makers, and practitioners to create knowledge and help guide actionable policy steps. However, the blurring of professional boundaries and the confrontation between political ideology and best available research knowledge will not be easily accomplished. The alternative is far more problematic: crime and justice policies and practices that are determined largely by politics, ideology, illusion, or mere convenience. We will need professional collaborations and “champions” as noted by Richard Thornburg (2011) to help navigate the political process. To gain these “champions” it is essential for researchers, practitioners, and policy makers to forge ongoing partnerships and professional collaborations aimed at identifying specific research, policy, and practice priorities and associated action strategies.

While criminology’s research and causal reasoning is contingent and incomplete, it is the best basis for public policy. Certainly, it is imperative not to oversell policies that are based upon still evolving research and causal claims and to include specific requirements for implementation and evaluation of recommended policies and practices. We must be transparent about what we know and what we do not know and our policy recommendations must reflect this transparency. As stated before, given our best but incomplete research knowledge, our policy efforts will not necessarily involve identifying a particular policy or practice but, rather, identifying likely consequences involved in particular policy choices.
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Research Summary
This article reviews the causal turn in the social sciences and accompanying efforts by criminologists to make policy claims more credible. Although there has been much progress in techniques for the estimation of causal effects, we find that the link between evidence and valid policy implications remains elusive. Drawing on criminological theory and research insights from disciplines such as sociology, economics, and statistics, we assess principles and strategies for informing policy in a causally uncertain world. We identify three distinct domains of inquiry that form a part of the translational process from evidence to policy and that complicate the straightforward exportation of causal effects to policy recommendations: (a) mechanisms and causal pathways, (b) effect heterogeneity, and (c) contextualization. We elaborate these three concepts by examining research on broken windows theory, policing, video games and violence, the Moving to Opportunity voucher experiment, incarceration, and especially the rich set of experimental studies on domestic violence that originated in Minneapolis, MN in the early 1980s. We also articulate a set of conceptual tools for advancing the goal of policy translation and offer recommendations for how what we call “policy graphs”—causal graphs used to analyze the policy implications of a system of causal relations—can potentially integrate the theoretical and policy arms of criminology.

Policy Implications
Evidence, even if causal, does not necessarily inform policy. In fact, the question of “what works,” the focus of the growing evidence-based movement in criminology, turns
out to be a different question than, “what will work?” Evidence-based policy research must therefore be concerned with much more than providing policy makers with research on causal effects, however precisely measured. The implication is that we must separate criminology’s increasing focus on causality from its policy turn and formally recognize that the latter requires a different standard of theory and evidence than does the former. In particular, criminologists interested in making policy claims must ask hard questions about the potential mechanisms through which a treatment influences an outcome, heterogeneous effects across people and time, contextual variations, and all of the real-world phenomena to which these challenges give rise—such as unintended consequences, policies that change incentive and opportunity structures, and the scale at which policies change in meaning. Theoretically guided causal graphs enhance this goal and help inform policy in a causally uncertain world. Translational criminology is ultimately a process that entails the constant interplay of theory, research, and practice.
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Criminology has deliberately and increasingly turned its attention to influencing public policy. The founding of Criminology & Public Policy as an official publication of the American Society of Criminology is a major recognition of this trend. At the same time, criminology and the social sciences at large have undergone what some have termed a “causal revolution,” a movement characterized by increased attention to, and higher standards for, causal claims. These two trends are controversial and seemingly in conflict. As Blomberg, Mestre, and Mann (2013) noted in their introduction to this special issue, many criminologists eschew making policy recommendations or “public” claims (Tittle, 2004). In a field characterized by uncertain knowledge—especially regarding the root causes of crime—and contested claims for which very few stylized facts are agreed upon, strong policy advice may be premature (Manski, 2013; Rein and Winship, 1999).

We agree with those criminologists who see a social world characterized by contingency, and yet we support criminology’s policy turn. This article seeks to resolve this tension by assessing principles and strategies for informing policy in a causally uncertain world. Our claim for a new mode of “translational criminology” (Laub, 2012) does not double down on the standards for establishing causality, as does the current trend. To accommodate policy-relevant research, for example, many criminologists have shifted their object of study to proximate and malleable factors that are amenable to intervention by the state, and they have made great strides in developing experimental approaches and technical tools for the identification of causal effects. In a causally complex world,
however, policy research requires more than the estimation of causal effects, even if precisely and well identified. Rather, it requires system-level knowledge of how policy is expected to work within a larger social context. Methodological fine-tuning and even technical certainty, we argue, cannot substitute for theory, substantive knowledge, and attention to context.

To translate criminological findings into policy recommendations instead requires a set of strategies that move us beyond the narrow confines of causal identification. In this article, we identify three distinct topics or domains of inquiry that must be part of the translational process and that complicate the straightforward exportation of causal effects to policy: (a) mechanisms and causal pathways, (b) effect heterogeneity, and (c) contextualization. We elaborate each of these in turn, accompanied by conceptual tools for advancing the goal of policy translation. We specifically offer recommendations for how what we call “policy graphs”—causal graphs used to analyze the policy implications of a system of causal relations—can potentially integrate the theoretical and policy arms of criminology.

The Shift in Causal Standards
Over the past several decades, the social sciences have been swept by an interest in causality and in developing a technical apparatus with which to identify it. The very language of causality—from selection bias to endogeneity concerns—has spilled over the borders of experimental research to become part of a common social scientific lexicon. The sources of the causal revolution are complex, but the disciplines of economics and statistics are major drivers that have integrated an epistemological agenda with powerful methodological tools. In economics, Heckman (2005) has drawn on a venerable tradition of structural equation modeling and on the analysis of alternative courses of economic action to put forth what he terms a “scientific model of causality” (to which we return in the subsequent discussion). In statistics, Donald Rubin and others (Holland, 1986; Rubin, 1974, 1978), building on the foundational work of Neyman (1935, 1990 [1923]), have articulated the counterfactual model of causal inference (also referred to as the “potential outcome” model) that supplies an exact definition of a causal effect with implications for how it should be identified. Here, the fundamental problem of causal inference is that for any given unit of treatment we cannot actually observe that unit’s counterfactual outcome—that is, what would have happened if it did or did not receive the treatment. Experiments are able to overcome this problem through the power of randomization. By randomizing a treatment and averaging over observations, experiments provide an unbiased estimate of the average causal effect.

It is not difficult to understand, then, how experiments have won the title of the “gold standard” of empirical research. Compared with experiments, methods based on observational data alone are no longer considered by many social scientists to warrant the same level of confidence when estimating causal parameters. The result is that evidence-based policy has largely become equated with evidence from randomized controlled trials.
Because experiments often are not possible, however, a litany of quasi-experimental methods (e.g., the use of instrumental variables) and sophisticated modeling (e.g., matching and propensity scores) have been developed that attempt to mimic the classic experimental design. The result of these changes is that empirical standards of evidence today are as high as they have ever been, and concerns with identification of causal estimates now animate much of social science methodology.

**Criminology and Policy Today**

It is within this general social scientific context that criminology has undergone its own causal turn. Criminology has historically been focused on “backward-looking causality” or what often is termed “the causes of an effect.” In the case of the causes of crime, classic criminological subjects such as poverty or subcultural values are typically considered root causes. Yet the turn toward causality and policy has pushed much of criminology away from this kind of focus. As famously maligned by James Q. Wilson in *Thinking About Crime* (1975), root causes are not only steeped in causal uncertainty but also, from the perspective of policy, may be irrelevant. Rather than investigate causes of crime that governments (at least in criminal justice departments) are generally powerless to change, Wilson argued that criminology should seek solutions elsewhere and in essence turn its back on theory.

The rise of the counterfactual paradigm, coupled with policy demands, has pushed research toward trying to identify possible interventions the government would be better equipped to undertake. Policy-based criminology has thus largely adopted a “forward-looking” approach—“the effects of a cause.” Root causes have been replaced with a focus on treatments, such as policing tactics. The question has shifted from “what causes crime” to “did a program work?” In addition, causal standards have been raised throughout the field, such that it is now common in the criminological literature to see the use of propensity scoring and instrumental variable approaches in warranting causal claims, even for classic questions on root causes.

Many aspects of this turn are clearly salutary. Identifying treatments that “work” is no easy matter, and causal clarity can hardly be considered a bad thing. But increasingly, it seems, the causal turn and the policy turn have led to the posing of increasingly narrow questions and to the conflation of “what policy works” to the issue of “did the treatment have a causal effect?” This emphasis is perhaps best indicated by the Department of Justice’s new “clearinghouse” website for the assessment of existing research—“crime solutions” (see crimesolutions.gov/about.aspx). The idea is to offer policy makers guidance on what to do based on prior research that has been deemed by review panels to meet rigorous standards of causal evidence. As stated on the website, “crimesolutions.gov uses rigorous research to
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1. See the discussion in Cartwright and Hardie (2012) and Ludwig, Kling, and Mullainathan (2011); see also coalition4evidence.org/.
2. Statistics has largely abandoned the causes of effects, as Holland (1986) proposed.
inform practitioners and policy makers about what works in criminal justice, juvenile justice, and crime victim services” (accessed May 23, 2013, emphasis in original). Individual studies are ranked, with randomized experiments getting the highest rating in terms of ensuring the internal validity of results.

Yet internal validity and what works in terms of policy are two separate, and only loosely connected, questions. No causal estimate, however precise, is the same as a policy prescription for “what will work.” In the next section, we will expand on what we believe are additional and necessary questions that must be taken into account when translating empirical results into policy recommendations. Establishing internal validity is only a first step.

Lost in Translation? From Causal Claims to Policy Intervention
Despite the obvious importance of experimental and quasi-experimental evidence in causal analysis, some scholars, most notably the economist James Heckman, have pointed to their underappreciated limitations for policy analysis (Heckman, 2005, 2008; Heckman and Smith, 1995). Heckman (2008: 4–5) argued that three types of questions are involved in policy analysis:

(P1) Evaluating the effects of historical interventions on outcomes, including their impact on the treated and society at large.
(P2) Forecasting the effects (constructing counterfactual states) of interventions implemented in one environment in other environments.
(P3) Forecasting the effects of interventions (constructing counterfactual states associated with interventions) never historically experienced to various environments.

Ideally, experiments can inform the answers to the first question (P1). According to Heckman (2008), theory and ultimately structural equation modeling are needed to provide answers to the second (P2) and third (P3) questions. Heckman’s argument looms large when we consider that in most policy contexts, questions P2 and P3 are what really matter—that is, what will happen in contexts different from where an experiment has occurred and where the intervention differs in important ways from that carried out in the experiment.

Similar to Heckman (2008), we argue that there is a large gulf between the kinds of information causal analysis typically provides and the kind of information that well-informed policy demands. To traverse this gap, we advance three broad topics that must form a part of the translational process from experimental results to policy recommendations: (a) the identification of mechanisms and pathways, (b) effect heterogeneity, and (c) contextualization. In each case, theory is essential to assessing the importance and possible policy implications of experimental or other causally based evidence.

Consider first the gold standard of an RCT. The experiment establishes the existence of a link between a treatment and an outcome for a particular population in a particular context. Within this circumscribed context, the goal of the experiment is to generate an internally valid estimate. We depict this bare-bones causal model in Figure 1. Establishing
this link is no small feat. It is of great importance to policy makers as well as to academics to be able to identify with precision that some program has reduced recidivism or juvenile offending, or any number of seemingly intractable criminological outcomes.

Yet once this link is established, the translational process has only just begun. First, policy requires information about what will happen in different contexts, the very thing for which experiments make no claim to be able to estimate. Although the problem of external validity is well known in the social sciences, it has not been fully confronted by criminologists. It is remarkable, for example, that whereas the website of crimesolutions.gov contains clear descriptions of causal evidence and internal validity, there is currently no entry whatsoever for external validity. Causal evidence is instead defined in terms of “evidence that documents a relationship between an activity, treatment, or intervention (including technology) and its intended outcomes, including measuring the direction and size of a change, and the extent to which a change may be attributed to the activity or intervention.” This definition may nicely fit the requirements for causal evidence for internal validation. However, causal evidence for policy recommendations outside this context should be held to a more demanding evidentiary—and theoretical—standard.

Second, and more fundamentally, in most cases a policy is not a treatment. Thus, to recommend policy requires more than considering how a treatment would be expected to work across diverse locales. When one considers policy not as a randomized trial but as a change in institutional structure, it becomes clear that theory must be brought to bear for prediction. A policy is, by definition, a change in the rules of the game. As a result, “policy translation” involves both the problem of what happens when “C” in Figure 1 changes and the problem of accounting for changes in organizational, political, or wider social structure when the treatment in Figure 1 scales up into official policy.

The point merits repeating: Even the most internally valid RCT, one that provides near incontrovertible evidence as to the existence of a link between treatment and effect, can only be uncertainly applied to a formal policy context. This limitation arises with equal force to nonexperimental designs. The fundamental disjuncture of evidence and policy application raises the problem of causal interpretation. No matter how experiments may be
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4. We focus here on experiments because they are held up as the gold standard of research design and because other methods typically face the limitations of experiments and many additional problems as well.
understood by researchers, experimental results often are interpreted by policy makers as a direct test of policy, as evidential support that “clinches” a conclusion of “what works” (Cartwright, 2007). But the simplicity of the causal graph in Figure 1 is deceptive, such that causal analyses tend to carry with them an implicit exportability claim (Barinboim and Pearl, 2013). Conditionality and constraints fall away, and experiments all too often are misread as a general statement of how the world works. To move beyond these limitations we must consider what is inside the experimental black box—to look at why and how $T$ is linked to $Y$.

**Strategies for Moving Forward**

The call for a holistic and contextual approach to understanding causal relationships may sound intractable. How are we to reconcile complex causality—with multiple pathways, heterogeneous effects, and interdependent systems—with policy recommendations that are useful and manageable? What are the strategies for improving criminological research? Recognition of complexity need not imply nihilism in practice. The purpose of this article is thus not to discourage policy-relevant criminological research or critique experiments but to suggest topics that a translational criminology must address, topics that should feature in any discussion of “what works” or, perhaps more accurately, “what will work.” In doing so, we note that experiments are part of the solution; especially those conducted within criminal justice agencies and that test mechanisms (Ludwig et al., 2011). Another part of the solution involves modes of inquiry that, under the name of causal rigor, often have been branded as inferior: descriptive data and “speculative” theory. We can move forward by remaining cognizant of and theorizing how the relationships identified by experiments fit within a larger social structure.

Although a growing number of tools are used to model complexity, we use a strategy that can aid in giving proper attention to the sorts of complexity that we identify: causal graphs. Causal graphs have, for decades, been used by social scientists to understand systems of causal relationships. They are at the core of path analysis (Duncan, 1966, 1975) and are an important component of structural equation modeling (Bollen, 1989). In the past decade they have gained a renewed importance with Judea Pearl’s (2009 [2000]) influential work on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). For Pearl, the fundamental purpose of DAGs is that they provide a simple but powerful tool that allows for the analysis of the conditions under which an observed association can be identified as a causal effect. Although translation, not identification, is our key concern, we draw from Pearl and others the broader point that causal graphs are a useful way of specifying the theoretical structure of a problem and illustrating the interdependencies in causal systems. From this perspective, making policy
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5. See Bollen and Pearl (2013) for a thorough discussion of the complementarity and interrelationship between structural equation models and DAGs as modes of representing causal structures.
requires knowledge of an interlocking system of organizations and actors, demanding a
bird’s-eye view of the wider causal picture.

Because we are not concerned with identification but with how causal relationships
fit within wider systems, we do not need the extensive mathematical machinery associated
with DAGs.6 Moreover, we will label causal effects as positive or negative in our various
examples, which is something not generally done with DAGs.7 As our focus is on policy, we
will term our causal graphs “policy graphs” and broaden the initial example in Figure 1.

In using causal graphs to understand policy implications, we also revisit the contrast
between forward-looking causation and backward-looking causation. Although useful, this
distinction may obscure the fact that both kinds of causation must refer to the casual
system in which effects are located. That is, to apply forward-looking causation to policy,
the constellation of mechanisms surrounding it must be elaborated. To understand how a
specific treatment affects an outcome, and thus what the effects of a policy intervention are
likely to be, one needs to understand the causal system of which a specific estimated effect
is a part. Responsible policy analysis cannot be done theory free (Laub, 2004: 14–19).

In short, the use of causal graphs in policy analysis provides an explicit and concrete way
to bring theory into one’s analysis or even better, one’s research design. Specifically, causal
graphs are a way of representing a theoretically derived causal system related to an outcome
of interest. They are important both for research design done prior to the collection of data
and for the interpretation of empirical findings derived from statistical analyses. As such,
we should keep in mind the interaction of various causal processes in the production of
an outcome, rather than focusing on the effect of a singular treatment abstracted from its
setting. We now examine in depth how this strategy might work with respect to the three
pragmatic challenges a translational criminology must address: mechanisms and pathways,
effect heterogeneity, and contextualization.

Mechanisms and Pathways
Experiments provide a causal graph of the world in which a treatment leads to an outcome:
$T \rightarrow Y$. Mechanisms disaggregate this relationship and in doing so provide what Heckman
(2005, 2008) would term a scientific understanding of causality. VanderWeele (2009),
drawing on work by Aalen and Frigess (2007), helps us understand this argument by
making the distinction between counterfactual-based causality and mechanistic causality. As
VanderWeele (2009: 222) describes the distinction:

Counterfactual-based causality is essentially concerned with the effects of a
particular intervention or exposure without regard to the mechanisms by which
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6. See Morgan and Winship (2007) for a basic introduction to DAGs and Elwert (2013) for a more thorough
   presentation of their workings.

7. Because DAGs are nonparametric, the labeling of effects is not appropriate.
these effects arise. Conclusions about causal effects are drawn either through randomized trials or through the careful design and analysis of observational data in which the researcher attempts to control for all the variables that confound the exposure-outcome relationship.

This approach is described as “black box” causality because the methods used to estimate causal effects can be valid irrespective of how the exposure produces its effect.

Mechanistic causality is different. We quote VanderWeele again at length (2009: 222):

Mechanistic causality, on the other hand, attempts to understand the mechanisms governing the various processes which give rise to particular outcomes. Assessing mechanistic causality requires closer observations and a good deal of scientific knowledge. The model for mechanistic causality is the natural sciences in which attempts are made to identify the natural laws and precise workings behind the phenomena we observe. In the mechanistic approach, one attempts to “look inside the black box.” A similar distinction to that made by Aalen and Frigess is also made by Heckman (2005, 2008). Heckman calls the counterfactual-based causality described above “statistical causality.” He contrasts this with what he calls the “scientific model of causality” or “economic causality.” Heckman criticizes the statistical literature on causality for not making use of theory and for not taking into account agent choice, equilibrium processes and feedback which he argues are the mechanisms by which outcomes are generated.

There are three reasons why the theoretical specification and analysis of mechanisms are a fundamental part of policy analysis (see also Ludwig et al., 2011; Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 2000). First, mechanisms are necessary for interpretation of what is a cause and what is merely a risk factor in crime (Wikström, 2011). Second, policy generally is concerned with achieving a particular causal process, not simply a causal effect. Finally, policy efficacy requires considering alternative, cost-effective processes for bringing about the desired outcome; mechanisms can identify these processes.

To elaborate on these points, we begin by considering the “broken windows” theory of crime. Introduced by James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling in 1982 in the Atlantic Monthly, the theory contends that targeting minor forms of disorder—broken windows, loitering, and graffiti—reduces serious crime. Disorder is hypothesized to provide visual cues of the state of neighborhood social control from which potential offenders derive.
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8. Increasingly, funders of interventions have come to a similar conclusion and are pushing back against the emphasis on the black box of average causal effects. The President of the William T. Grant Foundation recently wrote: “In today’s vernacular, we need more research attention paid to why and under what conditions things work as the missing ingredients in the ‘what works’ agenda” (Granger, 2011: 29).
expectations of whether further antisocial behavior will be tolerated or reported. Thus, the theory goes, the appearance of disorder begets further disorder: Broken windows breed an environment conducive to crime. Represented in Figure 2, broken windows ($BW$) provides visual cues ($VC$) of social disorganization that in turn incentivizes crime ($C$).

Broken windows theory has proven to be one of the most influential theories in criminology, prompting a wave of “zero-tolerance” and “order-maintenance” policing in New York City, Chicago, and Los Angeles (Duneier, 1999; Harcourt, 2001). For example, New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani’s crackdown on misdemeanor crimes was widely touted as a principal cause of the drop in crime in the 1990s. Even today, the NYC Police Department continues to cite aggressive policing as a decisive factor in the crime drop. However, although there is some empirical support that broken windows policing lowers crime (Kelling and Sousa, 2001), findings have been mixed overall (Harcourt, 1998, 2001; Harcourt and Ludwig, 2006; Sampson and Cohen, 1988). Even the evidentiary basis in Zimbardo’s 1969 vandalism experiment, often cited as the foundation of the broken windows thesis, is questionable. In that study, cars were purposively left abandoned in the Bronx, NY, and Palo Alto, CA. In the Bronx, the car was immediately vandalized, whereas in Palo Alto, the car was left untouched for a week. Only after Zimbardo himself smashed in the windows did the Palo Alto car succumb to further destruction. The causal link from visual cues to crime was thus contextually dependent even at the outset (Sampson, 2013: 17).

Mechanisms feature prominently in critiques of broken windows. This brings us to our first point: Mechanisms are a necessary part of the interpretation of causal claims (Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 2000). To the extent that we can identify an empirical relationship, mechanisms tell us why that relationship exists. Consequently, they also warn us when a relationship may be spurious, or caused by some other process than the one generally touted to be at play (Knight and Winship, 2013; Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, and Hardie, 2012). For example, Sampson and Raudenbush (1999, 2004) called into question the mechanism linking visual cues to crime according to the original broken windows theory, considering both spurious pathways (common causes) and interpretive processes. In analyzing the social-psychological processes behind the formation of perceptions of disorder, they find only a modest association between perceived disorder and actual disorder. Rather, stereotypes about the neighborhood, based in large part on its racial composition, have a much larger effect on perceptions. In other words, there is no guarantee that repaired windows will be noticed. Neighborhoods with large minority populations also generate enhanced perceptions
of disorder among all race/ethnic groups, suggesting a general *cultural* process, not an unmediated effect of visual cues.

By testing the broken window's hypothesized mechanism, Sampson and Raudenbush (2004) complicated the story. If broken windows policing works and if their findings are correct, then this style of policing may work through a different process than changes in perception of actual disorder. Or, to the extent that broken windows theory is correct, then policies targeting disorder may be least likely to work in some of the most disadvantaged areas with the most entrenched neighborhood stereotypes. To go back to Zimbardo’s (1969) experiment, broken windows might be an important signal in some communities while they may be meaningless in others. The wider point that emerges from this observation is that the identification of mechanisms is inextricably tied to interpretation of the causal claim. Answers to when, where, and for whom broken windows policing works are incoherent without recourse to mechanisms.

Our second point builds on the first: Mechanisms are necessary for the *justification* of public policy. In many cases, it is of great normative importance whether the treatment exerts its causal force through one or another mechanism. Policy, in other words, is not always concerned simply with achieving an outcome by manipulating a cause: Rather, it aims to achieve an outcome via *a certain route*. Consider, for example, that there are a number of pathways through which broken windows policing, with its targeting of misdemeanor crimes, could affect the crime rate. As depicted in the enhanced causal graph presented in Figure 3, the standard mechanism proposed by broken windows theory is given by the pathway in which broken windows policing (*BWP*) affects visual cues (*VC*) that in turn affects crime (*C*): (*BWP → VC → C*). However, as Sampson and Cohen (1988) suggested, this is hardly the only pathway by which policy could act: Broken windows policing may directly increase police presence, raising the likelihood of arrest for serious crimes. This possibility is represented by a pathway from broken windows policing (*BWP*) to arrests for violent crime (*AV*) to crime (*C*): (*BWP → AV → C*). In this case, what seems to be deterrence would actually be the result of a higher arrest rate for serious crime and subsequent incapacitation, rather than the result of a higher arrest rate of misdemeanors or a change in offender perceptions. Harcourt (1998) discussed a related possibility, in which
aggressive policing may lead to the arrest of individuals the police would not have grounds to arrest otherwise, preempting potential offenders through increased surveillance.

Which of these pathways is responsible for the observed effect matters for policy because the political attractiveness of a certain intervention may depend on the mechanism being used to change behavior. Zero-tolerance policing may be politically efficacious if it works by sending a signal to offenders that the neighborhood will not tolerate crime. It is less so, however, if it works through the police indiscriminately abusing the power to arrest. This latter mechanism is doubly pernicious given that police legitimacy would likely be undermined by aggressive and discriminatory behavior (Fagan and Davies, 2000), perhaps leading to increased crime in the long run.

Mechanisms are also an important part of identifying efficient policy. Even granting that a study has identified evidence of a cause, without an understanding of the often competing underlying mechanisms, we cannot determine whether that treatment is a more justified policy response than another, potentially effective and cheaper intervention. For example, if zero-tolerance policies promote higher rates of arrest for violent crime and it is these arrests that are doing the causal work, then arresting individuals for relatively minor misdemeanors would be a waste of resources. In other words, causal certainty about the effect of a treatment does not in itself imply certainty that a policy change will yield effects in ways that follow the logic of the intervention.

Despite the importance of mechanisms, they rarely feature in policy recommendations of “what works.” For instance, an RCT conducted by Braga and Bond (2008) to test broken windows theory with respect to hot-spot policing was given the highest evidentiary rating by crimesolutions.gov. Yet what qualified as broken windows policing consisted of multiple interventions, including increased misdemeanor arrests, better lighting, providing youth with recreational opportunities, working with local shelters to provide housing for homeless individuals, and connecting problem tenants to mental health services. The latter components were “intended to create opportunities for high-risk individuals to assist police efforts to promote social order.”9 A benefit of the experimental approach was that a particular broken windows policing “package” could be randomized. The drawback, of course, is that it is impossible to know which component of this strategy worked. To our mind, also it is problematic to assume that the purpose of giving social services is to help recipients assist police officers—indeed, this assumption is loaded with unexamined theoretical baggage. Even if an increase in social services does promote cooperation with the police, this is a very different mechanism than that typically associated with increased misdemeanor arrests for social disorder.

9. See also crimesolutions.gov/ProgramDetails.aspx?ID=208. In another evaluation of “broken windows” policy, the treatment included better technology for detecting crime patterns (commonly known as COMPSTAT)—see crimesolutions.gov/ProgramDetails.aspx?ID=87. Improved technology is far removed from the mechanisms posited in the original broken windows theory.
In sum, the debate over broken windows theory serves to illustrate the basic point that contention over policy rarely concerns only causal identification. Rather, it must grapple with how policy works. In saying this, we are making a stronger point than that criminological research also should be concerned with identifying mechanisms. Going further, we have argued that policy claims often make strong theoretical assumptions, or are themselves unarticulated theories about social processes. In advocating for broken windows policing, policy makers are not simply interested in a causal effect but in a causal process. Criminological research, then, should be understood as adjudicating among competing models of social processes.

**Heterogeneous Effects**

Mechanisms complicate our simple causal model by identifying the various pathways through which a treatment works. Effect heterogeneity, on the other hand, implies that multiple causal models exist that correspond to different subpopulations. Effect heterogeneity occurs when a given treatment has a different causal effect for different individuals or subgroups (e.g., males or females). In extreme cases, a treatment may be beneficial for some individuals, detrimental for others, and have no effect for others. Medical researchers are increasingly aware of the ubiquitous nature of effect heterogeneity, to the point that a lengthy New York Times essay recently posed the provocative question: “Do Clinical Trials Work?” (Leaf, 2013).

This question matters for criminal justice policy too but in a way that goes beyond the specific method of an RCT. At the most basic level, policy is concerned not only with how effects are brought about but also for whom they are brought about. Given the centrality of questions concerning quality and fairness to policy, the issue of differential effects must be a primary part of policy analysis. For example, a policy that benefits Whites while harming Blacks is not an example of a policy that most would consider “works” even if its average causal effect was salutary. Moreover, behavioral assumptions implicit in unaccounted heterogeneous effects may cause us to understate the effect of a policy. When a random experiment provides a treatment both to those for whom the treatment will give a high return as well as to those for whom the treatment will give a low return, forced treatment leads to a lower average outcome than would be obtained if the treatment were limited to those likely to benefit.

Consider the case of the Moving to Opportunity experiment (Kling, Liebman, and Katz, 2007; Kling, Ludwig, and Katz, 2005) in which families were randomly assigned vouchers to relocate to low-poverty neighborhoods. Subsequent analysis revealed that although the move was beneficial for young females (lowered arrests for property crime and better mental health), the move had deleterious effects on young male delinquency (heightened aggressive behavior and probability of arrest for property crime). This sort of effect heterogeneity implies separate graphs for each gender (Figure 4). Here, a move ($M$)
facilitated behavioral adjustment (BA) for females while hindering it for males. This distinction is represented by the positive arrow for females (M → BA) and the negative arrow for males (M → BA) and is responsible for different probabilities of arrest in each group (A). In assessing policy, this differential effect must be a part of the conversation. A single causal effect would mask real differences and all the normative and political implications they entail.

Heterogeneity is not just a quality of subgroups. It also is a temporal phenomenon. That is, the efficacy of a treatment depends on its location within the cluster of activities, networks, and institutions that define the actor at any given point. A treatment given to a young man will differ from a treatment given to an old man; a first treatment will differ from a recurring one. Moreover, a treatment at a given age may show an instantaneous effect (or null result) that changes or reverses in a later follow-up. As a consequence, the population-level effects of a policy change, one that individuals may confront daily, will likely diverge from the effects of a single randomized intervention. Our point is not to say that experiments are not useful in estimating treatment effects. Rather, and again, the point is to separate the policy question of what “works” or “will work” from the effects identified by researchers. Policies unfold over a time horizon more expansive than those accommodated by a single empirical study.

Perhaps the best example here is noncriminological but which nonetheless has implications for crime over the life course. The famous Perry Pre-school Project was a randomly assigned treatment that initially boosted IQ in children, but the effect quickly faded. It was only years later that researchers discovered significant treatment effects on lifetime outcomes up to 40 years of age. Accounting for this temporal heterogeneity but also probing the causal mechanisms that produced it, Heckman, Pinto, and Savelyev (in press) showed that the Perry Project significantly enhanced adult outcomes including education, employment, earnings, marriage, participation in healthy behaviors, and reduced participation in crime and welfare. They also argued that experimentally induced changes in noncognitive personality traits, rather than IQ, explain a sizable portion of the adult treatment effects. This example shows that the treatment was temporally heterogeneous, had unanticipated spillover effects, and operated through a particular causal pathway—what criminologists would call “self-control.” In the next section we provide a more detailed example of how
the effect of an intended criminological treatment—arrest for domestic violence—similarly varies over the life course and through mechanisms not anticipated by the original design.\(^\text{10}\)

**Contextualization**

Academics often dutifully note the importance of social context, typically in terms of boundary conditions that limit causal claims. Yet context implies more than an unarticulated background or boundary against which to generalize causes and effects. To contextualize is to consider an entrenched causal web that intervenes and shapes every point of an unfolding causal process, dictating the nature of incentives, opportunities, and institutional relationships that define the policy world. As such, policy researchers must rethink their understanding of the role of social context, moving it from the periphery to the center of analysis.

In the subsequent discussion, we elaborate three dimensions of context, from most basic to most demanding, that must be kept in mind when translating empirical results into policy. First, and most straightforwardly, context can be understood as the macro-environment that directly affects the actor, whether neighborhood, city, or country. Consider a study on recidivism by Kubrin and Stewart (2006). The authors pointed out, rightly, that most studies tend to examine the individual-level characteristics associated with recidivism, ignoring how the effects of these characteristics may be dependent on local factors, in this instance, place. Using nonexperimental data, they found that neighborhood context accounted for nearly 13% of the variance in recidivism, with offenders returning to disadvantaged communities reoffending more, net of individual-level factors. In another study showing the power of place-based context to influence recidivism, Kirk (2009) employed a quasi-experimental approach that used the residential destruction resulting from Hurricane Katrina as an exogenous source of variation that influences where a parolee will end up once released from prison. He found that a forced move away from a parolee’s former geographic home substantially lessens the likelihood of re-incarceration. Such studies thus have suggested that neighborhood context influences the efficacy of criminal justice policies. More generally, context can be understood as the macro-level environment influencing behavior.

Second, and expanding further, context can be understood as the opportunity structure within which an actor exists. Context shapes incentives and limits choice. As such, the context of the actor in the real world often differs markedly from that of the actor in the experimental one. For example, psychological laboratory experiments have established a positive relationship between video game use and violent behavior. Video games are often said to increase aggressive tendencies through a process of social learning that is posited to support a violent personality and encourage criminal behavior. Yet extrapolating from the

\(^{10}\) In another example, temporal heterogeneity combines with effect heterogeneity. The gender interaction in delinquency uncovered in the interim follow-up of the Moving to Opportunity experiment seems to have eroded in the long-term follow-up (Sanbonmatsu et al., 2011).
lab to the street is a difficult endeavor and ignores the trade-offs between video game playing and other options youths have to occupy their time. Considered against the whole gamut of possible activities, video game playing may not be so socially deleterious. In particular, a recent study by Cunningham, Engelstatter, and Ward (2011) found that playing video games may incapacitate violent activity by taking users off the streets, on the whole, decreasing criminal behavior on aggregate.

The causal graph given in Figure 5a represents the causal pathway suggested by psychology experiments in which video gaming ($VG$) leads to violent behavior ($VB$) through the creation of aggressive tendencies ($AT$). But when the causal graph is amended to take into account opportunity structure, it is no longer clear whether the positive association identified in the laboratory should hold. As shown in Figure 5b, video game playing ($VG$) may still increase the likelihood of aggressive tendencies ($AT$) and thus increase violent behavior ($VB$), as in the pathway $VG \rightarrow AT \rightarrow VB$. However, this criminogenic pathway may be mitigated by a prosocial pathway in which video game playing lowers opportunities for delinquency and, thus, violent behavior ($VG \rightarrow OP \rightarrow VB$). Given a positive relationship between opportunities for violence and violent behavior, any drop in opportunity for violence should lessen observed violent behavior.

What we observe in the causal graphs in Figure 5 is that if the effect of video gaming along the prosocial pathway ($VG \rightarrow OP \rightarrow VB$) is stronger than that along the antisocial pathway ($VG \rightarrow AT \rightarrow VB$), then video game playing will actually lead to a decrease in violent behavior. This finding recalls the criminological literature on routine activities theory that explains crime not by reference to singular treatments but by the intersection of activities, opportunities, and environment (Cohen and Felson, 1979).

Not least, context concerns the interdependence of institutions and societal responses—a policy intervention in one part of the criminal justice system will have reverberations, quite possibly changing the intended outcome of the intervention. This result is likely to develop in any social context, but it is a particularly salient feature in criminology, where...
interlocking institutions and interdependent social networks are the norm. As far back as
the 1960s, the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
Justice introduced the influential concept of the criminal justice “system.”

The implication is that feedback loops and unintended causal consequences are the-
oretically expected. For example, consider America’s grand “natural experiment”—mass
incarceration. Although incapacitation may reduce violent crime by removing offenders
from the community, Sampson (2011) suggested that removal also decreases the ratio of
males to females, which in turn increases family disruption and rates of violence. Based on
research that has shown that imprisonment has negative effects on employment, especially
the marginalization of Black men from the labor market (Western, 2006), Sampson argued
that imprisonment may indirectly lead to future crime through its disruptive effect on Black
family structure.

We can illustrate this theoretical model in Figure 6. Figure 6a represents the simple
relationship among arrest (A), incapacitation (I), and crime (C): (A → I → C). If Samp-
son’s (2011) contention is right, then estimating only this simple pathway is incomplete
without knowledge of the pathway from incarceration to increased family disruption and,
ence, increased violence. The alternative pathway of incarceration’s effect through removal
(R) is represented in the causal graph of Figure 6b (A → R → C). This and other potential
pathways are especially salient when interpreting a randomized experiment on enhanced
policing. An experiment that randomizes by neighborhood or block will capture the causal
pathway from arrest to lower crime via incapacitation. But it is less likely to capture the
effect of increased incarceration on employment opportunities and family structure, which
operates in a temporally and geographically broader context (Western, 2006). Yet the overall
effect of increased arrest for a community will depend on the balance between the two path-
ways, a calculation of which informed policy must assess. Unlike heterogeneous treatment
effects and mechanisms, these differences cannot be modeled within an experiment alone,
and they require recourse to theory to estimate their effects.

In short, contextualization challenges a framework that assumes that we can manipulate
a treatment, ceteris paribus—that we can isolate an intervention that is exogenous to the
system and assume that incentive structures or practices among individuals and organizations
will not change. A concern for modeling context also points to the importance of replications, meta-analyses, and large-scale observational studies specifically geared toward investigating macro-level factors.

**Putting it All Together: The Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment and Follow-ups**

Up to this point, we have discussed three complexities to the bare-bones RCT causal model of the world: mechanisms, causal heterogeneity, and contextualization. These subjects, we argue, are as necessary to policy considerations or recommendations as are precise causal estimates. Yet they typically do not feature in criminological conversations about policy that works and, when they do, not in a formal or systematic way. We thus turn to a final extended example to illustrate further our argument and provide guidelines. We chose the Minneapolis (MN) Domestic Violence Experiment (hereafter MDVE) and a group of further studies inspired by the original MDVE as a case of experimental criminology that was ultimately “done right.” Through experiments, replications, observational studies, and importantly, criminological theory, the MDVE and its aftermath accumulated information about how mechanisms, heterogeneity, and the importance of context would shape policy on the ground.

Prior to the MDVE, law enforcement had been reluctant to arrest or intervene in cases of domestic violence. This changed during the 1980s after *Thurman v. City of Torrington* (1985) established police liability in the case of domestic assault, thereby incentivizing states to enact policies that eliminated officers’ discretion in cases of domestic abuse. By randomizing police response, the MDVE found that the arrest of an alleged offender caused a marked drop in rates of reoffending (as compared with counseling or separation from the partner). Seizing on the seemingly strong results, legislators, policy experts, and academics began supporting mandatory arrest policies (Mignon and Holmes, 1995). Although the original researchers repeatedly cautioned against premature extrapolation of the experimental results, the findings drew national attention and quickly ushered in rapid and perhaps unprecedented change in how states and cities administered police responses to domestic violence. Protestations to the limitations of external validity notwithstanding, 24 states adopted mandatory arrest policies (Miller, 2005), an illustration of the power of the experiments’ implicit “exportability” claim. Indeed, the MDVE often has been cited as evidence that mandatory arrest, as a general policy instrument for crimes other than domestic violence, is an effective tool (Davis, 2008).

It is useful, however, to go back to the seminal *American Sociological Review* paper in 1984 that reported the results of the MDVE (Sherman and Berk, 1984). The experiment

---

11. This article is perhaps the most cited criminology paper (with more than 1,100 citations) to appear in the *American Sociological Review* in modern times. A policy brief also was published around the same time as the ASR paper.
FIGURE 7

Domestic Violence and Deterrence

\[ A \xrightarrow{+} D \xrightarrow{-} RV \]

was presented as a test between two competing theories of the effect of punishment. On the one hand, deterrence theory suggests that punishment will lower recidivism, especially when punishment is certain, swift, and severe. On the other hand, labeling theory predicts that arrest may be criminogenic (Becker, 1963; Lemert, 1951). By randomly assigning arrest, the MDVE sought to adjudicate the effect of arrest. In the end, labeling theory was not supported. At least for the particular population under study, the causal relationship was represented by the simple causal graph in Figure 7: Randomized arrest \((A)\) increases deterrence \((D)\) (i.e., \([A \rightarrow D]\)), which in turn lessens the probability of repeated violence \((RV)\), or \(D \rightarrow RV\).

Yet over the course of further research, this simple causal graph began to fray. In the 6 years after MDVE, the National Institute of Justice funded five replication studies, whose results varied widely. On the one hand, studies in Omaha, NB; Milwaukee, WI; and Charlotte, NC, not only found no evidence for the deterrent effect of arrest, but also they reported increases in subsequent crimes. Colorado Springs, CO, and Dade County, FL, on the other hand, did find evidence of deterrence.

Our framework suggests that this kind of difference can be expressed by widening the causal graph. As we discussed with regard to mechanisms and effect heterogeneity, an average causal effect may mask important differences in the routes through which, and the groups for which, an outcome is realized. Analyzing the data from the replication studies 8 years after the original MDVE article was published, Sherman, Smith, Schmidt, and Rogan (1992) offered a possible explanation for these diverse findings: differences in how subsamples of individuals responded to arrest as a result of the operation of two possible mechanisms. They argued that although arrest serves as a formal sanction, arrest also is linked to informal sanctions that decrease the likelihood of reoffending for a subset of the population. In particular, individuals who were more socially and institutionally embedded (employed or married) were hypothesized to experience more informal sanctions and greater social controls from their partners and social networks (Sampson and Laub, 1993). Arrest was thus arguably more effective in this group, whereas for men with fewer social bonds, arrest lost its crime-reducing sting.

Put in the language of this article, differences in the domestic violence experiments could be explained by a combination of the heterogeneity of effects and differences in mechanisms. From this perspective, the causal arrow that represents “deterrence” in the simple causal graph from Figure 7 must be further broken down. In Figure 8, we demonstrate how the effect of arrest works through two separate pathways, one involving formal sanctions.
(A $\rightarrow$ FS $\rightarrow$ RV) and the other an effect of informal sanctions on socially embedded men (A $\rightarrow$ IS $\rightarrow$ RV), both of which lead to decreases in violence (RV). We can then hypothesize that the efficacy of each pathway may well vary with individual characteristics of the offender.

Reexamining the data and consistent with Figure 8, Sherman et al. (1992) found that offenders with a greater number of social ties and thus greater “stakes in conformity” were less likely to reoffend than those missing such ties. To the extent that “the effectiveness of legal sanctions rests on a foundation of informal control” (p. 688), differences in a city’s economic situation and strength of individual ties are predicted to result in different directions of the effect of arrest. That these results are dependent on the degree of “social bonds” suggested a different causal graph from the one posited in the initial experiment. Similar heterogeneous effects of arrest were found in a reanalysis by Berk, Campbell, Klap, and Western (1992). In a subsequent work, Sherman (1993) offered a theory to account explicitly for how arrest “either reduces, increases, or has no effect on future crimes, depending on the type of offenders, offenses, social settings, and levels of analysis” (p. 445). His theory of “defiance” helps explain the conditions under which punishment, or in this case arrest for domestic violence, increases crime.\(^\text{12}\)

Within our framework, policy analysis also must be cognizant of temporal heterogeneity. Indeed, a recent 23-year follow-up study by Sherman and Harris (2013) investigated the effect of arrest from the Milwaukee domestic violence experiment. In what is probably the longest follow-up ever of a randomized trial testing the effect of criminal sanctions, they found that arrest had no effect for employed individuals and actually increased the prevalence of reoffending for unemployed individuals. Crucially, the harmful effect of arrest was only apparent after 6 years and continued growing for the next 20 years. Much like the Heckman

\(^{12}\) Sherman (in press) also notes the widespread heterogeneity in estimates derived from “hot-spot” policing research—“While the average effect is beneficial, the range of effects is very great. Whether another agency implementing some form of hot spot policing will achieve a large or small effect remains highly uncertain from the available research.”
et al. (in press) article cited earlier on the Perry Preschool Project, the authors conclude that short-term evaluations are inappropriate for understanding longer life-course outcomes. We would generalize further and emphasize the logical conclusion, often overlooked in criminological discussion of policy implications, that any single empirical result must not be conflated with having predicted the long-term outcomes of a policy regime change.

Scaling Up and the Importance of Context

“If I called the police to get him out of my house, I’d get evicted.” Victim of domestic violence in Milwaukee on reluctance to call 911 (quoted in Eckholm, 2013: A1)

Even with no effect heterogeneity and full knowledge of the mechanisms operating within a particular study, the context challenge implies that a single experiment cannot provide evidence of the consequences of scaling up. Although this challenge might not matter in medical trials, the canonical example of an experimental science, crime, and criminal justice are quintessentially social phenomena. In regard to the MDVE, the treatment was randomly assigned arrest in a study of 314 individuals in a city of nearly 400,000, not an alternative policy universe in which arrest was mandatory. Yet there are many reasons to assume that scaling up will change the nature of the intervention, altering both offenders’ understanding of the likely consequences and, importantly, also the victim’s likelihood of reporting.

Using nonexperimental methods, Iyengar (2007) has found evidence that suggests that the rise in mandatory arrest laws may be associated with a greater probability of spousal homicide, an effect mediated by the lowered probabilities that victims will call the police when it is known that their partner will be arrested. As Iyengar stated, the MDVE’s use of randomized assignment provided no evidence as to whether mandatory arrest would lower recidivism under a policy regime change of larger scale. Once it was known that a victim calling in would unequivocally result in the offender’s arrest, there was a marked drop in reports of domestic violence. Iyengar’s work suggests that this drop was associated with an increase in spousal homicides. Taking into account the effects of scaling up makes clear policy itself also must be a part of our causal graph of the world (Figure 9). By doing so, one creates what one might call a “policy graph”—a causal graph in which the policy itself is a variable. This move responds to Heckman’s (2005) call for policy research to take into account agent choice and feedback processes based on expectations.

By making the arrest policy \( (AP) \) part of the graph in Figure 9, we draw attention to two important causal processes that link the policy of mandatory arrest to actual instances of arrest: (a) the perceived likelihood of sanctions (PLS), here on the part of the offender that his or her partner will report domestic abuse, and (b) the likelihood that the partner will make the call reporting domestic abuse \( (C) \). First, arrest policy \( (AP) \) may lessen the likelihood that the offender believes the partner will call the police \( (PLS) \). Second, arrest
policy may lessen the actual probability that the victim will report abuse (negative arrow between $AP$ and $C$). To the extent that these two mechanisms are in play, we could then witness an overall decrease in calls ($C$), while witnessing an increase in domestic violence ($DV$). Even if we assume that an increase in domestic violence will be associated generally with an increase in reports of abuse (positive between $DV$ and $C$), the overall outcome will depend on the strength of the negative relationship between arrest policy and calls.

For example, if it is certain that the potential offender would be arrested if a call were made, that offender may not believe his or her partner would take such an action, especially if an arrest would lead to a loss of household income or even eviction for victims who are also tenants. In many cities including Milwaukee, the site of one of the domestic violence experiments, landlords can evict tenants who frequently call the police or house criminals. Based on so-called “crime-free housing” ordinances, the idea is to put responsibility on landlords to weed out disruptive tenants (Eckholm, 2013). Although 911 calls may in themselves be defined as disruptive, arrest is more so and leads to a criminal record of someone in or associated with the household. As the victim quoted at the beginning of this section reveals, these ordinances can thus dampen the willingness of citizens to call on the police for help, in turn leading to unintended consequences. In fact, Desmond and Valdez (2013: 117) found that a third of all evictions in Milwaukee involve domestic violence. Desmond (2012: 88) reaches a strong conclusion overall: “In poor black neighborhoods, eviction is to women what incarceration is to men: a typical but severely consequential occurrence contributing to the reproduction of urban poverty.”

It stands to reason that in addition to potential monetary losses (e.g., child support) there are real incentives for victims to not call the police under mandatory arrest regimes. It is further reasonable to assume that potential offenders are aware of these incentives and potential effects on victims’ behavior. With respect to our model, if potential offenders do not believe there will be a cost associated with their actions, then a decrease in perceived likelihood of calling may serve to increase domestic violence (negative arrow between $PLS$ and $DV$). Therefore the behavior of both victims and offenders is potentially altered in
previously unanticipated and possibly countervailing ways once domestic violence policies are scaled up.

Perhaps no other result provides a more powerful reminder of the importance of considering the potential unintended consequences of moving from experiment to policy. In the case of the MDVE, it is clear that the policy intervention, and its unintended effects on the incentives and opportunities available to individuals within the new policy regime, must be theorized as part of the translation from experiment to policy. Noting the difference between the causal graph implicit in the initial experiment (Figure 7) and the processes graphed in Figures 8 and 9, we draw a combined causal graph in Figure 10. A result of the accumulation of replication, theory, and observational data, Figure 10 underscores that the relationship identified by the experiment—that between arrest and reoffending—constitutes just one part of an interlocking causal web. The effect of arrest policy (AP) is necessarily different from that of randomized arrest (A). It is conditioned by how arrest policy alters the legal structure in which offenders and victims act, by the mechanisms that impact how offenders react to arrest, and by the differences among individuals and their local contexts.

To summarize, the results of the initial MDVE must be understood as part of a larger research program. The first, single experiment provided evidence of a time-bound relationship between arrest and rates of reoffending. Yet, as research about the boundary conditions of this effect mounted, the contingencies of moving from treatment to policy became clearer. The MDVE body of research should thus be considered, from the point of view of research, a success. Multiple methods and theory were brought to bear on many independent streams of data in a sequential process. Through the accumulation of both experimental and observational studies, the simplistic causal graph of a treatment influencing an outcome was gradually transformed into a policy graph, one that gives information regarding mechanisms, heterogeneous effects, and the potential unintended consequences of scaling up.
In terms of policy, by contrast, the MDVE proved a mixed blessing. The initial experiment was taken as causal evidence of “what works.” Mandatory arrest was expanded before its potential effects were clear and follow-up studies revealed the contingency of results. Because policy makers did not pay sufficient attention to the accumulation of multiple data or the formulation of good theory, they implemented measures that, in many cases, proved to be counterproductive (Sherman, 1993; Sherman and Harris, 2013). It is probably unknowable how much net harm (or good) was done as a result of the early adoption of mandatory arrest policies.

**Toward Complex Parsimony**

Throughout this article, we have argued for a theoretically informed approach to policy, one that gives as much weight to understanding the social structure of criminal justice policy as it currently does to identifying causal effects within it. Although our focus has been on the interpretation of experimental results, our argument applies equally to problems in observational research design. Experiments and related designs will be most informative if researchers seriously consider theory even before data are collected. We have argued specifically that three key topics—mechanisms, effect heterogeneity, and contextualization—are central to the project of policy creation, although they often are addressed, if at all, as an afterthought, typically as either boundary conditions or details of the causal narrative. By contrast, we believe that these topics merit the core of our attention as criminologists at both the design and the analysis stage.

In exploring the role of mechanisms, heterogeneity, and context, we have adopted the use of causal graphs because we believe they make more explicit the causal claims and theory that are implicated in policy research. Just the drawing of a graph is an informative exercise for what at first seems to be a simple relationship. We also use these graphs because our principal goal in this article is to complicate underlying causal models—to make the policy intervention a part of the graph itself—that is, to create a “policy graph.” This representation can, we believe, eliminate or at least temper the implicit exportability claim of experimental results, making clear the conditionality of causal results and their place within a wider causal system. Furthermore, we agree with Ludwig et al.’s (2011) claim that experiments testing causal mechanisms can yield generalizable, policy-relevant information even if they test interventions that do not correspond to realistic policy options. Testing the visual cue hypothesis of broken windows theory by randomly assigning disorder (e.g., abandoned cars) in a field experiment is an example of this strategy. More generally, although it may seem counterintuive, the best way to inform policy is not always to test policy (Ludwig et al., 2011: 30).

The ultimate principle is that to provide effective policy, causal effects must be understood within a larger organizational, political, and social structure. Causal graphs transformed into policy graphs provide one way of representing that structure and can
complement ongoing causal inquiry: Once we have a theoretical model of a given causal structure, we can go about the complicated task of estimating parts of the causal web and understanding how its different components are related and interact with each other.\(^\text{13}\) Causal graphs and theory also can be used to design experiments themselves and test hypothesized policy mechanisms (Ludwig et al., 2011). A key strength of our recommended approach is that to understand whether a particular causal effect is identified, \textit{we do not need to estimate the whole system}. What we do need to do is to draw on theory to gain an understanding of how parts of the system are stitched together. Otherwise, we are left with static, detached segments of purported causal relationships; such a balkanized view of reality tells very little about the dynamic relationships of complex causal systems. Moreover, it is only by asking questions about the larger causal structure that we can examine when and how a set of experimental results generalizes to other situations. In the context of policy, we must thus reject the separation of forward and backward causality—to understand policy going forward cannot be divorced from a “backward-looking” understanding of the causes of effects.

It should be emphasized again that descriptive data and noncausal analysis constitute a crucial part of the construction and evaluation of a policy graph. Consider, for example, that much of our knowledge on “broken windows” noted earlier was based on careful observation rather than on experimentation or counterfactual causal analysis. Or consider the important gains derived from meta-analyses, demographic-like analysis of stocks and flows through the criminal justice system, and research on the previously neglected links between high rates of incarceration and inequality (Western, 2006) that motivated the hypothesized links in Figure 6. More generally, noncausal analysis of offender patterns derived from longitudinal research on the life course is important for understanding temporal heterogeneity and informing sentencing policy. Blumstein and Nakamura (2009), for example, used criminal-history information to develop longitudinal estimates of expected career lengths and what they called “redemption times.” These estimates make no causal claims but are relevant to building a rational policy on setting release times from prison and for employment policy concerning ex-offenders. Descriptive data and theoretically driven analysis thus form essential building blocks of causal policy graphs.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Policy research must be concerned with much more than providing policy makers with information about average causal effects. As we have argued, “what works” does not reduce

\(^{13}\) A mature criminological science that combines causal evidence with theory and the accumulation of knowledge across multiple studies and different contexts may lead to areas of consensus that can yield reasonably strong policy inferences. This seems to be occurring in policing research, as reviewed by Nagin and Weisburd (2013, this issue) and Sherman (in press).
to the estimation of a causal effect, however precisely measured. We must instead separate criminology’s increasing focus on causality from its policy turn, recognizing that the latter requires a different standard of theory and evidence than does the former. We must in turn be willing to ask questions related to mechanisms, heterogeneous effects, and social context, and all of the real-world phenomena to which these difficulties give rise—such as the possibility of unintended consequences, of policies that change incentive and opportunity structures, and more. There are tools that can enhance this goal, hopefully leading to a set of topics, all of which must be addressed, by researchers who wish to inform policy in a causally uncertain world.¹⁴

We thus agree with Blomberg et al. (2013) that causal uncertainty does not negate criminological contributions to policy. On the contrary, causal uncertainty can be the subject of investigation and criminologists can do a better job of making explicit their assumptions. It is here that concepts, theory, and descriptive analyses—including insights from practitioners themselves—are essential (Laub, 2012; Sherman, in press). Indeed, it may be that for some of the issues raised in this article, practitioners (e.g., cops on the beat) may be better “theorists” of what policy changes will trigger on the ground than academic criminologists who theorize at a considerable remove. Along with a commitment to conducting ongoing systematic research or experiments, criminal justice agencies can be co-producers of the sort of feedback information that is necessary to address questions of heterogeneity, mechanisms, and context.

Finally, although James Q. Wilson might have been right in 1975 to note the inability of criminal justice institutions to change root causes, he was wrong, we think, to suggest the casual irrelevance of criminological theory. Even the most “root”-like causes, such as concentrated disadvantage, unemployment, and legacies of racial inequality are central to our understanding of how policies will likely be received by those subjected to intervention by the state—and, therefore, how the policies seemingly recommended by experiments or other causal analyses are likely to work in practice and in the future. The domestic violence results are a clear case in point. Observed in this light, translational criminology is a process that entails the constant interplay of theory, research, and practice. Evidence, even if causal, does not “speak for itself” to policy.
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Family-Focused Interventions to Prevent Juvenile Delinquency
A Case Where Science and Policy Can Find Common Ground
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Research Summary
Several criminological theories prioritize the role of the family in influencing juvenile delinquency, and both observational studies (Derzon, 2010; Hoeve et al., 2009; Steinberg, 2001) and experimental evaluations of family-focused interventions (Farrington and Welsh, 2003; Sandler, Schoenfelder, Wolchik, and MacKinnon, 2011) have demonstrated that parenting practices affect the degree to which children and adolescents will engage in substance use, delinquency, and/or violence. Moreover, research regarding the ability of family-focused interventions to reduce offending when implemented in “real-world” conditions is mounting.

Policy Implications
Scientific experiments are increasingly being used to identify why, for whom, and under what conditions treatments are most effective, information that Sampson, Winship, and Knight (2013) in the main article of this special issue emphasize is needed to provide assurances that programs will work when replicated in communities. Based on this evidence, should criminologists advocate for policies and practices intended to increase the dissemination of effective family-based programs? This essay contends that there is sufficient evidence to do so. To ensure that such policies produce desired reductions in juvenile delinquency, however, criminologists also must reach consensus on the evidentiary standards needed to identify “what works,” advocate for increased
attention to implementation fidelity during program replication, and increase support for preventive interventions among policy makers and the public.
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Blomberg, Mestre, and Mann (2013) note in their introduction to this special issue that “for criminology . . . it has not yet been possible to isolate a single cause of crime.” Instead, a variety of factors have been posited by criminological theories and shown in empirical research to affect delinquency. Moreover, these factors are likely to co-occur and interact with one another, making it difficult for criminologists to present a simple, parsimonious explanation of offending or to offer easy solutions for how to reduce crime. In addition, the degree to which any one factor is “causally” related to offending is unclear, leading many criminologists to avoid making public policy recommendations for how to lower rates of criminal behavior.

Rather than be disappointed by our inability to isolate the root cause(s) of crime and reluctant to help shape crime-control policies, I advocate in this policy essay that criminologists make immediate and “rational” (Mears, 2007) policy recommendations based on the best available scientific evidence (Blomberg et al., 2013) we have regarding the factors that contribute to juvenile offending and its prevention. Specifically, I argue for policies intended to increase the use of evidence-based preventive interventions that seek to alter one or more of the individual, school, peer, family, and community risk and protective factors shown in scientific research to affect delinquency (Farrington, 2000; Hawkins, Catalano, and Miller, 1992; Herrenkohl et al., 2000; Lipsey and Derzon, 1998). Much progress has been made in the development and evaluation of such strategies, and growing numbers of interventions have been shown to reduce juvenile substance use, delinquency, and violence by targeting criminogenic influences (Andrews et al., 1990; Farrington and Welsh, 2005; Sherman, Gottfredson, MacKenzie, Reuter, and Bushway, 1998; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2001).

Rather than reviewing the extensive body of evaluation research in this area, this policy essay focuses on the development, testing, and potential policy implications of family-focused delinquency prevention programs. The essay begins by discussing the theoretical and evidentiary basis of these programs; that is, the degree to which family-focused programs are based on criminological theories and empirical evidence regarding family influences on delinquency, and findings from experimental evaluations testing the degree to which targeted parenting practices are associated with reductions in delinquency and substance use.

---

1. Although structural features of the family (e.g., family structure, size, and socioeconomic status) also have been shown to affect juvenile delinquency, this article focuses on parenting practices because
The second section of this policy essay reviews additional evidence from experimental evaluations of family-focused interventions to address the concerns raised by Sampson, Winship, and Knight (2013) in this issue. They assert that treatments designed to target the “root causes” of crime must establish not only their technical ability to reduce offending (e.g., showing effectiveness via experiments with strong internal validity), but also their ability to produce results when replicated widely, under “real-world” conditions. Specifically, they contend that, prior to the dissemination of interventions, there must be demonstration of the mechanisms or causal pathways that produce reductions in delinquency, as well as identification of the populations for whom and conditions under which treatments have their anticipated effects (i.e., “effect heterogeneity” and “context”). Although Sampson et al. (2013) express some doubts that experimental research can meet these criteria, experiments are increasingly being used to examine these issues, and this progress will be discussed using examples from family-focused interventions.

The conclusion of this policy essay identifies policies that have already been put into place to increase the use of family-focused programs and discusses the necessary next steps for ensuring that such policies lead to desired reductions in delinquency. Recommendations include establishing consensus among scientists regarding the evidentiary standards needed to determine intervention effectiveness, advocating for implementation integrity during program replication, and increasing support for preventive interventions among policy makers and the public.

**Theoretical Explanations of Family Influences on Delinquency**

Delinquency prevention programs are most likely to be effective when they target for change the factors identified in criminological theories and shown in empirical studies to influence offending (Farrington, 2000). Although they may disagree on the family factor(s) that is most important in affecting delinquency, several criminological theories emphasize the importance of parenting practices in directly and indirectly influencing delinquency. To summarize briefly, social learning theories (Akers, 1985, 2009; Bandura and Walters, 1959; Patterson, 1982) contend that children learn positive and negative behaviors via interaction with others, and that parents are particularly important for influencing children’s prosocial and antisocial behavior. Parents who endorse attitudes favoring deviant behavior or who fail to correct children’s misbehavior increase the likelihood that children will view delinquent activities as acceptable to achieve certain outcomes, particularly when they perceive more benefits than consequences from engaging in delinquency. Moreover, parents they tend to have a more prominent role in criminological theories compared with structural influences, have been shown to mediate the impact of family structure on delinquency (Kotchick & Forehand, 2002; Sampson & Laub, 1994; Stern & Smith, 1995), and are likely to be more amenable to change than are structural factors.
who engage in deviance or law-breaking provide children with models of illicit behavior to emulate.

Self-control theory (Gottfredson and Hirschi, 1990) contends that family influences are largely indirect: Parents who actively monitor children’s behavior, set and communicate clear expectations that delinquency is not acceptable, and reward compliance (and punish transgressions) instill high levels of self-control in children, which in turn reduces the likelihood of youth offending. Social bonding theory (Hirschi, 1969) places more emphasis on direct effects of parenting practices, particularly affective bonds between parents and children. When parents show affection for their children, communicate effectively with them, provide them opportunities to be involved in the family, and positively recognize their children for displaying positive behaviors and refraining from delinquency, parents create strong, positive relationships with their children (Catalano and Hawkins, 1996). Youth who are attached to parents refrain from problem behaviors because they do not want to risk losing their approval and affection (Hirschi, 1969).

General strain theory (Agnew, 1992, 2006) includes family stress such as parent/child conflict and child maltreatment among the forms of strain most likely to lead to youth deviance. These negative experiences are likely to evoke strong negative emotions (e.g., anger, anxiety, or depression) among children. In turn, youth may engage in substance use, aggression, or other forms of delinquency to try to minimize and/or alleviate these feelings (Brezina, 1998; Hay, 2003).

Finally, integrated and life-course theories of crime (Catalano and Hawkins, 1996; Elliott, Huizinga, and Ageton, 1985; Sampson and Laub, 1993; Thornberry, 1987) assert that the degree to which parents model positive behavior; supervise and effectively discipline children; and establish close, affective bonds with youth are all important in shaping delinquency. Nonetheless, as children age, seek independence from parents, and form relationships with others, parental influences wane in importance. In a similar vein, Moffitt (1993) posited that adverse family conditions during the prenatal and early childhood periods (e.g., maternal drug use during pregnancy or child maltreatment), as well as genetic influences, are most important in the development of life-course persistent offending, while exposure to deviant peers is the most salient predictor of (less serious) delinquency limited to the adolescent period. Patterson (1982) contended that parenting practices have an immediate effect on children’s misbehavior and longer term, indirect influences on delinquency, via children’s school and peer experiences. When parents ignore or inappropriately react to children’s misbehavior, they reinforce and increase the likelihood of its continuation. Such children may be more likely to act out in school, which in turn increases the probability of negative interactions with teachers, poor school performance, rejection from positive peers, and increased contact with delinquent peers. These are all risk factors in their own right, and the accumulation of these negative circumstances makes delinquency during mid-to-late adolescence much more likely.
Empirical Evidence of Family Influences on Delinquency

A vast body of research has investigated the degree to which parenting practices identified as important in criminological theories impact youth delinquency. Two meta-analyses (Derzon, 2010; Hoeve et al., 2009) of cross-sectional and longitudinal studies each reported average effect sizes on delinquency ranging from about 0.15 to 0.20 for the parenting practices under consideration, including child maltreatment; parental monitoring, supervision, and discipline of children; parental affection and support; and parental criminal behavior and/or deviant attitudes. Although small to moderate in size, these effects are comparable with those found in meta-analyses of other primary risk factors for delinquency, including low self-control (Pratt and Cullen, 2000), differential association and reinforcement (Pratt et al., 2010), and macro- or neighborhood-level predictors (Pratt and Cullen, 2005). Moreover, the studies included in the meta-analyses varied considerably in terms of sample characteristics, measurement instruments, analysis strategies, and inclusion of other risk and protective factors, indicating support for a general relationship between parenting behaviors and delinquency.

Nonetheless, findings based on meta-analyses cannot be used to make claims regarding the “causal” impact of family influences on offending. Even longitudinal studies, which can analyze the impact of parenting practices on children’s subsequent behaviors and/or investigate the degree to which changes in the family affect changes in delinquency, are limited in their ability to establish definitively parenting as a “root cause” of crime. Causal claims are predicated on the ability to account in full for and rule out other potential explanations of delinquency. Because multiple factors have been shown to impact adolescent offending, this task is challenging. Furthermore, children’s individual characteristics (e.g., temperament) are likely to impact both parenting practices and delinquency (Harris, 1995; Thornberry, 1987), making it difficult to identify cause and effect. In addition, some research has suggested that the relationship between parenting practices and delinquency is attributable more to hereditability than to socialization practices (Rowe, 1986; Wright and Beaver, 2005), and failure to take genetics into account may produce inflated estimates of the impact of parenting practices on delinquency. Finally, the ability to isolate the impact of parenting practices occurring early in life is further challenged by the fact that many other important events (i.e., “turning points” and “transitions”; see: Sampson and Laub, 1993) can intervene and affect offending.

Thus, even the most well-conducted observational study is limited in its ability to ascertain causality, as “no amount of statistical control can completely eliminate the possibility that an unknown third variable . . . causes . . . antisocial behavior” (Conduct Problems Prevention Research Group, 2002: 926). Experimental studies, which seek to change parenting practices and then assess subsequent changes in children’s behaviors, are better equipped to investigate causality. Experiments, particularly randomized controlled studies, not only establish temporal ordering between the independent and dependent variables of interest.
but also minimize contamination by other potential influences, which should be equally distributed across individuals in treatment and control groups (assuming successful randomization to conditions) (Sherman, 2003; Weisburd, 2010). Observed changes in behaviors among those participating in the experimental versus control condition can then be attributed with much more certainty to the intervention (i.e., to the change in the targeted parenting practice), rather than to other preexisting or intervening biological, individual, social, or contextual factors (Zhou, Sandler, Millsap, Wolchik, and Dawson-McClure, 2008). Although there are certainly limitations on the ability of randomized trials to establish causality (Hough, 2010; Mears, 2007; Sampson, 2010), experiments likely represent the most scientifically rigorous approach to identifying the “root causes” of crime (Farrington and Welsh, 2005; Sampson et al., 2013; Sandler, Schoenfelder, Wolchik, and MacKinnon, 2011).

Although not all crime-related problems can be prevented via experimental manipulation, much progress has been made in developing and testing in quasi-experimental and randomized trials interventions that prevent juvenile delinquency by targeting for change modifiable risk and protective factors (Catalano et al., 2012; Fagan and Eisenberg, 2012). This research includes substantial attention to the development and testing of family-focused interventions. The specific content of these interventions varies depending on the program type and the developmental age of the child, but on the whole, these programs seek to alter the family-related risk and protective factors discussed in theories and shown in empirical studies to influence delinquency and related problem behaviors. Such strategies include home visitation programs (in which trained health-care providers support new mothers in the care and nurturing of their babies), early childhood education (which encourages parents’ active participation in children’s learning), parent training interventions (typically emphasizing effective limit-setting, monitoring, and reinforcement of positive and negative behaviors, as well as parent/child bonding and attachment), and intensive family therapy programs for youth offenders (which may target family as well as peer and environmental influences on offending).

Programs falling into each of these types of services have been demonstrated to reduce youth delinquency in high-quality research evaluations. For example, the Blueprints for Healthy Youth Development website (colorado.edu/cspv/blueprints/), known for nominating programs as effective only if they meet rigorous evaluation criteria, includes home visitation, early childhood education, parent training, and family therapy programs. Of the 47 programs on the list, 16 (34%) are family-based interventions, and these programs have each shown significant effects in reducing substance use, delinquency, and/or violence. Moreover, some have demonstrated very long-term benefits for participants. For example, the Nurse-Family Partnership has shown reductions in arrests and convictions among 2.

---

2. For more detailed reviews of the content and effectiveness of family-focused and parent training interventions, see Kumpfer and Alvardo (2003) and Sandler et al. (2011).
children whose mothers were visited by nurses 13–15 years earlier compared with those whose families did not receive treatment (Olds, Henderson, and Cole, 1998). The Perry Preschool program has evidenced even longer sustained effects, with reductions in criminal arrests when research participants were 27 and 40 years of age, two to three decades after the intervention was delivered (Heckman, Moon, Pinto, Savelyev, and Yavitz, 2010).

Meta-analyses of evaluations of family-based programs also provide evidence of their ability to reduce youth offending. Among the 18 family-focused interventions that assessed delinquency, most of which were evaluated using randomized experiments, Farrington and Welsh (2003)’s review reported an overall effect size of 0.31. A meta-analysis (Piquero, Farrington, Welsh, Tremblay, and Jennings, 2009) of 55 randomized evaluations of programs that targeted parents of youth aged less than 5 years old reported an average mean effect size of 0.35 on child antisocial behavior or delinquency.

Although these meta-analyses indicated that family-focused interventions have the potential, on average, to reduce youth offending moderately, these effect sizes may be somewhat underestimated. Most evaluations in this area collect information on outcomes from only one child in the family, but it is likely that changes in parenting practices will benefit multiple children living in the household. An evaluation of the Functional Family Therapy program, for example, reported that siblings of youth who received intervention had significantly fewer contacts with the juvenile court compared with siblings of those in the control condition (Klein, Alexander, and Parsons, 1977). Also, it is possible that enhancements to the family environment can reduce risk factors and improve protective factors in other domains of influence (e.g., by reducing exposure to delinquent peers; Patterson, 1982; Steinberg, 2001), which also could contribute to reductions in youth offending, particularly over the long term.

**Evidence Supporting “Real-World” Effectiveness of Family-Focused Interventions**

Given their ability to establish temporal ordering and reduce contamination of other potential influences on delinquency, findings from well-conducted evaluation trials offer perhaps the most convincing evidence that parenting practices affect youth delinquency. Even more importantly, this information has significant practical value in providing specific methods, tools, and resources to assist parents in their efforts to socialize children in a positive way. Based on this evidence, then, it seems reasonable and rational to advocate for policies that will increase the use of effective family-focused interventions in communities.

Yet, is more caution needed prior to making such a recommendation? Randomized trials have been critiqued for having low external validity and for demonstrating results under artificial conditions that may bear little resemblance to the “real world” (Hough, 2010; Sampson, 2010). In addition, Sampson and colleagues (2013) in this special issue caution that experiments offer little insight into “what will work” if replicated in communities because they “make no claim to be able to estimate” three important conditions
that can affect replication results: mechanisms and causal pathways, effect heterogeneity, and contextualization.

Although it is true that there is much to be learned about how interventions work and their ability to maintain effects when widely replicated (Glasgow, Lichtenstein, and Marcus, 2003; Welsh, Sullivan, and Olds, 2010), there is more room for optimism than Sampson et al. (2013) suggest. In fact, since 2003, when the National Institutes of Health (Zerhouni, 2003) declared “translational research” a research priority, there has been increasing demand for experimental research to go beyond efficacy studies, which establish the basic impact of an intervention on an outcome, and focus more on effectiveness studies, which investigate treatment effects under real-world conditions, including the examination of mediating mechanisms and differential effects across individuals and contexts (Flay et al., 2005; Glasgow et al., 2003). The Institute of Medicine reinforced this call to action in a 2009 report, asking that evaluations of treatments designed to promote mental, emotional, and behavioral health be conducted “in a variety of settings in order to increase the knowledge base of what works, for whom, and under what conditions” (O’Connell, Boat, and Warner, 2009: 7). Following these directives, experiments designed to reduce delinquency and related problem behaviors have begun to examine more carefully the issues raised here by Sampson et al. (2013), so that we can be more confident that they will work when replicated in communities. The next section discusses this progress using examples from recent evaluations of family-focused interventions.

**Mechanisms and Causal Pathways**

To understand better the causal processes that lead to desired outcomes of an intervention, mediation analyses are required (Sampson et al., 2013; Sandler et al., 2011). Related to the current topic, such tests would examine the degree to which changes in parenting practices produce reductions in delinquency for participants in intervention versus control conditions. To do so, an evaluation would, for example, show that (a) the intervention reduced delinquency, (b) the intervention affected the targeted parenting practice(s), (c) the targeted parenting practice affected delinquency, and (d) the effect of the intervention on delinquency was completely or partially reduced (e.g., becomes nonsignificant) when the parenting practice was taken into account (Baron and Kenny, 1986).  

Table 1 provides illustrative examples of evaluations that have tested the degree to which targeted parenting practices mediated the effect of the preventive intervention on children’s antisocial behavior and/or delinquency. These programs were selected to represent as much diversity as possible in the developmental age of the target child (from preschool to adolescence), program type and content (e.g., early childhood education programs and

---

3. This methodology for testing for mediation is rather simplistic, and more methodologically advanced techniques are available; see, for example, MacKinnon (2008) and Preacher and Kelley (2011).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program (Citation)</th>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>Target Population (at Baseline)</th>
<th>Statistically Significant Effects on Parenting Practice(s) for Participants in Intervention vs. Control Conditions</th>
<th>Significant Child Behavior Outcomes (for Intervention vs. Control Conditions) Mediated by Changes in Parenting Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Child-Parent Center Program  
Study 2: Reynolds and Ou (2011) | 2 years of intensive preschool and family support services | Low income, mostly African American families in Chicago; children aged 3 | Study 1: Increased parent and teacher reported parental participation at school at 8–12 years of age  
Study 2: Reduced child maltreatment at 4–17 years of age | Study 1: Reduced likelihood of any juvenile arrests by 18 years of age  
Study 2: Reduced likelihood of any felony arrest from 18 to 24 years of age |
| Oregon Divorce Study  
Study 1: DeGarmo and Forgatch (2005)  
Study 2: Forgatch, Patterson, DeGarmo, and Beldavs (2009) | 14 weekly small group parent training sessions | Low income, mostly White single mothers with sons in grades 1–3 | Studies 1 and 2: Increased observed “effective parenting” (support, monitoring, and discipline) in grades 2–4 | Study 1: Reduced growth in teacher-reported delinquency (grades 4–7)  
Study 2: Reduced growth in teacher-reported delinquency and the number of juvenile arrests by grade 12 |
| Coping Power Program  
Lochman and Wells (2002) | 1.25-year school curriculum to improve child social skills; 16 small group parent training sessions | Boys identified by teachers as having behavioral problems in grade 6, 66% African American | Increased child-reported inconsistent parental discipline at posttest | Reduced self-reported delinquency at grade 7 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program (Citation)</th>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>Target Population (at Baseline)</th>
<th>Statistically Significant Effects on Parenting Practice(s) for Participants in Intervention vs. Control Conditions by Changes in Parenting Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multidimensional Treatment Foster Care</td>
<td>16 weekly small group parent training sessions</td>
<td>Foster families with children aged 5–12; ethnically diverse</td>
<td>Increased foster parent reported use of positive reinforcement and discipline at posttest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamberlain et al. (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced parent reported child behavior problems at posttest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong African American Families (SAAF)</td>
<td>7 weekly small group sessions for parents and children</td>
<td>Primarily low-income African American families in rural GA with children in grade 6</td>
<td>Increased positive parenting (management, supervision, attachment, communication) at posttest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brody, Kogan, Chen, and McBride Murry (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced conduct problems (delinquency, delinquent peers, and low self-control) at grade 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familias Unidas</td>
<td>1-year small group parent training sessions, home visits and parent/child sessions</td>
<td>Low-income Hispanic families with children in grade 8</td>
<td>Study 1: Increased positive parenting (involvement, support, communication) from grades 7–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 1: Prado et al. (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Study 1: Reduced growth in self-reported smoking and hard drug use (but not alcohol use) from ages 14–17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2: Pantin et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Study 2: Increased positive parenting (involvement, support, communication, peer monitoring) at posttest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2: Reduced growth in self-reported substance use (alcohol and marijuana use) from ages 14–16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
parent training interventions), and the types of mediators and outcomes assessed. All of the examples showed some evidence of mediation, although not all targeted parenting practices and/or outcomes may have changed. Also, it is important to note that, although progress has been made in the number of evaluations that test for mediation (Eddy and Chamberlain, 2000), many evaluations still do not report such tests, particularly for programs targeting parents of very young children or universal interventions intended for the majority of the population (Sandler et al., 2011). Furthermore, it is possible that null effects are less likely to be published (though, for exceptions, see Bernat, August, Hektner, and Bloomquist, 2007; Hiscock et al., 2008; Mason et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2008).

To highlight two examples shown in Table 1, both of which are parent training programs but which target for recruitment different types of families, first consider the Oregon model of parent management training (PMTO) tested in the Oregon Divorce Study (DeGarmo and Forgatch, 2005; Forgatch et al., 2009). Given evidence that marital stress and disruption can significantly impair effective parenting practices, this program is intended for recently separated, low-income single mothers with sons in grades 1–3. The studies listed in Table 1 involved random assignment of 238 families to a 14-week intervention group and a no-contact control group, with the former meeting in small groups to discuss with other mothers strategies for reducing parent/child conflict and increasing the use of positive reinforcement (DeGarmo and Forgatch, 2005). Program participants were observed to show more positive interactions with their sons compared with the control group participants, including improvements in their use of positive encouragement, negative reinforcement, and supervision skills, over time, from baseline to 2.5 years after the intervention (DeGarmo and Forgatch, 2005). These skills mediated the effect of the intervention on teachers’ reports of boys’ delinquent behaviors 3.0 years (DeGarmo and Forgatch, 2005) and 8.5 years postintervention, and in the total number of arrests through 17 years of age ( Forgatch et al., 2009).

Given the importance of familism and family support in the Hispanic culture, as well as elevated levels of substance use among Hispanic adolescents, the Familias Unitas program was designed to reduce adolescent substance use via family-focused sessions delivered to Hispanic parents and adolescents (Prado et al., 2007). The 1-year intervention includes small group sessions and home visits that allow discussion and practice of methods for increasing involvement, bonding, and communication between parents and youth. The content integrates Hispanic cultural norms, expectations, and values, such as the belief that family is most important and that parents are the leaders of the family with authority to make decisions (Prado et al., 2007). Two evaluations of the program involving primarily
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4. All but one of the listed programs were evaluated using experimental research designs with random assignment to intervention and control conditions. The Child-Parent Center Program (Reynolds & Ou, 2011) used a quasi-experimental research design without random assignment to conditions. This program is cited because it is one of few early childhood programs to assess mediating mechanisms.
low-income Hispanic families from Miami with children in middle school have shown mediating effects for targeted parenting practices. In the first study (Prado et al., 2007), the intervention significantly improved family functioning (especially positive parenting and parent/child communication) for parents in the intervention versus control condition, and this effect mediated the intervention’s impact on growth in self-reported smoking and hard drug use (but not alcohol use) from 13 to 16 years of age. In the second trial (Pantin et al., 2009), family functioning also improved for intervention versus control group parents, and this effect mediated positive intervention effects on substance use from 14 to 16 years of age, assessed by comparing self-reports from youth in intervention and control conditions.

These examples and the results of other analyses of mediation shown in Table 1 are important not only because they provide more confidence that these interventions work as designed, but also because they can provide policy makers and practitioners with more specific information regarding the family processes that produce changes in delinquency. Policy makers may be reluctant to endorse interventions that seek to “interfere” in family processes, but evidence that improvements in parenting practices can reduce delinquency and substance use should increase support for these interventions. Second, evidence showing that particular program elements (e.g., content that focuses on enhancing positive parenting and parent/child communication) are responsible for producing effects can be shared with practitioners to reinforce the importance of delivering and not making alterations to these program components.

**Heterogeneity in Effects**

As discussed by Sampson et al. (2013) in this special issue, investigating effect heterogeneity, or the variation in treatment outcomes across individuals and/or groups, is important for both research and policy/practice. Evaluations that focus on estimating average causal effects may fail to detect results if some populations are benefitted by the intervention while others are not affected or are harmed. In addition, given limited human and financial resources, policy makers and practitioners will want to know whether a program works for all, some, or none of their populations of interest. If a program’s effects are not highly generalizable, it may not be financially practical to implement, and if some groups are better served than others, recruitment efforts can be tailored to those individuals.

Effect heterogeneity is typically assessed by using statistical interaction terms to compare the degree to which targeted outcomes changed among those in intervention and control conditions for two or more groups. Many family-focused interventions have assessed heterogeneity in this manner; the examples in Table 2 represent only a subset of research in this area. The programs listed were purposively selected to represent different interventions from those listed in Table 1 and to illustrate the types of moderators usually assessed in such evaluations.

The most common approach to date has been to investigate differences in program effects across males and females, different racial/ethnic groups, or groups that differ in levels


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program (Citation)</th>
<th>Program Type</th>
<th>Targeted Population (at Baseline)</th>
<th>Types of Moderators Investigated</th>
<th>Heterogeneity in Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurse-Family Partnership Eckenrode et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Home visitation program</td>
<td>Primarily single, low-income mothers in rural NY</td>
<td>Child gender</td>
<td>Greater reductions in self-reported arrests and convictions for females versus males at age 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Beginnings Wolchik et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Parent training for divorced mothers</td>
<td>Recently divorced, mostly White mothers in AZ; youth aged 9–12</td>
<td>High-risk youth: externalizing behaviors at baseline</td>
<td>Greater reductions in externalizing behaviors and substance use at ages 15–19 for those with greater externalizing at baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program (Citation)</td>
<td>Program Type</td>
<td>Targeted Population (at Baseline)</td>
<td>Types of Moderators Investigated</td>
<td>Heterogeneity in Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening Families Program (SFP 10–14)</td>
<td>Parent training</td>
<td>White families in rural Iowa; youth in grade 6</td>
<td>High-risk youth: score of &gt; 4 on a summed measure of 10 family and youth risk factors assessed at baseline</td>
<td>Similar effects in reducing the initiation of alcohol use through age 18 for high- and low-risk groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoth, Shin, Guyl, Redmond, and Azevedo (2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staying Connected with Your Teen</td>
<td>Parent training</td>
<td>African American and White families in Seattle; youth aged 13–14</td>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td>At ages 15–16, the program reduced violence only among African American youth who received the self-administered version of the program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multisystemic Therapy (MST)</td>
<td>Intensive family therapy</td>
<td>Families of offenders referred to the SC juvenile justice system; mostly African American youth aged 11–17</td>
<td>MST treatment integrity</td>
<td>Greater reductions in offending and arrests for youth receiving treatment from therapists who more strongly adhered to MST protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henggeler, Melton, Brondino, Scherer, and Hanley (1997)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of “risk” at the start of the intervention (e.g., high levels of risk factors or involvement in targeted behaviors at baseline). Although not depicted in Table 2 given space limitations, programs with long-term evaluations have sometimes shown inconsistent evidence of heterogeneity across time. For example, an evaluation of the Nurse-Family Partnership program indicated significant gender differences in intervention effects (e.g., comparing those whose mothers received services with those who did not) when children were 19 years of age, with stronger reductions in self-reported arrests and convictions for females than for males (Eckenrode et al., 2010; see Table 2). However, no gender differences in offending were evidenced when children were 15 years of age (Olds et al., 1998). Sampson and colleagues (2013) note here the importance of assessing heterogeneity in effects across development, as some outcomes may only emerge at particular developmental periods. This recommendation is particularly important for family-focused interventions that target parents of young children, who may not display behaviors such as substance use or violence until many years postintervention.

Because policy makers and practitioners often are interested in targeting the highest risk individuals with intervention services, evaluations sometimes test for differential effectiveness across youth considered to be at high and low risk for delinquency. For example, an evaluation of the Strong African American Families (SAAF) program found that the intervention was more effective for youth at higher risk for developing conduct problems and delinquency, operationalized as those who had elevated levels of low self-control and exposure to delinquent peers at the start of the study (Brody et al., 2008). Reductions in youth conduct problems (a latent variable based on child and parent reports of delinquency, exposure to delinquent peers, and low self-control) approximately 2 years postintervention for intervention versus control youth were stronger for those with lower levels of self-control and more affiliations with delinquent peers at baseline (Brody et al., 2008).

A second evaluation of the SAAF program (Brody, Beach, Philibert, Chen, and McBride Murry, 2009) with 11-year-old African American youth and their parents tested whether program effects varied according to genetic risk for problem behaviors, operationalized as those with one or two copies of the short allele (compared with those with the long allele) of the 5-HTTLPR, which is found in the promoter region of the SLC6A4 gene and which helps regulate the transmission of serotonin. The results demonstrated a stronger intervention impact for those who possessed this genetic vulnerability, who evidenced a slower rate of increase in a combined measure of drinking, smoking, marijuana use, and sexual intercourse from 11 to 14 years of age, compared with those with genetic risk who did not receive the program (Brody et al., 2009). This is one of very few interventions to test for gene-by-environment interactions in effects, but more such evaluations are likely to occur as interest in biosocial criminology—and its implications for policy and practice—increases.

Also, there is growing attention to the need to compare program outcomes produced under different implementation conditions. Most evaluations assess this type of impact in post hoc analyses. That is, if a process evaluation indicates significant variation in
treatment adherence across implementers, outcomes are compared for those who received the intervention under high-fidelity versus low-fidelity conditions. For example, Henggeler et al. (1997) found that mental health clinicians differed in the degree to which they adhered to Multisystemic Therapy (MST) treatment protocols, and the impact on participants’ subsequent index offending, arrests, and incarceration was weaker for those who received therapy from low-adherence versus high-adherence therapists (see Table 2). A more rigorous test of implementation conditions occurs when individuals are assigned at baseline to different versions of the treatment. For example, Haggerty et al. (2007) randomly assigned families to receive a self-administered parent training program and a group-based program. Comparisons of teenagers in each intervention group with the control condition showed reductions in the perpetration of violence only among teenagers who received the self-administered program (and only among African Americans in this treatment group).

To summarize, heterogeneity in effects across participants and implementation conditions can and has been rigorously examined in experimental research. Importantly, although most evaluations in Table 2 evidenced some heterogeneity in effects, this pattern is not representative of all delinquency prevention or family-focused programs. In fact, there is much evidence of generalizability in effects across populations (Elliott and Mihalic, 2004). For example, the Multisystemic Therapy (MST) program, originally designed for families of youth already involved with the juvenile justice system, has been subject to numerous efficacy and effectiveness trials (Henggeler, 2011). Although these evaluations have demonstrated some disparity in outcomes (Farrington and Welsh, 2005), positive intervention effects have been found across studies taking place over three decades, in different regions of the United States, in different countries, using different types of control/comparison groups, and when implemented by highly supervised clinical graduate students and community therapists. Moreover, there is preliminary evidence of positive health and behavioral outcomes when the model has been implemented with families of physically abused children and those with serious health problems (Henggeler, 2011).

**Context**

The fact that MST has been replicated with very diverse populations and under very different implementation conditions also can be used to illustrate the importance of “context” discussed in this special issue by Sampson et al. (2013). They note that the larger environment in which youth reside can impact the likelihood of offending and the effectiveness of interventions designed to reduce offending in myriad ways. As it relates to family-focused interventions, evidence has shown that parents’ ability to monitor children and provide them with emotional support is likely to be influenced by neighborhood context (Leventhal and Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Sampson and Laub, 1994), and that the impact of parenting practices on delinquency may vary according to the presence of risk and protective factors experienced in other areas of children’s lives (Fagan, Van Horn, Jaki, and Hawkins, in press). These findings suggest that contextual factors may affect the ability of family-focused
interventions to reduce delinquency, and replications of such treatments under different environmental conditions can increase our understanding of how and when benefits will be realized, and when they will not.

One other illustration from MST intervention research is applicable to this discussion. In the 1970s, when MST was developed, most treatment services for delinquent youth involved one-on-one interactions between therapists and children and took place either in clinics or in detention facilities (Henggeler, 2011). MST, in contrast, involves the entire family in the treatment process and provides services in the home by therapists who are “on-call” during the 3 months of program delivery. This very large shift in the mode and context of delivery may be related to the program’s effectiveness, given that many “treatment” services offered by the juvenile justice system (e.g., probation, parole, or placement in a detention center) have not evidenced strong effects on youth recidivism (Howell, 2003).

The SAAF program provides an alternative example in which homogeneity in effects has been demonstrated across different contexts. The structure and format of this intervention was heavily based on the Strengthening Families Program (SFP) 10–14, an intervention originally designed for and shown to be effective at reducing adolescent substance use among White families in rural Iowa (Spoth and Redmond, 2002). Although some changes were made to the program content to be more culturally relevant for African American families living in the rural South (e.g., attention to the negative impact of racial discrimination), the SAAF program involved the same number, frequency, and format of program sessions as the original model, and involved both parents and adolescents (11–14 years of age) in program sessions. Positive program impacts on adolescent substance use have been found for the SAAF participants (Brody et al., 2009), just as they were for youth participating in the original SFP program.

Additional examples are needed to add to our understanding of how context may affect treatment effectiveness, and randomized evaluations can and should be used to provide this type of information. In fact, innovative research methods and analysis strategies are increasingly being developed to allow more of a comprehensive and nuanced understanding of how interventions work and how they are likely to work when replicated in communities (Spoth et al., 2006). For example, emerging “systems science” approaches are designed to identify the complex interactions that lead to behavioral change, including how changes produced at an individual level affect system-level processes or how social networks impact intervention effects (Hassmiller Lich, Ginexi, Osgood, and Mabry, 2013).

Moving from Science to Policy and Practice

Translational research seeks to ensure that scientific information is used to inform policies and practices to promote public health and well-being (Spoth et al., 2013). In criminology, the prevailing view several decades ago was that criminologists could and should do nothing to assist policy makers in their efforts to reduce crime largely because we had nothing to offer (Andrews et al., 1990; Cullen and Jonson, 2011). Although some of this sentiment
may remain (Blomberg et al., 2013), the scientific basis for the claim that “nothing works” (Martinson, 1974) and that criminologists can provide little information of value to the public has changed substantially. Especially when considering juvenile delinquency, we have come very far. Although criminologists may debate the extent to which they are “causal” predictors of crime, there is substantial evidence that family as well as individual, peer, school, and community risk and protective factors precede and affect the likelihood of youth offending (Hawkins et al., 1992; Herrenkohl et al., 2000; Lipsey and Derzon, 1998). Moreover, a growing number of interventions have been developed and shown in high-quality research trials to affect these factors and to reduce rates of substance use, delinquency, and violence (Farrington and Welsh, 2005; Sherman et al., 1998; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2001).

As Blomberg et al. (2013) indicate in their introduction to this special issue, criminologists have a choice in deciding whether to make policy recommendations based on such information or waiting until we can identify with complete certainty what causes individuals to break the law. Sampson et al. (2013) in their main article go on to recommend even more caution prior to taking action, asserting that even when a crime-prevention program shows evidence of effectiveness in a well-conducted scientific trial, there is no certainty that effects will be replicated when implemented in the real world, when many other factors are likely to affect offending.

This policy essay contends that now is the time to make policy recommendations. Although it is important to proceed with gathering information regarding what causes crime and how to best prevent it, this knowledge will take time to accumulate. Mandating a full investigation of such issues prior to taking action would result in a potentially endless waiting period, for when would we know that we had discovered all the true mechanisms responsible for offending and all of the actual conditions that impinge on treatment effectiveness? In the meantime, policy makers and practitioners will move forward, and it is likely that their decisions regarding how to reduce crime will be based not on science, but rather on anecdotal evidence, what “seems right,” what has always been done, pressure from special interest groups, political or financial constraints, or any number of other reasons (Latessa, Cullen, and Gendreau, 2002). Moreover, some of the proposed solutions may actually harm youth, as shown in evaluations of “get-tough” policies and practices like waiving juveniles to adult courts (Task Force on Community Prevention Services, 2007) and Scared Straight programs (Petrosino, Turpin-Petrosino, and Buehler, 2003).

Ethically, if for no other reason, it seems incumbent on criminologists to call for increased use of science-based treatments that have been proven to reduce delinquency. As it pertains to this policy essay, many family-focused interventions have been shown in high-quality research trials to reduce youth delinquency by reducing risk factors and enhancing protective factors that exist in the family environment (Farrington and Welsh, 2003). Moreover, many of these programs have demonstrated via mediating analysis that effects were produced as a result of changing targeted family characteristics, and that many
interventions have been replicated and shown to be effective across diverse populations and settings. As others have concluded (Farrington and Welsh, 2003; Piquero et al., 2009), this evidence is enough to support a recommendation that policy makers call for increased dissemination of effective family-focused interventions across communities.

It is encouraging that some progress has already been made in this area, particularly given that, historically, there has been much reluctance to interfere in “private” family matters (Gelles, 1983). In 1999–2000, the Strengthening America’s Families initiative launched by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJPD) and assisted by the Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP) funded communities to replicate effective family-focused programs (Kumpfer and Alvarado, 2003). More recently, in 2011, the Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood Home Visiting Program (MIECHV) was established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to fund states (via the Affordable Care Act) to implement effective home visitation programs. The federal government also has allotted significant recurring funding for early childhood education programs, such as Head Start and Early Head Start, to increase the dissemination of these services to high-risk families. Finally, states can now apply for a waiver to use the Title IV-E federal funding for foster care systems to support the implementation of innovative prevention services, such as the Multisystemic Therapy and Multidimensional Treatment Foster Care programs, which seek to avoid and/or minimize out-of-home placements by bolstering the family environment.

These examples provide some optimism that policy makers can be persuaded to enact legislation that increases the use of science-based, family-focused interventions. Nonetheless, a few words of caution are necessary. Most legislation of this type has advocated for the implementation of particular “types” of family-based services, such as early childhood education or home visitation programs. However, meta-analyses of programs have indicated substantial heterogeneity in the impact on delinquency across programs using the same general approach to family intervention (Farrington and Welsh, 2003; Piquero et al., 2009). For example, although some home visitation programs reduce criminal involvement, others have not shown evidence of reductions (Task Force on Community Prevention Services, 2005). That is, not all family-based services “work,” not all have provided evidence that parenting practices mediated the effects of the intervention on children’s outcomes, and not all have shown an ability to sustain effects over time (Sandler et al., 2011).

As a result, it is important that policies stipulate the use of particular interventions, not types of interventions, and that these programs have strong evidence of effectiveness. Although increased investment in effective, science-based treatments is an important step in producing widespread reductions in crime, achieving this goal requires additional action. As outlined in the final section of this policy essay, other critical work that needs to be undertaken while simultaneously lobbying for increased dissemination of evidence-based programs includes (a) agreeing on the standards of evidence required to establish that an intervention “works” to reduce crime; (b) requiring that interventions replicated in
community settings target appropriate populations and are implemented with integrity; and (c) increasing public support for crime prevention, as opposed to reactive measures like punishment and incarceration.

**Reaching Consensus About “What Works”**

One indicator of the significant progress made in recent years regarding the causes and prevention of offending is the proliferation of databases that seek to make accessible to the public information regarding “best practices” or “evidence-based interventions.” Ideally, policies intended to increase the use of effective interventions would simply require that agencies invest in the programs identified on lists such as the Office of Justice Program’s *Crime Solutions* database or the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s *National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices* (NREPP). Unfortunately, the solution is not so simple because some lists include programs that do not have strong evidence of effectiveness (Gruner Gandhi, Murphy-Graham, Petrosino, Schwartz Chrismer, and Weiss, 2007). Because there is no consensus among scientists regarding the standards that must be met to demonstrate effectiveness, each list relies on different evidentiary standards and no two lists promote the same set of prevention practices.

The disparity makes it difficult for policy makers and practitioners to know which interventions should be used or to place their faith in the scientists whose work helped to create these lists. Rather than allowing such disagreements to impede policy recommendations, it is imperative that scientists strive to reach consensus on the standards for determining program effectiveness, and to ensure that standards are rigorous enough to achieve desired outcomes and avoid harmful consequences (Catalano et al., 2012; Elliott, 2012; Flay et al., 2005). As it pertains to evaluation research, this requires at a minimum agreeing on the methodological standards necessary to demonstrate the internal validity of an evaluation. Some of the most contentious issues debated by researchers are whether a randomized experiment is necessary (or if well-conducted quasi-experimental studies are sufficient), the degree to which baseline differences in participants exist and how these differences are treated, how much attrition is allowed and how this can vary across intervention conditions, and whether long-term effects on participants must be demonstrated (Biglan, Mrazek, Carnine, and Flay, 2003; Elliott, 2012; Gruner Gandhi et al., 2007). Other criteria that vary across lists focus on issues of external validity, such as whether interventions must be replicated (and how many times this must occur), mediating analyses must be conducted, effects heterogeneity or moderating analyses must be examined, and cost/benefit information calculated (Flay et al., 2005; Valentine et al., 2011).

Although it is important to agree on a set of standards that is rigorous enough to ensure that recommended interventions have the best possible chance of producing positive effects and of avoiding harmful outcomes, there is a trade-off in limiting the number of interventions available to communities. The Blueprints for Healthy Development website (colorado.edu/cspv/blueprints/), which arguably has the strictest criteria for determining
effectiveness, reserves the designation of “model” program for interventions that have at least one replication and sustained effects of at least 1 year postintervention. Because relatively few programs can meet this very high evidentiary standard, however, a “promising” designation is given to programs that have not yet been replicated or demonstrated sustained effects (Mihalic, Irwin, Elliott, Fagan, and Hansen, 2001). Nonetheless, programs in both categories must clearly describe the populations with whom they have been tested, the risk and protective factors targeted for change, the core components of the intervention that are theorized to produce change, and their ability to be disseminated in communities. Thus, the criteria include attention to how well programs “will work” when replicated in communities, as advocated by Sampson et al. (2013) in this special issue. Although detailed analysis of mediating and moderating effects is not required by Blueprints, all available information regarding how and for whom interventions have been demonstrated effective is delineated on the website to ensure that replications mirror evaluation conditions (and associated outcomes) as much as possible.

Emphasizing the Importance of Implementation Integrity

In addition to the factors discussed by Sampson et al. (2013) in this issue, an important contributor to weak replication results is the failure of communities to implement prevention programs with fidelity (i.e., in adherence to the core components of the intervention). For a variety of reasons, practitioners may alter the content, method of delivery, or timing of interventions during service delivery, and these deviations can reduce the likelihood of achieving positive outcomes (Durlak and DuPre, 2008; Gottfredson and Gottfredson, 2002; Lipsey, 2009). One of the most extreme examples of this relationship was shown in a state-wide replication of the Functional Family Therapy program in Washington (Washington State Institute for Public Policy, 2002). In this effectiveness trial, youth whose families received services from FFT therapists who strongly adhered to program specifications had significantly lower rates of recidivism after the intervention compared with the control group, but those who received services from therapists who substantially deviated from FFT guidelines had higher rates of recidivism compared with the control group (Washington State Institute for Public Policy, 2002). As another example, an evaluation of the Nurse-Family Partnership program found that the intervention had weaker effects on families when delivered by paraprofessionals compared with registered nurses (Olds, 2002); yet paraprofessionals often are used by communities instead of RNs, particularly when resources are limited.

These findings suggest that policy makers must not only mandate the use of effective interventions but also specify that implementation delivery must match the requirements of these programs. A state-wide initiative in Pennsylvania demonstrates how this might work (Rhoades, Bumbarger, and Moore, 2012). In this case, the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency funded communities to replicate programs on the Blueprints list (including five family-focused interventions), but to continue receiving funding after
the start-up phase, agencies had to receive a certification from program developers that interventions were being delivered with high fidelity. Importantly, a state-level resource center also was established to support local agencies in their efforts to implement and monitor the quality of the new programs (Greenwood and Welsh, 2012; Rhoades et al., 2012). Problems are likely to arise when programs are implemented in the “real world,” and the provision of technical assistance can help ensure program integrity. Evaluations of the Blueprints Initiative have shown that when communities are provided with intensive and proactive technical assistance from program developers and/or scientific consultants, they can replicate science-based programs with integrity (Elliott and Mihalic, 2004; Fagan and Mihalic, 2003).

**Increasing Support for Prevention**

Federal and/or state mandates to increase the dissemination (and high-quality implementation) of effective delinquency prevention programs should help increase the uptake of these services. For example, the Safe and Drug Free Schools initiative and No Child Left Behind Act both required schools to use effective curricula to prevent student substance use, and use of effective programs increased after passage of such legislation (Ringwalt et al., 2011). Uptake has been slow, however, and many schools still implement programs with little evidence of effectiveness (Halfors and Godette, 2002; Ringwalt et al., 2008; Ringwalt et al., 2011). Regarding family-focused services, only a small percentage of families who can benefit from effective family-focused interventions receive them, either because they are not offered such services or because they do not take advantage of opportunities that are made available (Kumpfer and Alvarado, 2003; Printz and Sanders, 2007). Both cases suggest a lack of support for family-focused interventions from both policy makers and the general public. Until greater enthusiasm for using science-based preventive interventions is engendered, widespread use of services and reductions in offending are unlikely to be realized.

Biglan and Taylor (2000) also noted a lack of support, as well as a lack of organized efforts by scientists to increase support, when contrasting the substantial reduction in cigarette smoking evidenced in the past few decades with the failure to impact rates of violent crime significantly. They attribute the former to collaborative efforts by researchers and government agencies to make the public aware of the harms of tobacco, the factors that lead to smoking, and the strategies that have been shown to reduce cigarette use, and the latter to the lack of consensus among scientists regarding the causes of violence (even though many risk and protective factors have been identified) and the lack of effort to market successful violence prevention programs (even though many such interventions exist). Furthermore, Biglan and Taylor (2000) pointed out that those charged with reducing violence have little scientific training in how to investigate why crime occurs, large budgets dedicated to policing and locking up offenders, and some pressure from the public to “get
tough on crime." How, then, can support for science-based, preventive interventions be increased among policy makers and the public?

Blomberg et al. (2013) in their introduction emphasize the need for better communication between scientists and policy makers and increased efforts to build partnerships between these groups, such as the American Society of Criminology’s sponsorship of annual Congressional luncheons and the appointment of academic scholars to head public agencies such as the National Institute of Justice and the Bureau of Justice Statistics. Additional examples can be gleaned from the Society for Prevention Research, a multidisciplinary organization dedicated to improving health and well-being, which routinely includes representatives from multiple federal agencies (e.g., the National Institutes of Health, Center for Disease Control, and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services) on its Board of Directors, as planners and participants in its annual conference, and as co-authors on position papers (e.g., Flay et al., 2005; Spoth et al., 2013). These interactions provide ample and meaningful opportunities for scientists and policy makers to discuss ways to work together on common areas of interest.

A key to effective partnerships is creating “win/win” situations, such that both parties perceive that proposed actions are necessary to achieve their goals. As it pertains to juvenile delinquency and family influences on offending, it is imperative that scientists communicate to policy makers and practitioners the benefits of investing in prevention. Research has established that most offenders initiate law-breaking during adolescence (Farrington, 2003; Sampson and Laub, 1993); that adolescent substance use and delinquency can result in many physical, social, and behavioral problems that extend into adulthood (Catalano et al., 2012); and that the costs of these outcomes are significant (Aos, Lieb, Mayfield, Miller, and Pennucci, 2004; Cohen, Piquero, and Jennings, 2010). On the other hand, lowering rates of juvenile offending will reduce adult crime, and investment in effective delinquency prevention programs can be cost beneficial (Aos et al., 2004). Research by the Washington State Institute of Public Policy indicated that although family-focused programs can be costly to implement, they can achieve “significantly more benefits than costs” (Aos et al., 2004). For example, for every dollar invested, the Nurse-Family Partnership can realize $2.88 in return and the Multisystemic Therapy program $2.64 in benefits.

Such information should increase support for prevention efforts from policy makers, but even more evidence may be needed to convince the general public, and parents in particular, that family services are worthwhile. Even well-funded scientific trials have challenges recruiting families to participate in programs, as parents may not perceive their family’s need for services (particularly if their children are not currently engaging in delinquency), may avoid programs for fear of being labeled a “bad parent,” or may lack the time or financial means to attend sessions (Printz and Sanders, 2007; Spoth and Redmond, 2000). Moreover, parents of teenagers may view strained relationships as inevitable, and they may view participation in a prevention program as counter to their goal of helping
adolescents seek independence (Dishion, Nelson, and Bullock, 2004; McGue, Elkins, Walden, and Iacono, 2005). Increasing public awareness that parents do matter, and that parents can actively help their children refrain from substance use and delinquency, even during adolescence, can likely help increase the uptake of family-focused services.

Another strategy to bolster support for preventive interventions is to identify the level of need for such services in a particular community. Communities have been shown to vary in levels of risk and protective factors (Hawkins, Van Horn, and Arthur, 2004), such that in some communities, youth may experience, on average, careful parental monitoring and strong emotional attachment to parents. In these areas, there will not be a strong need for parent training interventions. However, in other settings, there may be high levels of family risk and low levels of family protection. Information on such factors can be collected via population surveys, used to determine specific areas of need, and publicized to help garner support for services that will target these needs (Greenwood and Welsh, 2012).

To illustrate how such a process would work, it is useful to consider the Communities That Care (CTC) prevention system (Hawkins and Catalano, 1992; Hawkins, Catalano, and Arthur, 2002). CTC advocates for the collection of local epidemiologic data regarding the prevalence of risk and protective factors in a local area via anonymous, school-based, scientifically validated surveys of students (specifically, the Communities That Care Youth Survey; Arthur, Hawkins, Pollard, Catalano, and Baglioni, 2002; Glaser, Van Horn, Arthur, Hawkins, and Catalano, 2005). The survey should be completed by as many students as possible to obtain a community-wide “profile” of risk and protective factors most commonly faced by the majority of youth. Services are then directed at the most elevated risk factors and most depressed risk factors. CTC advocates a universal approach to prevention services. Instead of focusing on and possibly stigmatizing “at risk” youth and families, interventions are delivered broadly across the community. For example, local schools might implement violence prevention programs for all students in a particular grade(s), or local agencies would offer parent training programs to as many parents as possible in the community. Recognizing that multiple factors affect offending, communities are encouraged to implement an array of services that target as many risk and protective factors as possible, so long as interventions focus on changing the factors identified as most important in the local needs assessment (Fagan and Hawkins, 2012). Thus, some communities might implement family-focused interventions, but if they are not needed, programs targeting peer or school risk factors might be implemented. The active involvement of community members in the needs assessment process and the careful matching of effective prevention programs to local needs are what is most important, as these elements should increase the likelihood that preventive actions are broadly supported, well implemented, and sustained over time (Hawkins et al., 2002).
**Conclusion**

This policy essay has endeavored to present an optimistic view regarding the potential for criminologists to contribute to public policy, but also a credible and feasible approach that is based on scientific information about what contributes to the onset and prevention of youth delinquency. Although there is much more to be learned, criminologists have made significant progress in these areas, and it seems incumbent on us to share this information with those who are best positioned to effect change in society. To refrain from doing so risks even more youth becoming involved in crime, which is likely, in turn, to result in increased offending among adults, more imprisonment, and greater social and financial costs to society.
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Research Summary

In this paper, we argue that both science and the policy process are well served by research with high evidentiary value. We also argue that experimental research is valuable in the policy domain not only because of its high evidentiary content but also because of its transparency. To exemplify this point, we describe how a decade-long research program on hot spots policing overturned the conventional wisdom that police could not affect crime and, in so doing, has profoundly altered police practice. Still, we recognize that for a variety of practical and ethical reasons, policy-relevant research on policing and criminal justice policy more generally cannot be based entirely on experiments. We discuss two key features of randomization—balance in expectation between the treated and the control group on all potential confounders and exogeneity of treatment status—that are the source of the high evidentiary status of randomized experiments. We go on to describe how these same two features can be credibly replicated in quasi-experimental studies that are not subject to the ethical and practical obstacles that may make experiments impractical in some circumstances.

Policy Implications

We urge criminologists to take greater advantage of quasi-experimental research opportunities. We also recommend that criminologists go beyond simply identifying such
opportunities. They should engage practitioners and policy makers and make clear what is required to allow for strong evidence of program effectiveness.
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The Merriam Webster online dictionary defines evidence as “something that furnishes proof.” In the context of research findings, this definition is unequivocal—a finding either does or does not have standing as evidence depending on whether it “furnishes proof” or not. Another online dictionary, Dictionary.com, allows for a more equivocal status. It defines evidence as “that which tends to prove or disprove something” (emphasis added). The second definition comes closer to the use of the term “evidence” in scientific settings—the evidentiary content of findings varies across studies from negligible to very high.

The title of this special issue is “Criminology, Causality, and Public Policy.” As the title suggests, it is dedicated to the question of whether the threshold for a research finding to have evidentiary standing in a scientific setting should be different than in a public policy setting. Our answer to this question is an unequivocal “yes.” The criteria for judging the merits of public policies are different than for evaluating the veracity of scientific evidence. Therefore, the standard of proof that should be applied in making judgments about the evidentiary value of a research finding in a scientific setting may be different than in a policy setting. Sometimes the standard-of-proof threshold will be less in a policy setting, especially in circumstances where there is an urgent need for action. It is not hard to imagine circumstances where the threshold will be greater in the policy setting. For example, recent controversy about mandatory vaccination requirements makes clear the importance in some policy settings of evidence with minimal ambiguity, in this instance, that the vaccine is effective and the risk of side effects is extremely small. Thus, the question of required standard of proof for proffering a finding as evidence in a policy setting must be judged on a case-by-case basis.

In this policy essay, we do not take on the question of what criteria should be used in making such case-by-case judgments. Instead, we address the question of how the research enterprise can be better organized so that it can be more effective in influencing public policy. We do so from the lenses of research on policing although we believe our conclusions extend to other domains of criminological research. Our answer to this question begins with the recognition that the completion of scientifically rigorous research is generally very time consuming. As a consequence, completion of individual studies with high evidentiary value is often out of sync with the faster moving policy process. Notwithstanding, we will argue that cumulatively, a rigorously developed research base can profoundly affect policy.
the next section, we make the case for this premise by recounting the history of hot spots policing experimentation and its impact on policing.

Much of the evidence on the effectiveness of hot spots policing is based on randomized experiments. In scientific settings, high evidentiary value is given to findings from randomized experiments because it is widely understood that, if properly conducted, randomized experiments provide convincing evidence of causality. This feature of experimental findings increases their evidentiary standing in policy settings as well; however, it is not the only reason for their influential status in policy settings. Another is their transparency. Findings from randomized experiments are far easier for policy makers and practitioners to understand than findings from more technically elaborate statistical analyses, for example, various forms of regression analysis of nonexperimental data. The transparency of experiments increases the comfort level of policy makers in acting on experiment-based findings.

Evidence in support of public policy, however, cannot be based exclusively on randomized experiments. This is recognized even by some of the strongest advocates for randomized experiments (Sherman et al., 1997; Welsh, Braga, and Bruinsma, 2013). For example, Welsh and Farrington’s (2009) systematic reviews of the effectiveness of closed-circuit television and improved lighting on crime did not include a single randomized experiment. In Weisburd et al.’s (2006) systematic review of problem-oriented policing, they noted that simple pre–post observational evaluations outnumbered more rigorous controlled evaluations by a ratio of nearly 5 to 1. And of the ten evaluations that included control groups, only four were randomized experiments.

For some policy choices, randomized experiments are unethical. For example, ethics alone would rule out the feasibility of a randomized experiment to test the general deterrent effectiveness of capital punishment. Also, it is generally very difficult to carry out experiments that test the effect of policies that have societal-wide impacts. Returning again to the question of the general deterrent effect of the death penalty, even if it were ethical to conduct an experiment to test for a general deterrent effect, a randomized experiment would require randomly assigning the authority to use capital punishment or not to each of the 50 states and the District of Columbia. It does not require much imagination to anticipate the response of state legislators and governors, let alone the courts, to such an experiment.

Our argument that the gradual accumulation of strong evidence will ultimately be influential in the policy process is reminiscent of the tortoise and hare parable. It is our view that in the long run, the tortoise of strong science will outperform the hare of quick-and-dirty findings with low evidentiary value. Notwithstanding, we also believe that experimental research is not the only source of findings with high evidentiary value and that these alternative sources may better meet the timing of the policy process and still add to the cumulative base of strong evidence. Such research can come in many forms, but here we focus on forms of natural quasi-experimental research that plausibly capture the essential features of a randomized experiment.
We focus on this type of research for several reasons. One is to narrow the scope of this essay to a manageable size. However, more fundamentally, we believe that outside of research on policing, naturally occurring quasi-experimental designs have come to be underappreciated in criminology. They also share a feature of randomized experiments—transparency—which makes them attractive to policy makers. We think that criminologists can take advantage of opportunities for natural quasi-experimental research and, perhaps as well, can encourage practitioners and policy makers to implement policies in ways that maximize the causal strength of such evaluations. In this sense, we are not only interested in illustrating why certain types of naturally occurring quasi-experiments can be identified in observational data, but also in identifying ways in which researchers can influence the implementation of specific programs or policies to maximize their evidentiary standing.\footnote{In recent years, criminological applications of propensity score matching, a method that has its intellectual roots in experimental design, have become increasingly common. Indeed one of the authors of this essay has contributed several of those applications, including its first, to a criminological topic—the effect of gang membership on violent delinquency (Haviland, Nagin, and Rosenbaum, 2007). We do not highlight propensity score matching in this essay because the method is vulnerable to bias stemming from treatment self-selection that is an important potential source of what Rosenbaum (2002) called hidden bias. In Haviland et al. (2007), they demonstrated how instrumental variables can be used to overcome this problem, but we are not aware of any applications of propensity score matching to the study of police effects on crime that have incorporated instrumental variables.}

This essay is organized as follows. The next section provides a brief history of hot spots policing research and its impact on public policy. The third section begins with a discussion of two key features of a randomized experiment that are the sources of the high evidentiary value of experimental findings. It then describes examples of quasi-experimental research that share these features and thereby, in our judgment, have high evidentiary value. Most examples of quality quasi-experimental research involve attentive researchers taking advantage of a natural experiment that they become aware of. In the fourth section, we describe ways in which criminologists can be proactive in taking advantage of, and even in creating, quasi-experimental research opportunities. In the final section, we provide our conclusions.

**Hot Spots Policing as an Example of a Successful Experimental Program of Research**

As America entered the decade of the 1990s, there was a general consensus among criminologists that traditional police practices did not work in preventing or controlling crime. As Michael Gottfredson and Travis Hirschi (1990: 270) wrote in their classic book *A General Theory of Crime*: “No evidence exists that augmentation of patrol forces or equipment, differential patrol strategies, or differential intensities of surveillance have an effect on crime rates.” David Bayley (1994) wrote even more strongly in the opening paragraphs of his classic book *Police for the Future*.
The police do not prevent crime. This is one of the best kept secrets of modern life. Experts know it, the police know it, but the public does not know it. Yet the police pretend that they are society’s best defense against crime . . . this is a myth. First, repeated analysis has consistently failed to find any connection between the number of police officers and crime rates. Secondly, the primary strategies adopted by modern police have been shown to have little or no effect on crime. (Bayley, 1994: 3)

But 10 years later, a National Research Council (2004) committee that included experts on police practices and policies reached a very different conclusion about the potential crime-control effectiveness of police practices. The report concluded:

In contrast to these findings [regarding the standard model of American policing predominant in earlier decades], there is evidence of police effectiveness in each of the remaining cells of the table. In the cell that represents focused policing, we found promising evidence regarding the effects of arrest targeting specific types of people committing specific types of offenses. We found even stronger evidence regarding the use of traditional enforcement strategies that are targeted at specific places. Indeed, studies that focused police resources on crime hot spots provide the strongest collective evidence of police effectiveness that is now available. On the basis of a series of randomized experimental studies, we conclude that the practice described as hot-spots policing is effective in reducing crime and disorder and can achieve these reductions without significant displacement of crime control benefits. Indeed, the research evidence suggests that the diffusion of crime control benefits to areas surrounding treated hot spots is stronger than any displacement outcome. (National Research Council, 2004: 250)

What led to this dramatic change in the perception of the possible effectiveness of policing strategies? Why did the underlying assumption change so radically from the consensus view of 10 years earlier that police were ineffective in preventing crime? Although there are other promising programs in policing that are noted by the panel, the strongest evidence identified is found in the case of hot spots policing strategies where a series of experimental studies had been carried out. What is this experimental program of evidence that led to such a dramatic change in the perceptions of the effectiveness of police strategies?

Although there is a long history of efforts to focus police patrols (Gay, Schell, and Schack, 1977; Wilson, 1967), the emergence of what is often termed “hot spots policing” is generally traced to theoretical, empirical, and technological innovations in the 1980s and 1990s (Braga, 2001; Sherman and Weisburd, 1995; Weisburd and Braga, 2006). Simply defined, hot spots policing is the application of police interventions at very small geographic units of analysis. It does not sound like a very radical innovation, but it represents a major
reform in how the police organize to do something about crime. Generalized and unfocused geographic policing strategies, such as random preventive patrol, were the norm in American policing, and these strategies had not fared well in research evaluations in the 1970s and 1980s (Weisburd and Eck, 2004). Indeed, such evaluations were the main source of the skepticism regarding the effectiveness of policing practices to reduce crime. In this context, hot spots policing was not developed by policy makers or practitioners, but rather by scientists who looked at basic research findings about the concentration of crime in cities. Therefore, the pace of the development of evidence about hot spots policing did not proceed at the rapid speed of social policies driven by political and social exigencies. Rather, the program was carried forward by researchers who were able to enlist practitioners willing to experiment with the new ideas.

The approach developed from a collaboration between Lawrence Sherman and David Weisburd that began in the late 1980s. Sherman had recently collected data on crime at addresses in Minneapolis, MN, for a study of problem-oriented policing. The data were startling in that they suggested a tremendous concentration of crime at specific street addresses (see Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger, 1989). This distribution of crime in the city suggested a much greater concentration of crime at specific places than criminologists or the police had assumed. The findings were also consistent with Weisburd’s qualitative observations in a pilot community policing program in New York (Weisburd and McElroy, 1988) where police were assigned beats, but tended to focus on just a few problematic blocks. Sherman and Weisburd began to consider how these findings impacted the conclusions reached regarding the effectiveness of police patrol, and the ability of the police to do something about crime more generally. They believed that hot spots policing offered a potential answer to the failures of earlier studies:

The premise of organizing Patrol by beats is that crime could happen anywhere and that the entire beat must be patrolled. Computer-age data, however, have given new support to Henry Fielding’s ([1751] 1977) proposal that police pay special attention to a small number of locations at high risk of crime. If only 3 percent of the addresses in a city produce more than half of all the requests for police response, if no police are dispatched to 40 percent of the addresses and intersections in a city over one year, and, if among the 60 percent with any requests the majority register only one request a year (Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger, 1989), then concentrating police in a few locations makes more sense than spreading them evenly through a beat. (Sherman and Weisburd, 1995: 629)

Sherman and Weisburd (1995) sought to design a study that would be persuasive to test their conjecture. They felt that only a randomized experiment could provide causal evidence persuasive enough and transparent enough for changing the widely established pessimism regarding effective policing.
The first experimental evaluation of hot spots policing took place in Minneapolis, MN (Sherman and Weisburd, 1995). Using computerized mapping of crime calls, 110 hot spots of roughly one street in length were identified and randomly assigned to treatment and control status. Police patrol was doubled on average for the experimental sites over a 10-month period. Figure 1 provides a visual summary. The vertical axis measures the monthly change in crime comparing crime calls for service for the pre-experimental year with the experimental year for the experimental and control groups. In each of the first 8 months of the experiment, the high-intensity-patrol hot spots had lower crime counts than the control hot spots. After month 8, treatment conditions were not maintained and, as is apparent from Figure 1, the treatment effect of high-intensity patrol was lost. Still, whether the authors examined only the period when dosage of treatment was maintained or longer time periods, the hot spots assigned to high-intensity-patrol treatment experienced a statistically significant drop in crime counts compared with the control hot spots. Figure 1 also illustrates another important virtue of randomized experiments—their findings are easily communicated.
In another randomized experiment, the Kansas City Crack House Raids Experiment (Sherman and Rogan, 1995a), crackdowns on drug locations also were found to lead to significant relative improvements in the experimental sites, although the effects (measured by citizen calls and offense reports) were modest and decayed in a short period. In yet another randomized trial, however, Eck and Wartell (1998) found that if the raids were immediately followed by police contacts with landlords, crime-prevention benefits could be reinforced and would be sustained for long periods of time. More general crime-and-disorder effects also are reported in three randomized experiments that take a more tailored problem-oriented approach to hot spots policing (Braga et al., 1999; Green Mazerolle, Roehl, and Kadlec, 1998; Weisburd and Green Mazerolle, 1995b). Nonexperimental studies provided similar findings (see Hope, 1994; Sherman and Rogan, 1995b).

If hot spots policing only displaced crime to other locations, its value as a policing strategy would be greatly diminished. Although measurement of crime displacement is complex and a matter of debate (see, e.g., Weisburd and Green Mazerolle, 1995a), in a number of the studies reported earlier, immediate geographic displacement was examined. In the Jersey City Drug Market Analysis Experiment (Weisburd and Green Mazerolle, 1995b), for example, displacement within two block areas around each hot spot was measured. No significant displacement of crime or disorder calls was found. More important, however, the investigators found that drug-related and public morals calls actually declined in the displacement areas in the experimental hot spots as compared with the control hot spots. This “diffusion of crime control benefits” (Clarke and Weisburd, 1994; Weisburd et al., 2006) also was reported in the New Jersey Violent Crime Places Experiment (Braga et al., 1999), the Beat Health study (Green Mazerolle et al., 1998), and the Kansas City Gun Project (Sherman and Rogan, 1995b). In each of these studies, no displacement of crime was reported, and some improvement in the surrounding areas was found. Only Hope (1994) reported direct displacement of crime in a quasi-experimental study. However, the observed displacement occurred only in the area immediate to the treated locations and the overall effect was much smaller than the crime prevention effect. Although the issue of displacement over the longer term or to more distant locations remains unresolved, we note that the evidentiary value of the finding of no displacement to adjacent locations in the shorter term is greatly enhanced by its being the product of a randomized experiment.

The experimental program that underlies hot spots policing also had two elements that make the evidence particularly persuasive. The first is that there was significant replication of the basic premise of the approach across a series of randomized experiments. Replication is the key to the accumulation of evidence of program impacts (Valentine et al., 2011). Less well appreciated is the extent to which the replication across different cities provided a persuasive argument that the effects of hot spots policing could be generalized to a wide array of contexts. This establishes strong external validity, which is not an inherent characteristic of randomized studies or of studies based on observational data, but again reinforces the evidentiary status of this experimental program.
We offer this brief account of the history and impact of the research program on hot spots policing to make several points. One is that the tension between conducting scientifically sound research and responding to the short-term evidentiary demands of the policy process is complex. The hot spots experimental program was conducted over a decade-long period and continues to develop (see Braga, Papachristos, and Hureau, 2012). Over this time frame, police executives could not hold back from making decisions on how to deploy their police forces, and elected officials responsible for funding police operations could not delay their funding decisions in anticipation of the completion of this research program. Still, there is little question that the scientific rigor of the hot spots policing research program was crucial to its overturning the consensus view that the police could have little effect on crime. This in turn had feedback into the domains of policy and practice. For example, in a 2013 address, the Acting Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Office of Justice Programs stated, “Our Smart Policing Initiative, administered by our Bureau of Justice Assistance, pairs law enforcement with researchers to design data-driven responses to neighborhood public safety problems, and it features several hot spots-related projects. . . . It’s [hot spots policing] a strategy we’ve supported through our programs” (Leary, 2013).

This observation brings us to another reason for our recounting the history of hot spots policing. It is our view that the tortoise-like accumulation of findings with high evidentiary value will ultimately be more successful in producing sound public policy than the hare-like provision of findings with low evidentiary value that is intended to be responsive to the short-term demands of the policy process.² Notwithstanding, it is neither practical nor ethical to produce all evidence required to make policy decisions with randomized experiments. We turn next to alternative study designs that have promise to produce research findings with high evidentiary value and strong transparency for policy makers and practitioners.

Examples of Quasi-Experimental Studies That Provide Convincing Causal Evidence

Some of the most convincing nonexperimental evidence on the effect of police presence on crime comes from accounts of the impact of an event unrelated to the crime rate that results in the complete withdrawal of police presence. For example, in September 1944, German soldiers occupying Denmark arrested the entire Danish police force. According to an account by Andenaes (1974), crime rates rose immediately, but not uniformly. The frequency of street crimes such as robbery, whose control depends heavily on visible police presence, rose sharply. By contrast, crimes such as fraud were less affected. Sherman and Eck

---

² Robert Boruch commented that there are circumstances in which a single experiment played a hare-like role in expediting public policy. We agree—all analogies have exceptions. An example is the large-scale clinical trials testing the Salk vaccine, which undoubtedly accelerated its universal availability as an approved polio vaccine. Similarly, had it been feasible to do a randomized experiment demonstrating the ill effects of smoking on health, that also would have likely accelerated policy to restrict or discourage smoking.
Policy Application (2002) summarized studies showing similar impacts of the withdrawal of police presence as a result of strikes.

These studies, however, are not informative about the policy-relevant question: How do incremental changes in police presence, whether by changes in police numbers or policy, affect crime rates? In this section, we describe four quasi-experimental studies that, in our judgment, provide solid evidence in answer to this question. The studies analyze different possible mechanisms by which police may affect crime. One is by legally changing police enforcement powers. This mechanism is illustrated with a classic study by Ross (1973) of the British Road Safety Act, which authorized the use of breathalyzer tests to establish whether a driver exceeded a legally specified blood-alcohol level defined in the Act. Another possible mechanism is by increasing police numbers. This mechanism is illustrated with a study by Klick and Taborrok (2005) of the crime-prevention effect of large changes in police numbers on the Washington, D.C. National Mall prompted by terror alerts. The third mechanism involves changes in the way a set number of police is used to prevent crime. This mechanism is illustrated with a study by Heaton (2010) of the effect of anti-police profiling policies in New Jersey on auto theft rates. The fourth mechanism involves technologies that improve police effectiveness in making apprehensions. This mechanism is illustrated with a study by Ayres and Levitt (1998) of the anti-auto theft Lojack technology.

The studies were also selected because the phenomenon they examined would be difficult to investigate with a randomized experiment because of either the nature of the “treatment” under study or the scale of the treatment response that is measured. Like capital punishment, practical and legal obstacles to the randomization of the authority to use breathalyzer tests across geographic areas makes a randomized experiment in this area difficult to carry out within current legal norms. A randomized experiment of changes in police numbers across geographic areas is certainly feasible as demonstrated by the hot spots experiments, but the National Mall is a far larger geographic area than a hot spot. The cost of doing an experiment involving large changes in police numbers randomized across geographic areas as large as the Mall often make such studies prohibitively expensive to conduct. The studies of Heaton (2010) and Ayres and Levitt (1998) examined societal-wide general deterrent effects, which would be extremely difficult and costly to test for with a randomized experiment.

3. However, we know of one team of researchers in South America that is working to allocate at random entire police jurisdictions to experimental and control hot spots patrol regimes. Nonetheless, such studies are likely to be extremely rare because of the scale of geography involved.

4. Another shared characteristic of these studies is that they are all interrupted time-series type studies in which a discrete event creates a “before” and an “after.” So-called “regression discontinuity” designs also exploit abrupt changes by, for example, comparing people who receive different sentences in adjacent blocks of a sentencing grid. Campbell (1969) argued that such designs could provide comparably convincing evidence of causal effects as interrupted time-series studies. We know of no policing studies based on a regression discontinuity design, although in principle the design is applicable.
The studies also were selected because, in our judgment, their findings have high evidentiary content and are transparent to informed laypeople. In turn, they share some important characteristics of experiments regarding the confidence we can have in the causal conclusions that are drawn. Randomization of treatment in an experiment provides two interrelated, but distinct, benefits that form the foundation for why experiments identify causal effects. Randomization ensures balance in the joint distribution of all measured and unmeasured characteristics between treatment and control units. This, in turn, ensures that in expectation, there is no difference in the mean of such characteristics between treatment and control. Just as important, it also ensures that all other features of the joint distribution including, for example, the variance and correlation of the universe of characteristics of the experimental population are the same for the treated and control groups. This guarantees that there is no confounding of the treatment effect by some set of factors that is correlated with both treatment status and the outcome of interest.

Treatment self-selection, whereby people self-select treatment based on anticipated benefit, is a leading reason such confounding can occur in nonexperimental data—self-selection generates the very imbalances in treated and control characteristics that a randomized experiment avoids. An example of such self-selection is people choosing whether or not to take depression medication based on their symptoms of depression. In the context of police research, self-selection occurs when police resources or enforcement strategies are altered in response to crime (e.g., assigning more patrol officers to a neighborhood with a crime spike). Self-selection is avoided in an experiment because subjects do not self-select into treatment; they are randomized into treatment. As a consequence, causal ordering is clear-cut. We will hereafter use the terms “endogenous” and “exogenous” to describe, respectively, circumstances where self-selection is and is not present.

As will be described in the next section, the authors of each of these exemplar studies made a credible case that the treatment under study is exogenous—for example, in the Klick and Tabarrok (2005) study, the change in the number of police officers assigned to the National Mall was not in response to a spike in crime rates on the Mall but to a terror alert. These studies also made a credible case that the measured change in crime was a result of the treatment examined and not of some other factor that coincided with the treatment under investigation.

The British Road Safety Act of 1967 introduced several important expansions in policing powers related to drunk driving. First, it set a blood alcohol level standard for defining alcohol impairment. This replaced subjective judgment by the arresting officer that was

5. In a randomized experiment, all experimental units may be high-crime locations, as in hot spots experiments, but because treatment status is randomized, there will be no difference in expectation of the baseline crime rate between the treated and control locations.
often difficult to sustain in court. It also provided for the use of breathalyzer testing to ascertain whether the standard was exceeded. The bill was first introduced to Parliament in January 1966. It was enacted in May 1967 to become effective on October 1, 1967.

Like randomized experiments, the quasi-experimental evaluation of this program by Ross (1973) was statistically straightforward and transparent. But at the same time, Ross was able to analyze the data in ways that provided convincing evidence that the effects observed were a result of the intervention of the new legislation (and subsequent police activity) rather than of other spurious causes. In turn, Ross established convincingly that the treatment preceded the outcome and that treatment was not a result of the outcomes examined. Figure 2 reproduces Figure 6 in Ross (1973), which reports casualties per 100 million vehicle miles corrected for length of the month and seasonality from 1961 to 1970. Concerning the issue of the exogeneity of the legislated changes, Ross reported graphs of total fatalities and fatalities per vehicle mile with and without seasonal and other adjustments that show no evidence of endogeneity—a spike in traffic deaths during the period 1961 to October 1967. Most important in this regard, there is no evidence of a spike immediately prior to October 1967. This rules out regression to the mean as an explanation for a statistically significant 46.3 casualties per 100 million mile (11.4%) drop in the rate between September and October 1967. Measured on a year-over-year basis, the number of fatalities in October was 12% lower than a year prior. November and December casualties were down by 13% and 21%, respectively, over the year prior. However, as Ross noted, there may have been some other event coincidental to the effective date that may explain the decline. For example, bad weather increases minor accidents but is associated with lower
Fatalities and serious injuries combined for Friday nights, 10 P.M. to midnight; Saturday mornings, midnight to 4 A.M.; Saturday nights, 10 P.M. to midnight; and Sunday mornings, midnight to 4 A.M.; corrected for weekend days per month, seasonal variations removed.


fatalities because people drive more cautiously. Ross reported that even by English standards, the weather in December 1967 was miserable compared with the year prior.

To respond to the possibility that a coincidental event explains the declines, Ross (1973) studied fatalities at night on weekends, when drunk driving is anticipated to be most common, and weekdays during the morning and evening commuting hours when drunk driving is anticipated to be least common. Figures 3 and 4, respectively, reproduce Figures 10 and 11 from Ross (1973). Figure 3, which reproduces the weekend fatality frequency graph, shows a sharp decline right after enactment. In the ensuing 3 years, fatalities trend upward but remain below pre-Act levels. By contrast, Figure 4, which reproduces the graph of fatalities during weekday commuting hours, shows no apparent discontinuity at the effective date. In our judgment, these two graphs constitute convincing evidence that the Act reduced fatalities substantially at least in the short term.
Notes. Fatalities and serious injuries for Mondays through Fridays, 7 A.M. to 10 A.M. and 4 P.M. to 5 P.M., corrected for weekdays per month, seasonal variations removed.


"Using Terror Alert Levels to Estimate the Effect of Police on Crime" (Klick and Tabarrok, 2005)
The ongoing threat of terrorism has provided a number of unique opportunities to study the impact of police resource allocation on crime in cities around the world, including the District of Columbia (Klick and Tabarrok, 2005), Buenos Aires (Di Tella and Schargrodsky, 2004), Stockholm (Poutvaara and Priks, 2006), and London (Draca, Machin, and Witt, 2008). The Klick and Tabarrok study examined the effect on crime in Washington, D.C., of the color-coded alert system implemented in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. The purpose of the alerts is to signal federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies to occasions when it might be prudent to divert resources to sensitive locations, such as the District’s National Mall. Klick and Tabarrok used daily police reports of crime for the period March 2002 to July 2003, during which time the terrorism alert level rose from “elevated” (yellow) to “high” (orange) and back down to “elevated” on four occasions. Again, the Klick and Tabarrok analyses are easy to comprehend, but nonetheless provide credible evidence of the causal influence of the increased police patrols.
Klick and Tabarrok (2005) used the changes in police numbers on patrol induced by the alert as the basis for inferring the effect of police numbers on crimes rates. The simplicity of the design is appealing because the changes in police numbers were induced by concerns about a threat of terrorist attack not by concerns about the type of crime (e.g., thefts) under study. Thus, there is good reason to be confident that the changes in police numbers were exogenous.

One important limitation of the study was that Klick and Tabarrok (2005) did not have direct measurements of changes in police numbers. They only knew that the District responded to the alerts by increasing the number of patrols, extending shift times, and activating closed-circuit camera systems that are present in sensitive areas such as the Mall. Their regression analyses of daily level crime data found that District-wide, the crime rate drops by approximately 7% during alerts (see Figure 5). They went on to make a good case that the decline was not a product of a reduction in tourist traffic induced by the alert.

Klick and Tabarrok (2005) also did analyses specifically aimed at assessing the degree to which the Mall area played a prominent role in the decline as a result of its receiving special police attention because it is a prime target for a terror attack. They indeed found this to be case. The crime decline in the Mall area was twice that in the District as a whole, 15%. Klick and Tabarrok also found that auto theft and theft from autos were particularly responsive to the changes in police presence. These types of crime were reduced by 43%. This makes sense because of the visibility of autos to police patrols.

“Understanding the Effects of Antiprofiling Policies” (Heaton, 2010)
Racial profiling by police has been a “hot button” civil rights and crime-control issue for decades. Heaton (2010) examined the impact of a series of profiling-related incidents in New Jersey that occurred in 1998–1999 that dramatically altered police stop-and-interrogate interactions with minorities, particularly those involving auto-related stops by police. The changes were prompted by an incident in April 1998 in which White police officers shot four minority men who they claimed were behaving in a threatening manner, but who in fact were unarmed. This incident prompted a state attorney general report, released in early 1999, that concluded that profiling was a significant problem. The backlash against profiling was further exacerbated by incendiary remarks by the State Police Commissioner about disproportionate minority involvement in drug dealing.

Heaton (2010) convincingly demonstrated that this series of events spanning a relatively short period of time resulted in a sharp reduction of police enforcement activity against Blacks particularly as it related to motor vehicle theft. Specifically, a series of difference-in-difference type regressions that involved differencing of up to four factors make a strong case that the auto-theft-related arrest of Blacks compared with Whites declined sharply after the incidents described. Figures 6 and 7, respectively, reproduce Heaton’s Figures 2 and 3.
Auto Theft in the National Mall Area and Terror Alert Level

Notes. Crime is a one-week moving average (3,1,3) of stolen automobiles and theft from autos. Alert is 1 during high alert periods. Data is from National Mall region of Washington, DC.
Source. Data courtesy of J. Klick and A. Tabarrok based on Klick and Tabarrok (2005).
The figures demonstrate in a transparent manner the basis for the regression results. It is evident from these graphs that although the policy changes induced by the scandal had no material effect on overall Black to White arrest rates (Figure 6), they did materially affect arrests rates for auto theft (Figure 7). After 1998, arrests for auto theft of Blacks relative to Whites dropped sharply. Heaton also showed that in nearby Connecticut, no such change occurred in the relative Black to White arrest rates for auto theft.

Heaton (2010) then went on to examine the impact that the changed enforcement activity had on auto theft rates. He first presented evidence showing that the steady decline in auto thefts beginning in 1994 was halted beginning in 1998. By comparison, there was no such change in the trend for burglaries and larcenies. As a further test of the effect on auto theft, Heaton reasoned that the change in auto-related enforcement activity would disproportionately affect auto theft rates in higher minority communities because of the reluctance of the police to make stops against minority drivers. This is, in fact, what he found. The community-based analysis implies, for example, that the changed policing tactics prompted by the scandal resulted in an 18% greater increase in the auto theft rate in a community at the 75th percentile of Black population share compared with a community at the 25th percentile of the Black population.
Lojack is an example of a technology that improves the apprehension effectiveness of the police. It is a hidden radio-transmitting device that enables police to locate stolen cars. It thereby increases the likelihood of apprehension of the perpetrator(s) of the theft. Also, because Lojack is hidden, it may have spillover benefits in deterring the theft of vehicles that are not outfitted with the technology. Because would-be auto thieves do not know which vehicles are outfitted with the technology, it may curtail their theft of autos writ large. Ayres and Levitt (1998) tested for this deterrent effect.

The study is based on an analysis of 57 U.S. cities with a population greater than 250,000. Of these cities, 13 had Lojack at some time in the period of the analysis from 1981 to 1994. Ayres and Levitt (1998) began by making a very credible argument that the introduction of Lojack into these 13 cities was exogenous—namely, that it was not affected by an unusual spike in the auto theft rate at the time of the introduction. The introduction of Lojack required regulatory approval, and data are provided showing that the length

---

Note. Annual arrest rates in New Jersey, motor vehicle theft

Source. Reproduced with permission from *Journal of Law & Economics* © 2010.


---

6. Note, however, that identification of the deterrent effect depends primarily on six cities that introduced Lojack prior to 1992.
of time to approval and introduction was highly variable—from months to years—which had the effect of making the date of introduction exogenous. They reported a variety of regression analyses indicating that the introduction of Lojack materially reduced auto theft rates. Figure 8, which reproduces Figure 2 from Ayres and Levitt, demonstrates why the regressions measured crime-reduction effects. It pertains to the six cities that introduced Lojak prior to 1992 and measures the average cumulative percentage change in the auto theft rate from 5 years prior to the introduction to up to 5 years after introduction. Also reported for comparison is the composite average of changes in the auto theft rate for non-Lojack cities. The growth in the auto theft rate in Lojack and non-Lojack cities is comparable prior to introduction, but after introduction, there is a pronounced decline in the Lojack cities that is not matched in the non-Lojack cities.

Concluding Thoughts on Quasi-Experiments

In this section, we have summarized four quasi-experimental studies that, in our judgment, provide credible causal evidence on the phenomenon studied, whether it be a change in law, change in police enforcement tactics or numbers, or the introduction of technology that increases the effectiveness of the police. As discussed at the beginning of this policy essay, in each case, it would have been difficult or impossible to have tested for the effects analyzed with a randomized experiment. Like experiments, however, the design and analysis of these studies are straightforward and transparent to policy makers and practitioners.

We also discussed earlier why we judged the findings of these studies to provide good evidence of causal effects. One reason was that it was credible to assume that the “treatment”
under study was exogenous just like in an experiment where treatment status is randomly assigned. A second was that the studies effectively made the case that there was no other credible source of confounding beyond the failure of exogeneity.

One of the main reasons that confounding can be ruled out is that the response to treatment was immediate. All of the examples described earlier are forms of before-and-after-type analysis. An immediate “after” response helps to rule out other possible confounders because their timing must closely correspond to the event under study. The longer the time gap between the intervention and the response, the greater the chance that some other events may alter the path of the types of crime under study. This observation points to an important weakness of analyses of nonexperimental data compared with experimental data. In the case of an experiment, any difference in outcome between treated and control must somehow be attributable to treatment status regardless of time since treatment.

We think it is important to note still another strength of these types of quasi-experiments. Because they often were carried out across large administrative areas, the findings can be broadly generalized. Evaluation studies may lack external validity for a variety of reasons. One is that they were applied to the specific contexts and circumstances in which the studies were carried out. As we have already noted, one strength of the cumulative evidence on hot spots policing is that it suggests that this is an effective policing strategy in a wide variety of circumstances. There have now been 21 tests of hot spots policing in cities of varying sizes, across different types of problems, and using different types of interventions (Braga et al., 2012). Another reason that an evaluation study may lack external validity is that it was not carried out at a high enough scale of aggregation to capture community- or societal-level effects such as general deterrence. A strength of several of the natural quasi-experiments that we have described is that they measured effects across large administrative jurisdictions (e.g., see Ayres and Levitt, 1998; Heaton, 2010; Ross, 1973).

Making the Scene: Opportunities for Criminologists
At the outset, we noted that we were not simply interested in identifying strong quasi-experiments in natural settings, but also in suggesting ways that criminologists could be more proactive in identifying opportunities for research and in encouraging policy makers to implement programs and policies in ways that create strong research opportunities. In this sense, we think that criminologists should “make the scene” of quasi-experiments in natural settings.

7. Note, however, that exogeneity is guaranteed in an experiment, not assumed.
8. Note that the Klick and Taborrok (2005) and Ayres and Levitt (1998) studies analyzed more than one event—four changes in the terror alert level for the former study and the introduction of Lojack across multiple cities in the later study. This is an additional strength of both studies.
9. We note, however, that experimental data have no special status for inferring the mechanism underlying any measured difference.
What this means is that criminologists must become involved in the policy or program process early on. On the one hand, such involvement means simply that criminologists will follow the policy and program processes as they begin to evolve, so that they can identify strong opportunities for evaluation. The study by Klick and Tabarrok (2005) reviewed earlier relied on the fact that police practices were implemented in a specific place (the National Mall) in reaction to a specific problem (a terrorism alert). This provided two of the criteria for a strong evaluation that we noted earlier: immediacy because of the specific and immediate response to terrorism and exogeneity because of the fact that the focus was terrorism (but crime also could be expected to be influenced). Similarly, Ayres and Levitt (1998) took advantage of the fact that Lojack was implemented in only some jurisdictions, and that the implementation was unrelated to the levels of car theft in those areas. We suspect that there are many such opportunities for strong natural quasi-experiments in the everyday world of policy and practice. Examples include Berk and MacDonald (2010) and Cohen and Ludwig (2003).

It is perhaps no accident that three of the four studies we have identified were carried out by economists. Throughout this policy essay, we have emphasized the exogeneity of the intervention. This is an issue that economists are historically well aware of but that has not been a widely discussed question in criminology. As early as the 1950s, economists have been concerned with the problem of identification, for example, in modeling supply-and-demand relationships. Again, in the early 1980s, this issue was made central by James Heckman’s seminal work on selection bias, for which he was awarded the Nobel Award in Economics. More generally, the work of leading econometricians, such as Angrist and colleagues (Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin, 1996; Angrist and Pischke, 2009) and Manski (1995), are reflective of the attention given to questions of identification in economics. This has led them to think carefully and critically about the proper interpretation of causal effects estimates based on so-called “natural experiments” (see Rosenzweig and Wolpin [2000] for an insightful discussion of these issues). For our purposes here, one of the most important implications of this work from econometrics is that except in very limited circumstances, the identification of causal relationships cannot be resolved by simply adding more variables to a traditional regression equation. This led economists to seek other methods for establishing exogeneity, which have included the types of natural quasi-experiments we have focused on here.

But we also recommend that criminologists go beyond simply identifying such opportunities. They also should engage practitioners and policy makers and make clear what is required to allow for strong evidence of program effectiveness. For example, we must make it clear that there is much to be gained by programs that are implemented in a specific

---

10. For a useful discussion of how researchers can successfully embed themselves in a police department and simultaneously meet the demands of producing high-quality evaluative research and provide valuable guidance to the department, see Braga (2013).
and tightly defined period of time. Such programs are likely to provide stronger statements about program outcomes. A new policing initiative, or law related to police powers, that is carried out quickly and within a specific time range will allow for stronger evidence of program outcomes. This will of course affect the nature of implementation of practices and programs, and this may require some change in the everyday practices of police agencies. But criminologists must make clear that the benefits of bringing a program to the field within a clear and limited time frame outweigh the likely costs of such an approach.

Perhaps the hardest criterion for police or other criminal justice agencies to meet is what we have defined as a requirement that policies or practices be exogenous. Economists tend to scan the environment for circumstances where they can argue that the application of the intervention was not dependent on the level of the dependent variable. However, it also is possible to create strong natural quasi-experiments by working in conjunction with policy makers and practitioners. Indeed, this model is likely to provide stronger evidence of exogeneity because it has been explicitly managed.

We recognize, however, that there is a natural tendency to provide treatment to the people or places most in need. How can we encourage policy makers or practitioners to instead provide treatment independently of the intensity of the outcomes examined? First, it is important to note that we are not arguing that treatment should be applied without any consideration of the status of people or places. Going back to the hot spots experiments, police did not apply treatment to “non-hot spots.” Additionally, not just the “hottest” of the hot spots were selected by the police for treatment. Instead, hot spots were randomly assigned to treatment (meaning that all eligible places had an equal probability of being selected into treatment or control conditions). Similarly, in natural quasi-experiments, we would expect that the treated areas would evidence the problem that an intervention seeks to address. However, there is no reason why policy makers and practitioners cannot be encouraged to select a small number of potential units that fit these criteria from a larger group. For example, one of the authors (with Charlotte Gill) has implemented a community policing program with the Seattle Police Department to address hot spots of juvenile crime. It was not possible to conduct a true randomized experiment. However, the city was willing to implement the program in three sites that were chosen from a larger group of juvenile crime hot spots without regard to the level of crime. In this sense, the intervention avoided the problem of intervening at the hottest spots.

Criminologists can become better at both identifying opportunities for strong natural quasi-experiments and encouraging policy makers and practitioners to implement programs in ways that will make evaluations stronger. It is important to add a criterion for successful natural quasi-experiments. And that is that rich data be collected that allow researchers not only to assess the direct impacts on outcomes but also to provide a convincing argument for why other factors may not be influencing observations of outcomes. In the Ross (1973) study, he was able to examine not only whether the number of fatalities declined but
also whether the effects were mediated by time-of-day or day-of-week impacts. These data allowed Ross to rule out key competing hypotheses regarding the mechanism for changes in road fatalities. In contrast, the Klick and Tabarrok study did not have good information on the level of police activities on the Mall, which would have added relevant information regarding the possible impacts of police staffing on the effects observed. Although we still think that the Klick and Tabarrok study is a strong one, it illustrates the importance of having rich data for assessing possible impacts of confounding on the outcomes observed. In this regard, criminologists must begin the process of identifying what data are needed early on. They must make the scene and encourage policy makers and practitioners to collect information that will aid the evaluation later.

We close this section with several observations about the connection of arguments that we advance in this essay and those advanced by Sampson, Winship, and Knight (SWK, 2013, this issue). The theme of this special issue of CPP is the implications of causal uncertainty in research findings for the formulation of public policy. As SWK point out at the outset of their article, it is important to distinguish two distinct sources of causal uncertainty—internal versus external validity. Internal validity pertains to the degree to which a study that aims to identify the casual effect of a policy change or intervention in a particular setting is successful in validly estimating that effect. A properly conducted randomized experiment, for example, has high internal validity. In this essay, we described various forms of quasi-experimental designs that also can have high internal validity.

In the introductory essay for this issue, Blomberg, Mestre, and Mann (2013) discuss at length whether and how uncertainty about internal validity of evidence should affect its use in policy settings. Our focus has been on identifying quasi-experimental designs that can be useful in policy deliberation without sacrificing internal validity. SWK (2013) do not discuss the problem of using evidence with uncertain internal validity in the policy process. Instead, they focus on how effect heterogeneity raises questions about the policy applicability of even those studies with impeccable claims to high internal validity regardless of whether its source is an experiment or not.

Effect heterogeneity originates because in most circumstances, treatment effects are not homogenous. Treatment effects will vary across the unit of analysis—whether a person, location, or community—for a host of reasons. SWK (2013) put special emphasis on mechanisms and context as sources of effect heterogeneity. They go on to discuss why it is important that public policy be designed in recognition of the reality that there is no “one effect.” We concur with the importance of such recognition. A meta-analysis of the effectiveness of hot spots policing, for example, found that effectiveness depended on the type of strategy used, for example, with problem-oriented policing having stronger impacts than simple additions in preventive patrol (Braga et al., 2012). Policy on the use of hot spots policing should be designed with recognition that effects sizes depend on circumstances.
For innumerable reasons, causal estimates with high internal validity may have limited utility in predicting treatment effects outside the circumstances in which the treatment effect was estimated. An experiment on the effectiveness of hot spots policing in Jersey City, NJ, may be limited in what it can tell us about its effectiveness in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo. What it tells about its effectiveness in Pittsburgh, PA, is still uncertain, but far less problematic than Kinshasa. It important to recognize, however, that the possibility of divergence between the external and the internal validity of a causal estimate is not limited to causal estimates that are the product of randomized experiments. All causal estimates whether from a randomized experiment or not are vulnerable to this problem. The problem of extrapolating causal estimates outside the specific circumstance on which they were estimated is a universal problem that is independent of the method of estimation. For an extended discussion of the policy implications of this universal problem, see Manski (2013).

We emphasize the universality of the external versus internal validity problem because analyses of nonexperimental data often uncritically assume that the findings of the studies generalize beyond the particular historical and social setting of the study. Here we are referring to studies of how demography (e.g., age or racial composition), socioeconomic status (e.g., poverty or single-headed household), context (e.g., community income or community ethnic composition), and person status (e.g., employed or married) affect crime rates or individual-level criminal involvement. Discussions of the effects of such variables on crime commonly fall into the trap of implicitly assuming that the effects estimated by the study are homogenous and therefore generalizable to other social and historical settings. All of SWK’s (2013) admonitions about the generalizability of experimental results apply equally to studies based on nonexperimental data.

There is no panacea for the problem of disjuncture between internal and external validity, but one practical way to ameliorate the problem is to evaluate replications of a generic policy in different settings for the purpose of understanding the degree and sources of effect heterogeneity. Thus, our recommendation that criminologists be proactive in identifying and designing quasi-experimental evaluations of policy changes and interventions also will serve to provide data for analyzing potential sources of effect heterogeneity. In addition, we think that criminologists must recognize the importance of heterogeneity in treatments and treatment impacts in experimental studies. This problem has been recognized for many years (e.g., see Farrington, Ohlin, and Wilson, 1986; Weisburd, 1993), but it continues to be ignored in many studies. Using block randomized designs, for example, that would recognize heterogeneity of treatment outcomes and design them into the study is one way of dealing with this problem in experimental studies (Weisburd and Gill, 2013).

We began our policy essay by recognizing the distinct benefits of making causal inferences using experimental studies. We have argued that quasi-experiments under specific conditions can offer similar benefits. However, randomized experiments remain the most believable method of drawing causal inferences when the conditions of experimental studies are met.
Conclusions
As noted in the opening paragraph of this policy essay, the online dictionary, Dictionary.com, defines evidence as “that which tends to prove or disprove something.” In this essay, we argued that both science and the policy process are well served by research with high evidentiary value. We also argued that experimental research is valuable in the policy domain not only because of its high evidentiary content but also because of its transparency. To exemplify this point, we described how a decade-long research program on hot spots policing overturned the conventional wisdom that police could not affect crime and, in so doing, has profoundly altered police practice.

Still, we recognize that for a variety of practical and ethical reasons, policy-relevant research on policing and criminal justice policy more generally cannot be based entirely on experiments. We discuss two key features of randomization—balance in expectation between the treated and control group on all potential confounders and exogeneity of treatment status—that are the source of the high evidentiary status of randomized experiments. We go on to describe how these same two features can be credibly replicated in quasi-experimental studies that are not subject to the ethical and practical obstacles that may make experiments impractical in some circumstances. We urge criminologists to follow the lead of economists in taking greater advantage of quasi-experimental research opportunities.
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Research Summary
Supermaximum-security prisons—or “supermaxes”—symbolize the “get tough” criminal justice policies that have developed over the past three decades in the United States and in other countries. Proponents believe that they effectively address critical prison system problems; opponents believe that they do not and that they create substantial harm. This essay examines the available evidence about supermaxes.

Policy Implications
A range of considerations are relevant to determining whether supermaxes constitute effective policy. These include (a) definitional problems in discussing supermax incarceration; (b) five critical dimensions along which evidence for policies is desirable and along which supermaxes fall short, including demonstration of policy need, credible policy theory, high-quality implementation, impact, and benefits that exceed costs and do so more than other policies; (c) the challenge of assessing causal claims related to supermaxes; (d) legal and ethical issues; (e) policy and political challenges confronting states; (f) policy options other than supermaxes; and (g) research gaps that remain to be addressed. The essay argues that causal uncertainty about supermax incarceration makes it difficult at present to claim credibly that it achieves intended goals. Policy implications and recommendations are discussed.
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Supermaximum-security prisons—informally referred to as “supermaxes”—ascended into prominence during the 1980s and have since become a central feature of American corrections and of prison systems in other countries. They did not previously exist, although close approximations, such as Eastern State Penitentiary and Alcatraz, paved the way for them (Mears, 2008b; J. I. Ross, 2013; Ward and Werlich, 2003). They did not emerge in a policy vacuum. Rather, throughout the past three decades, states began investing in supermaxes at the same time that they were investing in a wide range of other “get tough” policies, such as three-strikes-and-you’re-out laws. Supermaxes thus symbolize the modern era emphasis on more severe punishment and control-oriented efforts aimed at reducing crime. They are of interest for this reason, but they warrant attention for additional reasons. For example, supermaxes arose against a background of calls for government accountability, evidence-based policy, and cost-effectiveness, but, as this essay argues, significant questions exist about how well they respond to these calls. Not least, supermaxes represent a type of policy that does not neatly lend itself to “gold standard” evaluations—that is, experiments. Careful consideration of nonexperimental approaches to assessing impact thus are needed, which in turn raises questions about what standards should be used for assessing causality and “evidence-based” policy.

A focus on supermax prisons is relevant for understanding criminal justice policy and identifying “evidence-based” approaches to punishment. And it is timely. Supermaxes emerged in part because of a belief that they cause improved outcomes, and yet considerable causal uncertainty exists regarding their impacts. In addition, supermaxes continue to be lightning rods for litigation (Mears and Watson, 2006; Schlanger, 2013). Some states have closed or are contemplating closing their supermaxes (Goode, 2012; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013). And nationally, some legislators, such as Senator Dick Durbin (2012), have called for reform of solitary confinement, including the use of supermax housing. The motivation for such calls stems in part from concerns about public safety and financial costs and perhaps from the prominent concerns that arose about conditions at the Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib prisons (Mears, 2004). For example, in his testimony, Senator Durbin emphasized human rights concerns, which have been prominent in many accounts of supermaxes (Jeffreys, 2013; J. I. Ross, 2013) and in condemnations of them by organizations such as Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, and the United Nations, noting: “Our colleague and former POW John McCain said, ‘It’s an awful thing, solitary. It crushes your spirit and weakens your resistance more effectively than any other form of mistreatment.’” Subsequent to Senator Durbin’s testimony, the Federal Bureau of Prisons reportedly cut by 25% the number of inmates in segregation, closed two “Special Management Units,” and agreed to obtain an independent assessment, undertaken by the National Institute of Corrections, of federal supermax housing (Durbin, 2013). What changes, at the federal and state levels, will occur over the next decade remains, of course,
unknown, but the potential stakes for correctional systems, taxpayers, and inmates and their families are great.

With that context in mind, the goal of this essay is to examine the available evidence about supermaxes and, in so doing, examine a range of considerations relevant to determining whether supermaxes constitute effective policy. At the same time, this essay touches directly and indirectly on, and illustrates, themes emphasized in the main article to this issue by Sampson, Winship, and Knight (2013). To achieve this goal, the following topics are discussed: (a) definitional problems in discussing supermax housing and in distinguishing it from other types of solitary confinement or extended isolation; (b) five critical dimensions along which evidence for policies is desirable and along which supermaxes fall short, including demonstration of policy need, credible policy theory, high-quality implementation, impact, and benefits that exceed costs and do so more than other policies; (c) the challenge of assessing causal claims related to supermax prisons; (d) legal and ethical issues; (e) policy and political challenges confronting states; (f) policy options other than supermaxes; (g) research gaps that remain to be addressed; and (h) links between Sampson et al.’s (2013) arguments about policy making and causal uncertainty, on the one hand, and supermaxes, on the other. The essay concludes by discussing policy implications and recommendations.

**Definitional Problems**

Descriptive and historical accounts of supermaxes have proliferated over the past decade (see, e.g., Browne, Cambier, and Agha, 2011; Bruton, 2004; King, 2005; Kurki and Morris, 2001; Mears, 2008b; Neal, 2003; Rhodes, 2004; J. I. Ross, 2013; Shalev, 2009; Smith, 2006; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013; Ward and Werlich, 2003). These accounts typically have highlighted that the idea, or the design, of supermax incarceration originates with the Walnut Street Jail in the late 1700s; Eastern State Penitentiary and Auburn Prison in the early to mid-1800s; Alcatraz in the mid-1900s; and, most recently, the Marion, Illinois, federal facility. In each instance, there is an emphasis on extended solitary confinement.

What makes modern supermax incarceration different is the large-scale use of extended isolation as a “concentration” strategy (Riveland, 1999). That is, rather than disperse troublesome inmates to different facilities, states “concentrate” the putatively “worst of the worst” inmates in one place. Prison systems have always had recourse to brief lockdowns, in which inmates are confined to their cells with little to no opportunity to leave, and to maximum-security prisons. But “seldom have those prisons operated on a total lockdown basis as normal routine. Even prisons designated as maximum security have generally allowed movement, inmate interaction, congregate programs, and work opportunities” (Riveland, 1999: 5).

Supermax incarceration is not unique to the United States. Smith (2008), for example, has described the use of supermax-like confinement in Denmark from 1870 to 1920. (Interestingly, and echoing themes that emerge from contemporary critiques of supermax
prisons, he found that during this period, prison authorities acknowledged what they saw to be damaging mental health effects of supermax incarceration.) A recent edited volume by J. I. Ross (2013) has documented the use of supermax incarceration in many other countries, including Australia, Brazil, Britain, Canada, Denmark, France, Mexico, and South Africa. Other studies have pointed to the use of supermax incarceration in the Netherlands and Wales (King and Resodihardjo, 2010); Russia and Turkey (King, 2007); and Iceland, Norway, and Sweden (Smith, 2006). Although not exclusively found in countries guided by democratic forms of government, supermax incarceration seems to be largely “a product of democracies” (J. I. Ross, 2013: 2). Any such observation, however, must be tempered by the fact that no extant study comprehensively documents—through the use of a consistent definition of what constitutes “supermax” housing—the historical or contemporary use of supermax prisons globally.

Before discussing this definitional issue further, there is, first, the question of why supermax housing has become widespread. Many accounts exist, some more theoretically elaborate than others, but none that are easily susceptible to empirical assessment. Prison systems may have felt that the rapid increase in prison populations required more aggressive approaches to managing inmates. Inmates in fact may have become more difficult to manage. Outbreaks of prison violence, including murders and riots, may have played a key role. Prison system expansion led to increased hiring of less experienced officers in an occupation that can be highly stressful and combustible; the expansion and hiring of such officers may have contributed to the felt need to take new, dramatic steps to control inmates. States may have sought to find new ways of demonstrating their tough-on-crime credentials. Correctional systems may have sought to appear or to be at the “vanguard” of new ways to operate prisons. Conservative ideologies, emphasizing punishment and control, may have been a factor. Broader, societal shifts toward locating the cause of social problems in individuals, too, may have been a factor. Dissatisfaction with “failed” rehabilitative efforts may have dovetailed with such possibilities. These and other explanations have been proffered (see, e.g., King, 1999; Mears, 2008a, 2008b; Smith, 2006; Toch, 2001, 2003; Ward and Werlich, 2003). There remains, however, little empirical assessment of them, and many examples exist where the explanations do not neatly fit (see, generally, J. I. Ross, 2013).

How many supermax prisoners exist, and what exactly is a supermax? Thirty years ago, the only supermax facility in the United States was the Marion, Illinois, supermax. As of 2005, there were an estimated 44 states with supermax housing that held approximately 25,000 inmates (Mears, 2006, 2008b); Rhodes (2004) estimated that 60 supermax facilities existed. Other estimates exist (see, e.g., King, 1999; Naday, Freilich, and Mellow, 2008; National Institute of Corrections, 1997; Smith, 2006). But arriving at a precise current estimate has proven challenging. Why?

One reason is that there remains no unequivocal, agreed-upon census of supermax inmates (Butler, Griffin, and Johnson, in press; Naday et al., 2008). States use different
names for supermax housing, and some embrace the “supermax” terminology while others eschew it. Architectural issues come into play: In some cases, supermax prisons are stand-alone facilities, and in others a wing or tier of a facility may be designated for supermax “housing.” Some entail a heavy reliance on technology, others less so. Most states seem to hew to a focus on single-cell confinement for supermax housing, but some accounts have indicated that supermax housing can be used to hold two inmates to a cell. Supermax confinement entails 23-hour-per-day confinement, but some accounts have indicated that it may be shorter and that some minimal movement outside of the cell is allowed. States vary in the number of months that inmates may serve in supermax. But states do not provide annual, comprehensive empirical descriptions of actual inmate stays and variation in such stays over the life course of an inmate’s term of incarceration, or if they do, such descriptions are not readily available; a study in Florida stands as one of the few exceptions (Lowen and Isaacs, 2012; see also Mears and Bales, 2010). States vary, too, in whom they view as appropriate for supermax confinement. The phrase “worst of the worst” frequently is used to typify inmates who “belong” in supermax incarceration, but no consistent, operationalized definition of such inmates exists. In some cases, inmates must commit certain acts, such as violence, while in prison to be sent to supermax; in others, belonging to a prison gang, or “security threat group,” is sufficient (Mears and Watson, 2006).

Some accounts have distinguished between types of solitary confinement or segregation, with supermax housing constituting one type. For example, Shalev (2009: 2) described three types: (a) punitive segregation, which involves temporary isolation as punishment for misconduct; (b) protective segregation, which involves temporary isolation as a means of protecting vulnerable inmates; and (c) administrative segregation, which involves long-term isolation as a means of managing certain types of inmates (e.g., security threat group members and prisoners who have committed extreme violence, are at risk of violence, or incite others to act out). The latter is typically what captures the “spirit” of what is meant by supermax housing, although even then ambiguity emerges from the fact that prison systems sometimes house inmates in long-term isolation for what seem to be punitive, and not only managerial, purposes (Kurki and Morris, 2001; Mears and Watson, 2006; Riveland, 1999; U.S. Government Accountability, Office, 2013).

If all of these different groups are combined, and if we include inmates in isolation who are on death row, then the total number of inmates in some form of isolated confinement—both shorter term isolation and longer term “supermax” isolation—necessarily exceeds the 25,000 estimate stated earlier. For example, according to an analysis of the Census of State and Federal Correctional Facilities from the Bureau of Justice Statistics, most recently conducted in 2005 (Stephan, 2008), an estimated 81,622 inmates reside in some form of what the Bureau referred to as “restricted housing,” including individuals who are in protective custody, disciplinary segregation, administrative segregation, and death row (see Browne et al., 2011: 46; see also Jacobson, 2012).
This latter estimate is more relevant to discussions about whether any use of isolation—whether for short-term stays or for long-term stays—for any correctional system goals is appropriate (see, e.g., Browne et al., 2011; Shalev, 2009). Even then, definitional ambiguity undermines the validity of this estimate (see Jacobson, 2012); for example, some inmates might be placed in supermax housing for shorter periods of time than an inmate in protective custody (see Mears and Bales, 2010). The estimate of 25,000 supermax inmates likely is preferable if we wish to focus primarily on the approximate number of inmates placed in longer term segregation that is termed “supermax” or that is used primarily for managing certain inmates to achieve goals other than protecting such inmates or temporarily punishing them. Even then, it stands as but a rough approximation. It does not, for example, take into account the extent to which some inmates are repeatedly placed in such housing. And it encounters the same challenges that have arisen with other attempts to estimate the supermax population (e.g., Butler et al., in press; King, 1999; Naday et al., 2008; Riveland, 1999).

In the end, the elements of supermax housing that are common to most accounts, and that constitute the core aspects of the definition provided by the National Institute of Corrections (1997), include single-cell confinement (i.e., one person to a cell) for extended periods of time—beyond what would be associated with temporary stays for punitive or protective segregation—with little to no opportunities for programming, services, and visitation. Indeed, in a national survey of prison wardens, which used a similar definition, greater than 90% of respondents agreed with this definition (Mears and Castro, 2006). That does not mean that the definition is “correct” (Butler et al., in press; Naday et al., 2008). But it does suggest that it captures several critical dimensions of what conventionally is meant by “supermax” incarceration, including the emphasis on extended isolation with a priority given to achieving management-oriented goals (Shalev, 2009: 2).

Supermaxes are funded by taxpayers, but decisions to enact the policy derive in large part from legislatures, which may call for the use of supermax housing, or from corrections officials, who also may call for them. However, they do not reflect a type of sentencing law. Rather, they constitute a type of administrative tool that corrections officials can use to help manage the prison system (Shalev, 2009: 2). Accordingly, the placement of inmates in supermax housing is an administrative decision. The courts do not sentence individuals to supermax confinement. Rather, prison officials determine whether to have supermax housing and how and for whom it shall be used. Here, then, we have the basis not only for considerable variation in what is meant by “supermax” housing but also for variation in the goals and uses to which any type of extended isolation, whether termed “supermax” or not, is put.

Ambiguity concerning the definition and goals of supermaxes is paralleled by ambiguity concerning the relevant counterfactual condition—that is, what would have been implemented instead of supermax housing. For example, supermax housing has been described as arising in lieu of interventions that would have been used to achieve similar goals
Mears (2006). That is, such housing is not always created as an alternative to building some type of prison; instead, it represents an intervention aimed at achieving particular goals. Accordingly, any account of supermax effectiveness must address the precise purposes for supermax housing in a particular context, how and for whom such housing is employed, and what alternatives to supermaxes, or what other uses of the funds used for them, would have been adopted.

**Five Key Dimensions Along Which Evidence Is Needed**

Policies ideally are evidence based. Indeed, that ideal has been emphasized explicitly by policy makers in recent decades (Welsh and Harris, 2008). But what do we mean by “evidence?” Some accounts have defined evidence as the existence of results from experimental studies. Others have defined it as resulting from using experiments or quasi-experimental designs to evaluate a policy. Still other accounts have defined evidence-based policy as arising when we have “scientific evidence,” such as empirical research of some unspecified type. Similar inconsistency arises in descriptions of what is meant by government “accountability” (Mears, 2010).

Without a doubt, a central focus when discussing “evidence-based” policy should presumably center on the question of whether the policy produces intended outcomes. Specifically, does it cause beneficial outcomes to arise that otherwise, absent the policy, would not? However, this approach is arguably too narrow. It ignores, for example, the basic question of whether an effective policy is needed, and it ignores the salience of existing theory and research for a priori assessing the credibility of causal impact claims and evaluations.

A broader, more systematic approach to defining evidence—and to considering causal claims about specific policies (or programs, interventions, rules, practices, etc.)—is to use the evaluation hierarchy. Rossi, Freeman, and Lipsey (2004) described the hierarchy as consisting of five levels, including assessment of (a) the need for a policy; (b) the theory, or causal logic, of a policy; (c) policy implementation; (d) impact; and (e) cost-efficiency. Accordingly, we can define an “evidence-based” policy as one where we can successfully conclude that each level of the hierarchy has been examined and resulted in an affirmative assessment of the policy (Mears, 2010). For example, an evidence-based policy would be one in which there is an empirically demonstrated need for it, credible theoretical or causal logic for expecting impacts, high-quality implementation, demonstrated impact(s), and empirical documentation that the benefits exceed the costs and do so to a greater extent than potential alternatives.

The type of “evidence” needed for each level of the hierarchy may vary, but theory, logic, and empirical research typically apply in each instance. In addition, although causal claims are clearly prominent when discussing impact, they are relevant as well to the other dimensions of the hierarchy, but in ways that are not always or even frequently resolvable through recourse to experiments or quasi-experimental research. Use of evaluation hierarchy is helpful for many reasons, including identifying what has not been addressed in prior
research and in understanding better the policy dimensions that a given study or set of studies addresses. Among other things, it can provide a corrective against overstating the relevance of any one study to debates about the merits of a given policy (Mears, 2010; Rossi et al., 2004).

If we apply the evaluation hierarchy to supermax prisons, what do we learn and what lessons can we draw? In the subsequent discussion, I briefly summarize the state of research with respect to each of the dimensions discussed earlier and, in so doing, draw on and extend a prior assessment (Mears, 2008b). Although meta-analyses are ideal for arriving at systematic assessments of research on a given topic, there remain too few studies of supermaxes, with respect to the five dimensions, to undertake such assessments. In the subsequent sections, I discuss the implications of research on supermaxes and related issues that bear on discussions more broadly of causality and policy.

Need
Were supermaxes needed in the first place? Are they needed now? The short answer—nobody knows, at least not if empirical research is the basis for answering the question. The longer answer entails consideration of several related questions. For example, what problems were supermaxes designed to address? How large were the problems? What produced them? Were supermaxes the most logical solution? For example, did they best address the cause of the problem and do so at the least financial or human cost?

In many accounts, policy makers and prison officials justify supermaxes on the grounds that they serve to “control” the “worst of the worst” (King, 2005; Riveland, 1999; Shalev, 2009). But placing inmates in extended solitary confinement is not a goal. Rather, it constitutes a means to an end. What, then, is that end, or goal? It varies across states and depends on the specific officials who are asked; frequently, there is no explicitly stated goal or the language opaquely refers to a focus on “controlling” certain inmates, without clarifying what broader goals this focus addresses (Mears and Watson, 2006). In one national survey of wardens, respondents said that the main goal of having supermaxes was to increase safety and order throughout the prison system, but half or more said that supermaxes served other goals, including incapacitation of violent inmates, decreasing riots, reducing the influence of gangs, preventing escapes, punishing inmates, and reducing recidivism (Mears, 2005). One third of respondents said a goal of supermaxes is to improve public safety through general deterrence.

In discussions with policy makers and officials in different states, I have been told in no uncertain terms what “the” goal of supermaxes is, only then to be told by other policy makers and officials—again, in no uncertain terms—that “the” true goal differs. Frequently, no government or correctional system documents are available to document a given goal, or the documents, as noted, describe a strategy of housing violent and disruptive inmates in isolation without clarifying precisely the goals that this strategy achieves (Mears and Watson, 2006).
In the end, there is no “right” or “wrong” goal, only the goal that was envisioned by those responsible for creating supermaxes, that is, policy makers and corrections officials. To date, the precise and varied goals associated with specific supermaxes have not been systematically assessed within or across states, save for one study that documented a wide range of competing views about the putative goals that supermaxes are supposed to achieve (Mears, 2005; Mears and Castro, 2006; see also Mears and Watson, 2006). Regardless, to the extent that a given state has several goals for its supermax housing, then any evaluation of impact should assess the degree to which the housing achieves these specific goals.

Focusing on the goals associated with supermax is important because it draws our attention to the problem that they are intended to solve. In turn, we can turn to the questions outlined earlier. For example, how large is the problem and what caused it? Take the system-wide order and safety goal as an example. How much disorder and violence existed in a given prison system, and to what extent was it caused by a handful of the “worst of the worst” inmates (putting aside the question of how such inmates are defined and identified)? Answering that question, of course, requires having reliable and accurate information about the prevalence of disorder and violence and various factors that might have contributed to it. Few, if any, states, however, have database systems that accurately collect such information (Bottoms, 1999; Logan, 1993; Mears, 2008a; Reisig, 1998). Perhaps not surprisingly, then, it is difficult to identify any comprehensive, credible, empirical assessments of system-wide disorder and violence, the causes of that violence, and evidence that a select group of “worst of the worst” inmates contributed to it. Perhaps they did, or perhaps the levels of or increase in disorder and violence stemmed primarily from other factors, such as administrative management approaches; staff professionalism; availability and quality of programs, treatment, and services; and staff and inmate culture (Adams, 1992; Gendreau and Keyes, 2001; Irwin, 2005; Mears and Reisig, 2006; Sparks, Bottoms, and Hay, 1996).

By extension, it also is perhaps not surprising that, at least in some cases, states have begun to rethink their use of supermax prisons (U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013: 34). For example, Walter Dickey, who was the director of the Wisconsin Division of Corrections from 1983 to 1987 and subsequently the Federal Monitor for the Supermax Prison at Boscobel, Wisconsin, noted on National Public Radio (2012): “I think one of the things that’s happened, at least in a lot of states, Wisconsin’s one of them, is I think we grossly exaggerated the need for the supermax prison and overbuilt it, and I think, not surprisingly, when you’ve got empty cells in a crowded prison system, you tend to fill them up.”

A final observation—one of the more compelling arguments for how supermaxes emerged—is that corrections officials and policy makers felt that an emergency, such as a riot or spate of murders, existed (Mears and Watson, 2006). They then felt that dramatic steps needed to be taken to take control of prison systems and return to some level of order and safety (J. I. Ross, 2013: 7). However, prison officials do not all agree that supermax incarceration is appropriate or necessary (Goode, 2012; Mears and Castro, 2006; Mears and Watson, 2006).
In addition, it is not clear that supermaxes have been built in response to riots (J. I. Ross, 2013: 180). Even if they were, the need in such cases is highly specific—an emergency exists that needs to be resolved in the immediate term until a longer term solution can be found. Supermax housing might help correctional systems to regain order, if only temporarily, in situations in which riots or widespread violence occur, although that is open to debate (Bottoms, 1999; Ward and Werlich, 2003). For example, a supermax cannot be built instantaneously to resolve a riot. Regardless, even if supermaxes were useful in emergency situations, using such an approach on a long-term basis would be akin to using emergency rooms on a widespread basis to address basic health-care problems. It simply would not make sense. For everyday health-care problems, non–emergency-room approaches constitute a more effective approach to creating health and treating sickness. Similarly, any correctional system response to emergency situations does not, on the face of it, logically indicate that the response is appropriate to everyday management of the system.

Recently, a U.S. Government Accountability Office (2013: 33–34) report documented several federal Bureau of Prison officials, who stated that supermax-like housing has enabled the prison system to reduce the use of lockdowns. Here, again, the question arises as to whether supermax housing stands as an obvious solution to some unspecified number of avoidable lockdowns. An answer necessarily involves understanding how specific inmates contribute to the lockdowns and what provoked their behavior or allowed it to occur. It also necessarily involves understanding what approaches other than supermax housing might work potentially better and at less cost.

Theory
A credible theory, or causal logic, typically is the bedrock of any policy. Without it, the policy is unlikely to produce the desired outcomes (Rossi et al., 2004). A credible policy theory might be one that draws on different theories that themselves have been well tested. It also might make assumptions that are empirically justified. For example, a program aimed at reducing recidivism might focus on reducing an ex-prisoner’s level of strain. Doing so would fit well with a general strain theory perspective. However, it would not make sense if the ex-prisoner experienced relatively little strain and if, instead, his or her likelihood of offending stemmed largely from low self-control. A policy also is more likely to produce benefits to society if no sound theoretical argument can be presented for the policy causing harm. So, supermax incarceration may make sense if it rests on credible theories and if the assumptions on which it rests are empirically supported. It also may make sense if no credible theoretical argument exists that such incarceration may worsen inmate or prison outcomes.

Several accounts have highlighted that these conditions are not met. Certainly, theoretical arguments can be presented that seemingly make a credible case for supermaxes. For example, drawing on general deterrence theory, one might argue that supermax incarceration is so severe as to inspire fear among general population inmates and so induce order.
Similarly, one could make the case for an incapacitation or specific deterrent effect; housing especially unruly and violent inmates in isolation should prevent them from committing violent acts or from inciting others to commit them, and it may inspire fear and lead them to refrain from such acts after release.

Upon closer inspection, such accounts can be found to rest on assumptions that seem to be unrealistic or speculative. For example, few inmates are sent to supermax housing and those who are, in theory, will have committed extreme acts of violence. General population inmates thus could reasonably infer that there is little certainty of supermax confinement (Pizarro and Stenius, 2004). And supermax inmates, if they truly constitute the “worst of the worst,” would seem to be unlikely to be deterred by any special type of incarceration; indeed, some inmates may prefer supermax housing or may seek it out as a badge of honor (Mears and Watson, 2006; Singer, 2003). Some accounts have suggested that removing disruptive inmates “normalizes” the prison environment in the rest of the prison system. However, this argument rests on the tenuous notion that removing a handful of inmates from a given facility indeed frees up officers to invest more time watching other inmates, allows typical operations to unfold “normally,” and enables inmates to conform with prison rules. Perhaps in some instances these claims hold true, but it is not clear that they would be typical (Mears and Reisig, 2006).

At the same time, many accounts have suggested that supermaxes, by design, may anger inmates and lead them to act out more violently (Mears and Watson, 2006; Rhodes, 2004; Ward and Werlich, 2003). For example, in her study, Rhodes (2004) described inmates who, after long-term solitary confinement, could no longer function in general population facilities. One officer noted: “[Inmates] spend so much time in single cells they get very paranoid. We have an inmate [who] went to a regular unit, but he only lasted a day. . . . He said, I can’t stand it, people come up and talk to me” (p. 34; emphasis in original). The lack of services and programming in supermax housing, too, could be argued to contribute to a greater, rather than to a lesser, likelihood of engaging in violence after release (Haney, 2003; King, 2005).

Numerous accounts point to the seeming inhumanity of supermax incarceration and how it seems designed less to improve inmate behavior and more to degrade it (see, generally, Kurki and Morris, 2001; Rhodes, 2004; J. I. Ross, 2013; Shalev, 2009; Tietz, 2012). These accounts may be correct. Indeed, a large body of studies, examined in several reviews (e.g., Haney, 2003; Schlanger, 2013; Shalev, 2009) and highlighted in popular accounts (e.g., Gawande, 2009; Tietz, 2012), has suggested that supermax confinement adversely affects mental health. These studies have provided compelling, empirically based arguments that the very conditions of such confinement contribute to mental illness, suicide, and impaired psychological functioning. At the same time, as other reviews have emphasized (e.g., Mears, 2008b; O’Keefe et al., 2013), few of them employ strong research designs with appropriate comparison groups. Also, some studies have found no adverse effects of supermax housing on mental health (see, generally, O’Keefe et al., 2013; Smith, 2006). There is, for example,
the question of how much worse supermax incarceration affects mental health as compared with what would happen in maximum-security facilities. Considerable challenges arise in deciphering extant research and, not surprisingly, considerable debates exist about which approaches and studies should be given greater weight (Smith, 2006: 450). Even so, the body of work to date has provided reasonable theoretical counter-arguments that undermine the notion that supermaxes produce substantial benefits. In addition, historical accounts have indicated that prison systems themselves frequently have condemned the use of supermax housing because of its perceived-to-be adverse effects on inmate mental health (Smith, 2006, passim).

If we focus on system-wide order and safety as a goal, the logic of supermaxes rests on the assumption that a large amount of disorder and violence result from the actions of a small subset of the inmate population. This theoretical claim runs counter to the vast bulk of criminological theories on prison order. As Sparks et al. (1996: 313) have emphasized: “What [special prison units] cannot do is magically to unlock the problem of order for a prison system as a whole.” For example, the administrative philosophies of prison systems may have a considerably larger aggregate effect on system-wide order than that of individual inmates (Dilulio, 1987) and so, too, can the culture among administrators, wardens, officers, and inmates (Bottoms, 1999). Prison officials can hope, of course, that supermaxes do constitute an effective silver bullet solution. As Rhodes (2004: 36) has noted, “The dream of the perfect prison has deep historical roots.”

In the end, though, can we, on theoretical grounds, anticipate that supermaxes improve system-wide order and safety? Yes, but the assumptions for this effect are difficult to sustain. In addition, theoretical arguments can as credibly be made that they worsen outcomes, not only for inmates who experience supermax incarceration but also for the entire system. If we examine the theoretical logic for other outcomes, such as reduced riots, escapes, or recidivism, similar problems arise (see, generally, Briggs, Sundt, and Castellano, 2003; Gendreau and Keyes, 2001; Irwin, 2005; King and Resodihardjo, 2010; Mears and Watson, 2006; Shalev, 2009).

**Implementation**

Are supermaxes well implemented? For example, are they operated in ways that accord with their design? Are the “correct” types of inmates placed in supermax housing? Are they provided access to some programs or services? Are protocols followed for ensuring that the constitutional rights of supermax inmates are met and for releasing inmates from supermax housing? To date, few studies have directly addressed these or related questions (Mears, 2008b). Indeed, not unlike many aspects of prison systems (Mears, 2008a), supermaxes operate largely in the equivalent of a “black box” (Katel, 2012; Kurki and Morris, 2001; Mushlin, 2012; see, however, Reiter, 2012a; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013). With that said, several concerns can be gleaned from prior research.
First, absent a clearly defined supermax “design”—one that precisely defines the goal of supermax housing in a particular system, who should be in supermax, how long an inmate should be in supermax, and so on—it is impossible to assess how well supermaxes are implemented. For example, perhaps fewer or more inmates warrant placement in supermaxes. Opponents may well feel that no one should be in supermax confinement, but proponents presumably would want information on how many inmates are not placed in supermax incarceration that should be. Such information does not at present exist or has not been made public by correctional systems. Some accounts have provided empirical descriptions of supermax inmates (see, e.g., Cloyes, Lovell, Allen, and Rhodes, 2006; Lovell, Cloyes, Allen, and Rhodes, 2000; Mears and Bales, 2010; Reiter, 2012a). However, despite the frequent reference to the notion that supermaxes are supposed to house the “worst of the worst” inmates, it remains unclear what this expression means both conceptually and empirically (King, 1999: 164). It is unclear, by extension, what specific behaviors land inmates in supermax confinement. Here, the focus is not just on those behaviors listed in administrative codes or written policies but those that actually result in inmates being sent to supermax housing. Many accounts exist that have documented seemingly arbitrary application of policies to individual inmates (see, e.g., Bauer, 2012; Cohen, 2013; Goode, 2012; Kurki and Morris, 2001; Rhodes, 2004).

Second, many different dimensions of supermax incarceration bear measurement and monitoring and yet remain largely unexamined. To illustrate, few studies exist that have documented how long inmates serve in supermax custody (U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013). Media accounts typically have profiled those inmates who serve many years in supermax housing (see, e.g., Goode, 2012). It is, however, unclear how representative such inmates are, and even presenting averages can be misleading if a sufficient number of extreme cases exist. In Texas, for example, it was reported that the average duration of supermax confinement was 4 years, with the longest period of time served in such confinement being 24 years (Jennings, 2009). By contrast, in Virginia, it was reported that inmates in supermax confinement averaged 2.7 years there, with some inmates serving up to 7 years (Kumar, 2012). In a study of Florida supermax inmates, a colleague and I found the following: Many inmates spent “only” a few months in supermax confinement, while others spent years in it; over half were placed in supermax confinement three or more times; some spent less than 15% of their total term of incarceration in supermax confinement, while 14% spent more than half of their total term of incarceration in such confinement; and 28% of supermax inmates were released from supermax housing within 3 months of release to society (Mears and Bales, 2010). Perhaps Florida is an exception; perhaps it is typical. At present, nobody knows.

The duration of supermax housing constitutes, however, but one dimension for which information about implementation is needed. Other dimensions about which little is known empirically include the variation in discretion exercised by wardens in determining who is sent to supermaxes, training and experience of supermax officers, and the extent to which
intermediate sanctions were used prior to using supermax housing. Little is known, too, about dimensions that have been expressly identified in various court decisions, such as provision of medical care, appropriate use of force, screening for mental illness, due process when admitting and releasing inmates from supermax housing, allowing access to the courts, and more (Collins, 2004).

Third, many studies have highlighted that states house a seemingly non-trivial number of inmates in supermax housing who do not belong in them. For example, Haney (2003) and others (e.g., Austin and McGinnis, 2004; Browne, Agha, and Austin, 2012; Browne et al., 2011; DeMaio, 2001; Kurki and Morris, 2001; Lovell, 2008; Lovell et al., 2000; Mears and Watson, 2006; Rhodes, 2004; Riveland, 1999; Shalev, 2009; Sullivan, 2006) have highlighted that nuisance inmates and mentally ill inmates are found in supermax housing and do not in any obvious way fit the profile of who, by design, should reside in such housing and who, under some court decisions, should not be allowed in it. Given the diversity of views that wardens have about who should be placed in supermax housing, such occurrences should not be surprising (Mears, 2005; Mears and Castro, 2006; Wells, Johnson, and Henningsen, 2002). Even so, it raises concerns about the appropriate use of supermaxes, recognizing here that to some opponents of supermaxes no use of supermax housing is appropriate.

Fourth, given concerns about differential treatment of minorities in the criminal justice system (Schlanger, 2013), attendant concerns arise about the potential for supermax incarceration to be used disproportionately for minorities. The previously mentioned Florida study, for example, identified that Blacks were more likely to be placed in supermaxes, although this difference seemed to be explained by greater involvement in misconduct (Mears and Bales, 2010). In the latter instance, though, there is the question of whether racial or ethnic differences in misconduct stem from ways in which prisons are structured and operated. If, for example, prisons operate in ways that contribute to racial and ethnic differences in violence, then supermaxes potentially serve to amplify such differences. Few studies have investigated these possibilities, although two recent accounts have suggested that supermax incarceration is used more for minorities than for Whites. Hispanic inmates have been reported to be overrepresented in supermax housing in California (Janquart, 2013; Reiter, 2012a) and in Arizona (Lowen and Isaacs, 2012; J. Ross, 2013). Schlanger (2013) has reported that Black inmates constitute a disproportionate percentage of the New York supermax population and found that racial and ethnic overrepresentation in supermax facilities may exist in other states, including Arkansas, Colorado, and Connecticut. Whether such differences arise from differences in misconduct or how prison systems manage or treat minority inmates remains unknown (Mears and Bales, 2010).

Ultimately, these and similar “black holes” in our understanding of supermax prisons raise fundamental concerns. They signal, for example, the risk that supermaxes are not implemented as designed and that abuses may exist. More generally, they indicate that any potential effectiveness of supermaxes may be undermined by poor implementation. Not
least, without information about these and other dimensions of implementation, it would be nearly impossible to identify how exactly any identified beneficial effect of supermax prisons arose.

**Impacts**

Despite the aggressive expansion in the use of supermaxes over the past three decades, there remain virtually no comprehensive assessments of their impacts along a range of dimensions (e.g., serious or minor misconduct among supermax inmates and non-supermax inmates, system-wide order and safety, escapes, riots, murders, and programming). Indeed, almost no impact evaluations have been conducted, and those that have been undertaken examine a narrow range of relevant outcomes and have methodological shortcomings that limit their generalizability. Elsewhere, I have discussed several studies that have examined different outcomes and issues (Mears, 2008b) and so here highlight several of the more prominent considerations.

First, the wide range of goals associated with supermaxes means that any balanced assessment of impact should consider all of them (Clare and Bottomley, 2001; Mears and Castro, 2006; Mears and Watson, 2006; J. I. Ross, 2013; Shalev, 2009). For example, if the goals are to make entire prison systems safer and more orderly, as well as to reduce recidivism among the most difficult inmates, then these dimensions should be included in an impact assessment. No such studies exist to date.

Second, a credible assessment of impact requires an understanding of the counterfactual—that is, what would have happened had a given state not created and used supermax housing? The answer to that question seems to vary by state and, as discussed, to be complicated. For example, in some cases, supermaxes were conceptualized as the equivalent of interventions (King, 1999; Mears and Watson, 2006). Here, the counterfactual is uncertain. Absent a supermax, would the state have done nothing? Enhanced officer training? Increased dispersion strategies? Built a maximum-security facility? Invested in rehabilitative programming for violent prisoners? Each question creates a different point of reference for determining whether supermaxes achieve their goals and for the types of research designs needed for answering them. Such contextual factors likely limit the external validity of state-specific studies of supermax prison impacts (see, generally, Mears, 2008b; Mears, Cochran, Greenman, Bhati, and Greenwald, 2011; see also Sampson et al., 2013).

Third, an evaluation of supermax housing impacts cannot, for ethical reasons, rely on an experimental design. Accordingly, we will be unlikely to ever have scientific “evidence” of impacts if the standard is the use of experiments. If, however, other definitions of “evidence” are used, then, as we will discuss, we may be able to accumulate evidence about supermax impacts.

Fourth, a quasi-experimental approach may be feasible in some instances, although it has not been employed except in a small handful of cases (U.S. Government Accountability Board, 2008).
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Office, 2013). For example, Briggs et al. (2003) compared inmate assaults before and after supermaxes were opened in several states (Arizona, Illinois, and Minnesota) and used Utah, which did not open a supermax, as a point of comparison; the study found little evidence of supermax effects on system-wide assaults. Using quasi-experimental designs, Lovell, Johnson, and Cain (2007) and Mears and Bales (2009) examined supermax inmate recidivism and identified small increases in postrelease offending. No studies to date have employed strong research designs for examining the effects of supermax housing on inmate misconduct during and after release from such housing (see, however, Ward and Werlich, 2003). Qualitative accounts exist as well and have shed some light on possible impacts of supermax incarceration (see, e.g., Bidna, 1975; Crouch and Marquart, 1989; Rhodes, 2004); yet they did not employ the types of evaluation designs that would allow for greater confidence in causal claims about the effects of supermaxes on beneficial outcomes (e.g., reduced violence) or adverse outcomes (e.g., increased violence, mental illness, or suicide). Systematic assessment of a wider range of outcomes, using a wider range of measures, remains to be undertaken. A central challenge for any credible impact evaluation, especially one focused on systems-level effects, is that of taking into account the many other changes that typically occur when supermaxes are opened that may account for any observed changes in order or safety.

Fifth, an increasingly large literature has highlighted the importance of identifying and quantifying the potential harms, noted earlier, that may arise from supermaxes (see, generally, Mears, 2005; Mears and Watson, 2006). These harms may occur among all inmates in supermaxes or among some groups of them, such as the young (Human Rights Watch, 2012), or among officers (Mears and Watson, 2006; Shalev, 2009) or inmates’ families or among the prison system as a whole (Briggs et al., 2003). For example, any benefits of supermax incarceration may be offset, if only partially, by any effect that it has in causing or aggravating mental illness among supermax inmates. Indeed, a large literature—including research studies and inmate and warden accounts—has argued that extended isolation causes serious mental illness and is psychologically debilitating in ways that endure long after inmates are released (e.g., Bulman, Garcia, and Hernon, 2012; Cloyes et al., 2006; Haney, 2003; Kupers, 2008; Lovell, 2008; Lowen and Isaacs, 2012; O’Keefe et al., 2013; J. I. Ross, 2013; cf. Shalev, 2009; Tietz, 2012). In a related vein, it is conceivable, too, that the use of supermax prisons may worsen the behavior of inmates placed in them and of general population inmates (Briggs et al., 2003; Lovell and Johnson, 2004; Mears and Reisig, 2006). That possibility has been raised not only by opponents of supermax prisons but also by prison officials and wardens who have direct experience with supermaxes (see, e.g., Mears, 2005; Goode, 2012).

Cost-Efficiency

Is supermax housing cost-efficient? No one knows. The costs alone may vary from state to state or even within a state. In some cases, states retrofit a wing of an existing facility,
which entails different costs than building a brand new facility to house only supermax inmates. Estimates typically suggest that the costs to build supermaxes are substantially greater than those to build other types of facilities because of the greater investment in technology and single-cell housing. Operational costs tend to be substantially greater because, in contrast to traditional prison facilities, inmates do none of the work; all services, treatment, food delivery, and the like must be undertaken by officers. In a study that a colleague and I conducted, we heard estimates from corrections officials that indicated that supermax housing typically was two to three times more expensive to build and operate than would be the case with traditional maximum- or medium-security facilities (Mears and Watson, 2006). News accounts and some scholarly accounts tend to echo this estimate, but a systematic cost assessment, along the lines of what would be ideal (see, e.g., Gaes, Camp, Nelson, and Saylor, 2004; Lawrence and Mears, 2004), remains to be undertaken. Without credible estimates of costs, it is impossible to obtain valid estimates of cost-efficiency. It also is impossible to obtain them without valid estimates of positive and negative impacts.

Uncertainty about the impacts of supermax housing is critically relevant for generating accurate cost–benefit estimates. And so, here, again, we encounter the question of what counterfactual to use (Lawrence and Mears, 2004). For example, a state may build a supermax facility and the counterfactual may be that the state would have invested in a maximum-security prison. In this case, the cost-efficiency estimate should center on the estimated impact of the supermax, as compared with use of a maximum-security prison, and the estimated costs of the supermax housing and the maximum-security prison, respectively. If, however, the state would have invested in officer training or strategic dispersion of inmates throughout the prison system, then the estimated supermax impacts are relative to these comparisons and to the costs associated with each them.

Other challenges, too, exist in arriving at credible estimates of cost-efficiency. For example, estimated impacts of supermaxes should consider all relevant outcomes, including potential harms. We have abundant evidence that supermaxes may have a wide range of effects, including potentially increasing the risk of suicide (Smith, 2006: 499), and so this step is essential. In addition, there is the importance and difficulty of monetizing the diverse outcomes (e.g., increased or decreased assaults, murders, mental illness, rule compliance, and recidivism). Not least, given the wide range of differences in how supermaxes are designed and operated and, again, the purposes for which they were built, any one cost-efficiency evaluation likely would not generalize to other states (Browne et al., 2011; Jacobson, 2012; King, 1999; Lawrence and Mears, 2004; Mears, 2008b). Accordingly, until a body of studies emerges that arrives at credible estimates of impact and involves comparisons with similar counterfactual scenarios, and until such work emerges that also involves credible efforts to monetize various impacts, it will not be possible to estimate the cost-efficiency of supermaxes.
Causation and Assessing Effectiveness

Causation, the focus of this special issue, is a complicated topic (see, generally, Marini and Singer, 1988). From a policy perspective, the “simple” approach to the topic entails using some number of experimental designs as evidence that a given program, policy, intervention, or the like can produce a beneficial outcome. As Sampson et al. (2013) have highlighted, even this approach is not so simple. The results of a given experiment, for example, may not generalize to other contexts or populations, and in many instances, such as various state laws or U.S. Supreme Court decisions, experiments that have real-world relevance cannot be undertaken (Heckman and Smith, 1995; Mears, 2010; Mears et al., 2011; Rossi et al., 2004; Sherman, 2003). Such issues aside, discussions about “evidence-based” policy frequently have treated experimental or quasi-experimental assessments of impact as the primary foundation on which to justify policy and where, by extension, causal questions are most relevant (Welsh, Braga, and Bruinsma, 2013).

Here, I briefly revisit the five dimensions outlined earlier—need, theory, implementation, impact, and cost-efficiency—and highlight how causation is relevant to each and why discussions about policy effectiveness should focus on each. In so doing, the observations take heed of Sampson et al.’s (2013) argument that “descriptive data, noncausal analysis, and criminological theory remain essential to improving the link from causal claims (even if unassailable) to policy.”

**Need**
An assessment of need ideally not only documents the problem that should be addressed but also identifies the policy that can best address it. Policies often are put forward as solutions to vaguely specified problems (Rossi et al., 2004). In such cases, greater clarity about the problem can help. Clarity about why a particular policy or intervention would be effective can be helpful as well. To arrive at such clarity, it helps to know what caused the problem, whether it is feasible to target those causes, and whether doing so would likely produce, or cause, desired outcomes. Here, then, we arrive squarely at questions of causality, ones that typically may not be readily answered through experiments or even quasi-experimental designs. If we consider prison systems, for example, what exactly produces order and safety? What role do certain subsets of inmates have in producing disorder and violence? What factors moderate the effects that such inmates have? What mechanisms could be leveraged to affect these inmates or these moderating factors? These constitute questions of direct relevance to establishing the need for a given policy, and they necessarily give rise to a host of questions about causal relationships and what solutions to a given problem would be most indicated or effective.

**Theory**
Social policies—including, again, programs, interventions, rules, protocols, and the like—typically entail relatively complicated combinations of services, treatments, dosages, and
more, and these unfold over time. Assessing the likelihood that a given policy design will contribute to a desired outcome is therefore challenging and, as emphasized earlier, it may not be possible to employ rigorous research methodologies to evaluate policy impact. Even so, the many assumptions that undergird a policy can be subjected to evaluation (Mears, 2010; Rossi et al., 2004; Silver, 2012). If no existing theories—ideally ones that have been well tested—can be identified to support some, many, or even all of the claims on which a policy is built, then as a logical matter, we have grounds to question whether the policy can or will be effective. Similarly, if empirical research has cast doubt on key claims that undergird the policy, we again should have doubts about whether causal claims about the policy are accurate.

When we turn to supermax prisons, for example, questions about whether they can or do achieve desired outcomes arise. The theory underlying them is frequently unspecified by states, the application of theories to their operations suggests that they may create as much harm as benefit, and the empirical claims on which they rest are generally untested or implausible (see, e.g., King, 2007; Mears and Reisig, 2006; Mears and Watson, 2006; Pizarro, Stenius, and Pratt, 2006; J. I. Ross, 2013). For example, one assumption is that supermax inmates will be deterred into conforming behavior; yet such inmates have not, on the face of it, been deterred by any other approach, and some studies have suggested that, in some instances, inmates may want to be placed in supermax housing, whether for protection or as a symbol of toughness (Mears and Watson, 2006). Such assessments do not mean that supermaxes do not or cannot create the outcomes for which they were intended, but they do raise red flags about the likelihood of such occurring.

**Implementation**

The quality of policy implementation is central to assessing causal effects (Rossi et al., 2004). For example, an impact evaluation might identify the positive effects of a program, and in this case we might reasonably conclude that the program caused the effects. Yet, programs frequently are not implemented as designed. In such cases, we should question whether an identified impact results from a program or from some other factor. Process, or implementation, evaluations can assess the quality of policy implementation and, in turn, support causal claims arising from impact evaluations. With complicated policies or programs, they also can be used to help identify what parts of the policies or programs may be most responsible for producing particular outcomes. Consider drug courts—positive impacts may arise from treatment, closer supervision, more frequent court contact, or some combination of these factors (Mears, 2010). An implementation evaluation can be used to assess the degree and quality of the activities in a given drug court and so provide some foothold for determining whether one activity may be more important than another. For example, perhaps the implementation evaluation identifies that treatment services in fact were minimal and yet a large program effect emerged. Here, one then has grounds to question the causal claim that treatment produced the effects.
In the end, no amount of research concerning the causal effect of a given policy can assure that the policy will be implemented in a high-quality manner in a given context. Implementation evaluations thus are essential to increasing the likelihood that the expected benefits of a given policy, when adopted in a different setting, occur. For example, extant studies have suggested that states not infrequently place the “wrong” types of inmates, such as those who engage in nuisance infractions, in supermax housing (Browne et al., 2011, 2012; Haney, 2003; Lovell et al., 2000; Mears, 2008b; National Institute of Corrections, 1997). More broadly, studies and media accounts have indicated that the disjuncture between ideal and actual practice in supermaxes can be considerable (Bauer, 2012; Filho, 2013; Mears and Watson, 2006). In such instances, not only do inmates not receive the intervention that was intended, but also they potentially are abused or perceive their treatment as unfair, which can result in worse rather than better outcomes (Carlton, 2007; Mears, 2008b; Shalev, 2009). Here, again, causation is implicated—failure to implement a policy in the manner in which it was designed should, as a logical matter, reduce the likelihood of achieving intended outcomes.

**Impacts**

As noted, few studies have examined the effects of supermax prisons on intended goals. The challenges involved in assessing their effects include the fact that many different goals must be considered (and the goals may vary by state); the counterfactual condition frequently is not clear or obvious; experiments are not possible or feasible; and data for quantifying outcomes, intended and unintended, typically are not available. Here, supermaxes are illustrative of causal analysis challenges for many other criminal justice policies. For example, if experimental designs are the standard, we will not accumulate evidence about the causal impact of supermax prisons and thus “evidence” of their effectiveness. The same holds true for many large-scale policy efforts, such as sentencing laws, community policing, or the like (Mears, 2010; Sampson et al., 2013). Fortunately, many different types of quasi-experimental approaches can be undertaken that, under certain conditions, can provide highly credible estimates of policy impact (Heckman and Smith, 1995; Welsh et al., 2013).

Even if experiments were possible with supermax housing, the resulting evidence would not magically lead to an understanding of how supermax housing causes certain outcomes. The same is true of many quasi-experimental designs that one might undertake in assessing supermaxes. For example, if an experiment found that placement in supermax housing reduced misconduct among those placed in it, there would remain the question of how the effect was achieved. It might arise from specific deterrence borne of mental suffering or from fear of further social isolation, reduced exposure to criminogenic peer networks, or a moral awakening in line with what the Quakers anticipated would happen to inmates at the Walnut Street jail, or other such possibilities (Mears and Watson, 2006). The causal mechanisms matter because they provide a foundation on which to target changes that might increase beneficial outcomes. For example, supermaxes might increase system-wide prison
order by creating a general deterrent effect among general population inmates, but this
effect might be offset by perceptions among such inmates that supermaxes are used inap-
propriately. In such a context, greater effects might be generated by operating supermaxes
appropriately. The relevance here simply is that experimental and quasi-experimental re-
search designs provide only one basis for establishing the causal relationship between a
policy and intended impacts and for guiding policy modifications aimed at increasing these
impacts and limiting unintended harms.

Cost-Efficiency
Causation is important for understanding whether a given policy or intervention can
produce a particular outcome, but in and of itself, it does not constitute “evidence” that it
is needed or implemented well, or that it could be implemented well. In addition, it does
not provide evidence about whether the given policy or intervention produces the most
impact for the least cost. For that, we need causal analyses of other approaches to address
the identified problem. It may be, for example, that improved professionalism among
administrators and staff might produce larger effects on system-wide order and violence
than would supermax prisons, and do so at far lower cost. A focus on cost-efficiency allows
us to select among interventions that are evidence based with respect both to research on
causation and to research on the financial and human costs associated with them.

Cost-efficiency studies speak in part to causal claims in another way. Specifically, they
encourage us to be clear about a range of assumptions and uncertainties that underlie claims
about impacts and benefits. Outcomes that cannot be quantified or monetized are so noted.
Estimated cost–benefit ratios that are highly vulnerable to assumed or estimated impacts
can be highlighted, too. In this way, one can highlight the vulnerability or resilience of
a given estimate to the uncertainty of different assumptions, including assumed impacts
for a group or area. In this way, the benefits of cost-efficiency evaluations are similar to
what Sampson et al. (2013) have described for directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) and what
Rossi et al. (2004) have described for theory evaluations. In each instance, a larger context
is provided by which to situate specific assumptions and claims. In the best-case scenario,
estimated benefits are large and impervious to a range of assumptions and claims; in the
worst-case scenario, small changes in assumptions can dramatically change estimates (see,
generally, Silver, 2012; Taleb, 2012).

Legal and Ethical Issues
Evidence-based policy ideally includes the selection of interventions where research has
documented a causal relationship. Such studies may include experiments or other types
of research, such as needs and theory evaluations. Regardless, research on causal impacts
cannot directly resolve legal and ethical issues that arise with many criminal justice poli-
cies. That insight is not novel but nonetheless too often is omitted from discussions
about what it means to have an “evidence-based” intervention. Presumably, we want
policies that not only address critical needs, build on credible theory, are implemented well, achieve intended impacts, and do so at minimal cost, but that also pass legal and ethical muster.

If we turn our attention to supermaxes, many legal and ethical considerations arise. No single one necessarily indicates that we should or should not use supermax housing. Collectively, though, they raise questions about whether, or when, such housing is warranted. For example, the constitutionality of supermaxes has been repeatedly litigated; the main arguments have been that they are cruel and unusual punishment and so violate the Eighth Amendment and that they violate due process rights in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment (Reiter, 2012b). The courts typically have upheld the constitutionality of supermax housing, but their decisions have identified problems. As a review of this issue by Collins (2004) identified, existing case law and litigation point to many “constitutional violations and operational problems” (p. xvi), “suggest that mental health issues will pose the greatest legal challenges” to supermax-like housing (p. xvi), and highlight continued uncertainty about whether such housing “imposes an atypical deprivation on an inmate and therefore requires due process protections” (p. xviii). In addition, “services that are especially critical from a legal perspective—e.g., health care and access to the courts—are difficult to deliver in [extended security units], and use of force is an ever-present issue” (p. xx).

From an ethical perspective, related questions exist. There have been, for example, concerns expressed by scholars and advocacy groups about reliance on a type of incarceration that some allege is inhumane and violates human rights (Bauer, 2012; Browne et al., 2011; Cohen, 2013; Durbin, 2013; Jeffreys, 2013; Katel, 2012; Kurki and Morris, 2001; Lowen and Isaacs, 2012; Rhodes, 2004; Shalev, 2009; Tietz, 2012). Some evidence exists that supermax housing may be used more for minorities than for Whites (Mears and Bales, 2010; Schlanger, 2013). Research has suggested that it may induce mental illness or aggravate existing mental health problems (Haney, 2003; Rhodes, 2004; Shalev, 2009) and that these effects may be greater among the youngest inmates (Human Rights Watch, 2012). It also may cause a range of other harms, including worsening system-wide order and safety (Mears and Watson, 2006). Reliance on supermax incarceration may reduce or preclude investment of scarce resources in a range of other approaches that might more effectively achieve the same goals at less cost (Bottoms, 1999; Mears and Reisig, 2006). And these and related problems or harms all arise in a context in which little oversight or documentation exists about what happens inside supermax facilities (Mears, 2008a, 2008b; Mushlin, 2012).

How exactly each of these possibilities should be weighed and balanced remains unclear. And it is unclear, as well, how causal analyses of supermax impacts would address them. They can, of course, identify whether specific outcomes are achieved. But they cannot resolve debates or concerns about, say, racial disparities in the use of supermaxes. By contrast, empirical research more broadly—including descriptive accounts of the types of inmates housed in supermax facilities, the duration of supermax incarceration,
adherence to protocol, etc.—can be used to inform discussions about the types of concerns mentioned.

**Policy and Political Challenges**

Evidence-based policy arguably should include consideration of contextual factors, such as the extent of public support, available policy options, and political dynamics. Consideration of such factors does not constitute a substitute for relying on research that documents policy need, impact, or cost-efficiency. Yet, these factors undoubtedly provide a central platform for why certain policies, including supermax prisons, are pursued. For that reason, they should, on the face of it, feature in discussions about the “evidence” base for any given policy. This idea is illustrated here through reference to supermax prisons.

First, policy makers have freely referenced the “public will” when advocating for particular interventions or approaches (Burstein, 1998, 2003) including supermaxes, and so it would make sense to consider the extent of public support for supermax housing. Notably, however, only one study has examined public views about supermax housing even though it is second only to the death penalty in severity. The study found that more than 80% of Florida citizens supported the use of supermax prisons but that this support dropped to 60% if no public safety benefit was anticipated (Mears, Mancini, Beaver, and Gertz, 2013). It also found that 70% of Floridians disagreed that supermaxes are inhumane. The study is notable primarily for highlighting how variable public support can be depending on the characterization of the policy option. In these cases, support dropped 20 percentage points if respondents were asked about a situation wherein supermax prisons had no effect on public safety, a percentage drop similar to what holds in studies of support for the death penalty when respondents have been given a scenario in which life without parole is an option (Cullen, Fisher, and Applegate, 2000). Ultimately, public opinion should not likely constitute the sole basis for public policy. At the same time, it is referenced by policy makers when they advocate for particular policy positions. Accordingly, accurate information about public views toward policies is critical for informing discussions about the need and support for a given policy.

Second, some of the motivation for creating supermax housing stems from the belief that it is a necessary last-resort option when all else has failed. As discussed, making sense of any such claim requires clarity about what problems supermaxes are supposed to solve. If, however, we take as our point of departure the idea that a select set of inmates directly or indirectly contributed disproportionately to prison disorder and violence, a question arises: For any given state that has a supermax, were in fact a range of alternative options attempted prior to turning to supermaxes as a solution? There is little empirical evidence that states systematically pursued any of a wide range of alternatives to supermaxes. Empirical evidence that such avenues were exhaustively pursued would help bolster claims that a last-resort option of some sort was needed.
Third, political considerations seem to be part of the explanation for why supermaxes have been adopted and so would seem to be important to include in an assessment of why they may be needed or appropriate (Sundt, Castellano, and Briggs, 2008). Mears and Watson (2006), for example, found that corrections officials in one state advocated for a new maximum-security prison and were told by legislators that a supermax was a better idea even though the officials did not feel that one was needed. The legislators wanted an approach that would symbolize their tough-on-crime stance. Briggs et al. (2003: 1342) have argued that a related motivation has driven some states to invest in supermaxes: “For many within the prisons industry, the establishment of the supermax is viewed as the sine qua non of a progressive prison regime that is concerned with the safety needs of its inmates and staff.” Being tough on crime or seeking to appear progressive may be important political goals, but they do not reflect a concern with adopting policies that are, on some objective, empirical basis, needed (Browne et al., 2011, 2012; King, 1999; Mears, 2008b).

The “political” dimension of supermax prisons does not necessarily reflect “conservative” versus “liberal” divides. For example, policy makers of either persuasion can and do advocate for prison construction in their home districts (Mears and Watson, 2006). Community leaders and labor unions may weigh in on such decisions as well. In 2012, for example, debate arose in Illinois over the governor’s proposal to close the Tamms supermax facility. The sustained downturn in the economy and resulting adverse effects on the state budget, more so than evidence of a need for a supermax, seemed to be central to the debate. For a similar reason, many states, including Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Mississippi, New Mexico, Ohio, Texas, and Washington State, have begun to rethink their use of supermax housing (Browne et al., 2012; Chammah, 2012; Garcia and Geuerrero, 2013; Goode, 2012; Katel, 2012; Kupers et al., 2009; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013). Whether closing facilities makes sense, however, depends on what the levels of need and impact are, and on what benefit they provide as against their costs.

Juxtaposed against these considerations—public views, available policy options, political dynamics—is the fact that states operate with limited funding and have prison systems that confront numerous challenges and problems. Accordingly, the stakes are high. In such a context, enacting policies that may not be needed, designed well, or implemented appropriately, or that achieve intended effects at levels sufficient to offset their costs is problematic. Empirical research on these dimensions thus is critical. The argument here, though, is that an understanding of political context and dynamics arguably should constitute an additional part of a comprehensive approach to describing the “evidence” for a policy.

**Policy Options**

Evidence for a particular policy—such as a series of experiments that show that the policy produces a given level of impact—does not constitute evidence about whether that policy is
needed, possible to implement, or the most cost-efficient investment in a given context. As noted, proponents of supermax housing have argued that such housing constitutes a “last resort” option, implying that other options were exhausted and failed to work. Setting aside the lack of empirical evidence that such options indeed were tried or that they failed, there is the question of whether effective alternatives to supermax prisons exist.

Answering the question is difficult without knowing the precise problem a given state wanted addressed and, by extension, what exactly is meant by “effective.” Here, let us assume that two problems exist: (a) an increase in system-wide prison disorder and violence and (b) an increase in the number of extremely difficult or violent inmates. Our goals here might be to return to previous levels of disorder and violence and to provide the level of control over the difficult and violent inmates that is typical, as defined by past practice in a given prison system. What approaches might we consider at the outset before investing in supermaxes? One is to examine the many potential factors that contribute to the system-wide disorder and violence. Perhaps greater disorder and violence is occurring at facilities that have hired relatively “green” wardens or officers. If so, then we might want to target our energy in that direction. Perhaps it turns out that a small number of inmates, spread throughout the prison system, is simultaneously causing disorder and violence to escalate. If so, we might target our energy there instead. Here, of course, there remains the question of what to do.

What possibilities exist for reducing inmate disorder and violence? At the most general level, one possibility is to improve administrative practice through organizational efficiency and greater professionalism (DiIulio, 1987; Mears, 2008a; Reisig, 1998; Sparks et al., 1996). Another is to create an administrative and front-line staff culture that leads inmates to perceive prison authority as legitimate; consistent, fair, and reasonable implementation of rules is one way to achieve this perception (Bottoms, 1999). A range of programming measures might be effective as well, including drug and mental health treatment, educational and vocational programs, and, in particular, behavioral programs (French and Gendreau, 1996; Gendreau and Keyes, 2001; Mears and Watson, 2006). There is also the practice, widely used prior to the 1980s, of strategically dispersing certain disruptive or violent inmates throughout the prison system (Briggs et al., 2003; Riveland, 1999).

These ideas do not derive only from research; rather, they also come from practitioners (Mears, 2005). For example, in a national survey of prisons, wardens were asked to identify effective alternatives to supermaxes (Mears and Castro, 2006). Eighty-eight percent said that at least one such alternative—from a list of possibilities—existed and 76% said that at least two did. Half or more of the wardens identified a range of approaches as effective alternatives, including staff training, provision of some type of rehabilitative programming, and using specialized housing other than supermaxes. Many wardens viewed still other approaches as effective alternatives to supermaxes. These included strict enforcement of rules, relying on incentives-based strategies for gaining inmate compliance, and using maximum-security prisons.
There are, in short, a wide range of possible approaches to preventing and reducing disorder and violence in prisons. Indeed, the range suggests that no one approach likely would be sufficient alone and that, rather, the most effective strategy would be to pursue several at once. Have states systematically exhausted the approaches mentioned, or others? That remains unknown. All that we do know is that states invested substantially in what, on the face of it, amounts to a silver bullet solution to many different problems that themselves have a variety of causes.

Research Gaps
Unanswered questions always exist about any given policy, and that is certainly true of supermax prisons and, more broadly, of extended isolation, including housing used for protective custody and punitive segregation (Shalev, 2009). Indeed, scholarly accounts have enumerated a litany of them (e.g., Clare and Bottomley, 2001; King, 1999, 2005; Kurki and Morris, 2001; Mears, 2008b; Mears and Watson, 2006; Naday et al., 2008; J. I. Ross, 2013; Shalev, 2009). At the broadest level, we lack information along the five evaluation dimensions discussed: need, theory, implementation, impact across a range of outcomes, and cost-efficiency. Until these gaps are addressed, it will be difficult to justify opening, continuing, or closing supermax prisons on evidence-based grounds.

A central barrier to creating research that addresses these different dimensions is the lack of research infrastructure in state correctional systems. Research staff typically have too many competing demands on their time, and databases can be unwieldy to use. Even so, many examples of productive research efforts exist that have attempted to exploit available data in a creative way to address key research questions. For example, the groundwork for examining supermax implementation questions has been laid by the Vera Institute’s Segregation Reduction Project (SRP, http://www.vera.org/project/segregation-reduction-project; see also Browne et al., 2011, 2012; Clare and Bottomley, 2001; Lovell, 2008; Lovell et al., 2000; Mears and Bales, 2010; Ward and Werlich, 2003). This work has identified some of the ways that states can better describe their supermax inmate population, including how appropriate the fit is between the types of inmates placed in supermax housing and who is “ideally” supposed to be placed in it, how long inmates serve in supermax confinement, and what their behavior is like after confinement in supermax housing. This work can help to document appropriate implementation, but it also can be used to assess the effects of supermax housing on misconduct and recidivism and on general population facilities (see, e.g., Briggs et al., 2003; Lovell et al., 2007; Mears and Bales, 2009).

A stronger research infrastructure also can create the groundwork for quasi-experimental evaluations of supermax prison impacts (Mears, 2008a). For example, some wardens may be more aggressive than others in sending inmates to supermaxes (Mears and Castro, 2006). One could compare facility-level rates of infractions at these wardens’ facilities with those at comparable facilities. The critical but tractable challenge would be to identify similar facilities that house similar inmates. Other types of studies can be undertaken as well,
including those that employ matching designs and that investigate the effects of varying lengths of time served, or number of placements, in supermax confinement (Lovell et al., 2007; Mears and Bales, 2009).

**Sampson et al. (2013) and Causal Uncertainty**

Sampson et al. (2013) have identified three challenges related to efforts to improve policy making despite causal uncertainty: (a) effect heterogeneity, which makes it difficult to arrive at generalizable causal claims; (b) ambiguity regarding the causal mechanisms or pathways that contribute to improved outcomes; and (c) contextual factors that may condition whether a policy effect occurs or the magnitude of the effect. What are the implications of these challenges for understanding supermax housing and its impacts?

First, the emphasis on effect heterogeneity, at a general level, underscores the need to think carefully about how a policy creates an impact and, in turn, why it may have different effects for different groups of individuals or areas. As the previous discussion highlights, the theory underlying supermax prisons is poorly articulated, inconsistent, and largely untested. Even so, the very conditions of supermax housing—extended isolation, in particular—suggest that we might well anticipate different effects for different groups. Indeed, a large literature on the potentially adverse effects of such housing on mentally ill inmates reinforces this idea.

That, though, only scratches the surface. What about inmates who experience imprisonment for the first time and who, within weeks of incarceration, are placed in such housing? Other inmates, especially those with a history of incarceration, may have familiarity—whether through first-hand knowledge or through exposure to inmates who have been in supermax confinement—with what extended isolation is like. That, in turn, may help them to cope with such confinement. Similarly, what about inmates with minimal reading ability or low self-control? For such inmates, supermax housing may constitute an especially frustrating experience, which may result in more misconduct and potentially recidivism (Mears and Bales, 2009). What about inmates placed in supermax housing repeatedly, for longer periods of time, or just prior to release back into society (Mears and Bales, 2010)? In each instance, we might well anticipate that supermax effects on behavior would vary. Similarly, at the systems level, supermax housing may produce different effects depending on staffing levels throughout the prison system or on inmates’ perceptions of the legitimacy of prison officials and officers.

The very act of focusing on the idea of effect heterogeneity highlights these and many other possibilities. In so doing, it contributes to greater conceptual clarity about policies, including supermax prisons, how exactly they might be effective, and how their effectiveness might vary for certain groups, across different conditions, or in certain contexts. Sampson et al. (2013) have highlighted how statistical approaches to causal modeling allow for investigation of effect heterogeneity. These show promise for providing more robust and accurate estimates of causal effects. Yet, the more fundamental insight they have
offered is that causal uncertainty can be reduced in part by systematically conceptualizing the precise nature of a given policy and, in turn, how and why its effects might vary. Given such conceptualization, it then becomes possible to contemplate suitable research designs and to apply methodologies appropriate to the specific research question at hand. From the previous discussion, it is evident that many different effects of supermax housing can be anticipated and that a wide range of different research studies are needed to identify the diverse effects, intended and unintended and beneficial or harmful, that supermaxes may have. Until such work is undertaken, the effects of supermax prisons—in general, for specific groups or prison systems, or under varying contexts—will remain unknown.

Second, in advocating the use of directed acyclic graphs to assist with identifying causal pathways and factors, Sampson et al. (2013) have echoed the call of researchers to develop causal logic models when evaluating programs or policies (Rossi et al., 2004). The benefits are considerable, and include, not least, the ability to zero in on important policy considerations. For example, in mapping out different ways in which supermax housing might improve system-wide prison order, we can see that many causal mechanisms exist (Mears and Reisig, 2006). Such housing might provide a specific deterrent effect for those placed in the housing, or it might provide a general deterrent effect for general population inmates. It also might “normalize” the prison environment by freeing up officers in general population facilities to monitor inmates better. Each causal pathway ideally should be examined. By doing so, policy makers might be able to target the use of supermax housing in a more effective manner. For example, if supermax housing does contribute to system-wide order and if the effect arises primarily through general deterrence, prison officials might want to employ such housing more frequently but perhaps for less serious violations and for shorter durations. By so doing, there would be the potential for increasing general deterrence among general population inmates.

A recurring theme throughout this essay has been a focus on the lack of clarity about the theoretical mechanisms through which supermax housing might contribute to any of a range of outcomes (e.g., supermax inmate misconduct, general population inmate misconduct, escapes, system-wide prison order, and recidivism) (Mears and Watson, 2006). From a causal claims perspective, then, the situation is far from ideal—few credible empirical studies on the impacts of supermax prisons exist and the theoretical or causal logic is poorly developed. By embracing Sampson et al.’s (2013) call for carefully delineating and testing different causal mechanisms, there is a greater possibility to arrive at more definitive claims concerning policy and program impacts and how intended effects might be increased and unintended harms decreased.

Third, Sampson et al. (2013) have argued that causal claims can be difficult to obtain in part because context may matter (see also Welsh et al., 2013). That is, contextual factors may influence the outcomes that arise in one setting versus another. In a similar vein, it may be that a policy can only be implemented in a certain way, or with a certain population, in
a given setting, and this difference in turn may affect the policy’s impact. Bardach (2004) has referred to this issue as an extrapolation problem, one that is captured in part by the distinction between efficacy studies (i.e., research on impacts of programs under laboratory-like settings) and effectiveness studies (i.e., research on impacts of programs as applied in real-world settings) (Mears, 2010). In short, what parts of a program or policy can be carried over to a new setting and be expected to produce similar effects to those identified in other settings? And what parts must be adapted, in what ways, to achieve such effects? Context matters for these reasons and still another. As Sampson et al. (2013) have emphasized, a policy may produce an outcome but also result in unintended effects that ripple throughout a given system and in turn create more harm than good.

Such insights are relevant for developing a better understanding of the impacts of supermax housing. Some states may have more capacity to house inmates in supermax housing for longer periods of time, which might affect intended outcomes. Some state prison systems may be managed less professionally than others, and they may engender greater ill will among inmates. In such contexts, inmates may be more likely to view the use of supermax housing as abusive and an unfair demonstration of authority. Accordingly, in such contexts, it may be that supermax housing might produce a specific deterrent effect for inmates placed in supermax housing, but this benefit might be offset by an increase in misconduct among general population inmates. As discussed, it remains unknown what impacts supermax housing has on any of a range of outcomes. By extension, at present we have little basis for knowing what aspects of supermax housing can be adopted in various settings and still achieve a given type and magnitude of effect while avoiding unintended effects on other aspects of prison operations.

**Policy Implications and Recommendations**

One reason for examining supermax housing—and solitary confinement more broadly—is that it fits broadly within the paradigm of the last 30 years, one that has emphasized “get tough” approaches to crime prevention and, at the same time, government accountability, evidence-based practice, and cost-efficiency. As this policy essay has highlighted, substantial concerns exist about how well supermaxes and other types of extended isolation (e.g., protective custody and punitive segregation)—and many criminal justice policies—fare when held to these standards. One implication, then, is that there should be a better alignment between theory and practice.

How do we improve this alignment? Many possibilities exist and have been enumerated at length over recent decades (see, e.g., Cullen, 2005; Mears, 2010; Petersilia, 1991; Sampson et al., 2013; Sherman, 2004). Improved funding and research infrastructure are critical (Mears, 2008a). Resources alone cannot in and of themselves result in studies that systematically address critical policy questions, but they are essential for such efforts. Stronger ties among universities, research organizations, and criminal justice agencies is essential, especially for investigating the more complicated types of questions that require
understanding of the intricacies of large-scale database systems. Requiring states to undertake needs evaluations and break-even “sensitivity” analyses of high-cost policies, too, would help considerably. Here, again, supermax housing is instructive. In the end, it may well create improvements, but its costs alone raise the bar substantially for the magnitude of benefit required simply to “break even” (Lawrence and Mears, 2004). In some cases, sensitivity analyses can alert us to the possibility that unrealistically large benefits must be assumed to produce benefits that offset policy costs. These and related steps could help improve the evidence base for criminal justice policies (Mears, 2010). At the same time, they provide the foundation for more and better assessments of the causal relationships that advocates hope underlie these policies.

For the time being, states that have supermax housing and other types of extended isolation or solitary confinement face a quandary. Should they keep, expand, or eliminate it? For those who view such confinement as fundamentally inhumane, the only option is to stop employing it. That argument is bolstered in part by some research on supermax incarceration, but it rests ultimately on differences of opinion among various policy makers and members of the public. Even so, it seems difficult to contest that extended solitary confinement constitutes the most extreme form of deprivation currently in use in America and in many other countries. A large body of scholarship, however weak many of the methodological studies may be, attests to the potential for supermax incarceration to create potential harms to inmates and to prison systems as a whole. Trenchant critiques and strongly worded international condemnation of supermaxes also supports the view that extended isolation can reasonably be viewed as inhumane. To the extent that such an assessment holds true, the implication is clear—either eliminate supermax incarceration or raise the bar for the conditions under which it can be used. In legal terms, that would mean subjecting any use of extended isolation to strict scrutiny, requiring strong empirical evidence of a compelling state objective, and ensuring that inmate stays in such isolation occur only for as long as is needed to achieve that objective.

Not everyone agrees with this assessment. Indeed, robust defenses of supermax incarceration abound. In my view, empirical research can provide one critical platform for resolving debates. Here, I see no substitute for the systematic application of the evaluation hierarchy to supermaxes and the types of careful development of causal logic and of causal analysis advocated by Sampson et al. (2013). Doing so will not fully solve philosophical or political differences of opinion, but it can contribute to efforts to place policy debates on a more solid, evidence-based foundation. In short, assess the need for current or proposed supermax housing and other forms of solitary confinement; such an assessment requires clarifying the goals of such housing and how each goal should be weighted. Develop the theoretical or causal logic through which supermax housing contributes to specific outcomes, and identify the conditions under which such outcomes might reasonably be anticipated. Ensure that implementation is sound—that is, take steps to document that inmates in supermax housing reflect the profile of who should be in such housing. Conduct impact evaluations.
that examine the different outcomes that supermaxes are designed to achieve. Not least, conduct cost-efficiency studies that determine whether impacts, or anticipated impacts, offset estimated costs.

What policy guidance might be offered given the state of research on supermax housing? At present, there remains virtually no research that has identified effective “doses” of supermax incarceration—or other forms of extended isolation used to manage inmates—for achieving reductions in misconduct or system-wide order or violence (Mears and Bales, 2010; Mears and Reisig, 2006). For that reason, it would be reasonable to consider a more delimitied use of supermax housing; this strategy would accord with a medical approach of relying on the least amount of treatment necessary to achieve some level of health. Here, of course, we do not know the dose necessary to achieve improved outcomes, and most prison systems have long since moved on from “emergency” situations (e.g., riots or sudden increases in inmate murders) that, in some cases, justified a “last resort” option like supermaxes. Accordingly, a small-dose-first approach would seem the more reasonable strategy. A stronger version of this recommendation is to require that, as discussed, states provide solid empirical evidence of a compelling state objective and the precise length of stay necessary to achieve that objective. Given the state of research to date, such a requirement likely would eliminate the use of supermax prisons because of the challenges in undertaking the necessary research to meet this standard.

A strategy of transitioning supermax inmates back into general population facilities prior to release into society and monitoring outcomes during and after supermax incarceration also would constitute a straightforward pragmatic change. Such a strategy would help to address concerns about the potentially adverse effects that supermax housing may have on inmate misconduct (King, Steiner, and Breach, 2008; Sundt et al., 2008; Ward and Werlich, 2003) and successful reentry, especially among inmates released directly from supermax housing back into society (see, e.g., Kupers, 2008; Lovell et al., 2007; Lowen and Isaacs, 2012; Mears and Bales, 2009).

Concerns about the “black box” of supermax housing stem from the fact that little is known about what happens in supermaxes, including the extent to which protocols for cell extractions, services, programming, treatment, and admission and release are appropriately followed (Mears, 2008b; Smith, 2006; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013). They stem, too, from the fact that prison settings are dangerous and thus create conditions ripe for abuse (Conover, 2000; Rhodes, 2004; Shalev, 2009). That does not mean that wardens or officers allow or undertake abuse, only that, from an organizational perspective, the conditions are highly conducive to abuse. Thus, improved oversight of supermax housing—and all forms of solitary confinement—coupled with research on its use, would seem to be indicated if such housing is to be used (Ward, 1995).

There also is a need for research that systematically compares the use and effects of various types of segregation. Prison systems use segregation, or isolation, for different periods of time, different reasons, and different inmates. For example, relatively short stints
in segregation may be used to provide punishment or protection to some inmates, while relatively longer stints may be used for managerial purposes (see also Browne et al., 2011: 46; Shalev, 2009: 2). In reality, there may be considerable overlap among these groups of inmates, including the length of time spent in isolation. In addition, inmates placed in “protective custody,” “disciplinary confinement,” or “administrative segregation” in reality may be similar and serve similar periods of time in isolation. The effects may be similar as well. Research that systematically examines this issue could help ensure that the various uses of isolation accord with established protocols. It also could help prison systems better assess the effects of the different types of solitary confinement. And, not least, it could help ground policy debates by providing more credible information about the uses, benefits, and harms of such confinement.

An additional policy implication stands out—a central justification for supermax housing has been the claim that it constituted a “last resort” option. One step for states to take is to explore the veracity of that claim and document whether all other reasonable alternatives—including staff training, strategic dispersion of inmates, behavioral programming—truly have been exhausted. It may not always be clear that these alternatives are or will be effective. However, they typically cost substantially less than the various forms of extended isolation, and in many instances, there in fact may be research to justify them (see, e.g., Gendreau and Keyes, 2001). Even in the absence of research to support them, the argument for employing such alternatives is that they likely would be less financially costly and would raise fewer concerns about harm to inmates or prison systems.

The time is none too soon to place supermax and other types of solitary confinement—and criminal justice policy more generally—on a more evidence-based foundation. As this special issue of *Criminology & Public Policy* highlights, and as Sampson et al.’s (2013) article argues, advances in statistical and causal analysis and database systems provide unique opportunities to improve our understanding of policy impacts. Capitalizing on these opportunities can help contribute evidence-based policy discussions about “what works.” Ultimately, evidence-based policy ideally should include credible empirical research not just on impacts but also on mapping the causal logic that identifies the mechanisms and pathways through which a given policy produces impacts (Sampson et al., 2013). In addition, it should be based on assessment of policy need, implementation, and cost-efficiency. All of these dimensions, as well as vigorous discussion about legal and ethical dimensions of sanctions and correctional system administrative tools, can help contribute to improved policies, programs, and practice.
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We have seen widespread acceptance of the concept of “evidence-based policy,” even in the U.S. Department of Justice, with strong reinforcement by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (2012). Thus, it is most appropriate for Criminology and Public Policy (CPP) to have organized this special issue with initiative from and a lead paper by outgoing editor, Tom Blomberg. We have also seen careful analysis by Sampson, Winship, and Knight (2013, this issue) of the many possible subtle interpretations of the simple phrase “X causes Y” and the many ways in which its simplest demonstration could be misleading and the necessity for attention to dealing with the more complex aspects. Then we have seen three papers examining carefully the evidence in three very different domains, both substantively and in terms of the methods of proving the causal links:

- Crime prevention with a focus on various forms of early-age home visitation (Fagan, 2013, this issue) where there has been a considerable amount of careful research consistently showing not only a clear effect, but a cost-beneficial effect, but only with limited implementation, at least in part because expenditures in those areas would lead to results on “someone else’s watch,” thus highlighting the complexity inherent in policy decision making
- Supermax prisons (Mears, 2013, this issue), where there is an inherent tension between some presumptions of greater effectiveness in prison control and the concern over psychological damage to the individuals assigned to such forms of solitary confinement, but there has been very little strong research addressing either of these issues, although a
careful reading of the very balanced presentation in the paper could well lead the policy
maker in the author’s intended direction

- Management of police operations (Nagin and Weisburd, 2013, this issue), examining
the attention to “hot spots,” where the major evidentiary insight was derived from earlier
studies highlighting the very small geographic areas in which crime was concentrated
and followed by a variety of randomized experiments that exploited that concentration
by showing crime reduction in the more intensively patrolled hotspots and with no
nearby displacement of the crime. In addition, they present four quasi-experimental
studies that showed how very different changes in police numbers or operational policy
could affect crime rates. The studies examined: the use of breathalyzers to reduce drunk
driving; increase of police presence on the Washington, DC, Mall; restriction of police
profiling leading to an increase in auto theft rates; and the presence of an automatic
location-detector in cars to reduce auto-theft rates.

All of these studies highlight the fact that linking evidence to policy is a particularly
complex task in a criminal justice context. In the medical profession, evidence and its quality
are strongly ingrained as the only basis for introducing medical-policy change, and every
practitioner and especially the physicians are inculcated with that perspective. In criminal
justice, highest professional standard is that of lawyers, and their professional training is
much more focused on skills in advocacy than in science; even at the judicial level, the
standard for decision making is based on consistency with law and the Constitution rather
than on scientific standards. For the other practitioners in the agencies of the criminal justice
system, scientific standards are seen as relevant, but by no means dominant.

Many of the policy choices made within the criminal justice system are made in
legislatures, where ideology or political appeal is particularly salient. In the field of medicine,
the adherence to scientific findings has resulted from centuries of tradition, and so a
large knowledge base has been developed to be drawn upon, and much of biological
knowledge is reasonably stationary over time and reasonably homogeneous across population
groups. Of course, new knowledge emerges, particularly from new findings in genetics and
neuroscience, and those could well challenge existing practice. And policy choices such as
the identification of new tests and the frequency of testing are always subject to challenge
based on new evidence on their effectiveness and costs.

In contrast, political appeal can vary significantly over time and concerns about criminal
justice policy will certainly vary with the public’s feeling of safety and that can be strongly
influenced by a particularly heinous crime, and that can affect people’s concerns and their
demands on the political system for response. The U.S. Department of Justice is one of the
few cabinet departments that has never had an assistant secretary for science and technology,
and it has only recently made a step in that direction by creating a Science Advisory Board
for its Office of Justice Programs (Office of Justice Programs, 2010). That board at its first
meeting was charged by the Attorney General to “insert science into the DNA of the Justice Department.”

The issue is made even more complex by the astonishing array of factors that could affect crime over which criminal justice practitioners have no control. These factors include demographic shifts, drug markets, social and economic disadvantage, family structure, gun availability, education, cognitive effects of lead, changing legislation and court decisions, and so many more. Economic performance is a much less complex phenomenon with very rich data available, but there is great concern about the inability to make accurate economic forecasts. The factors impinging on crime phenomena make it so much more difficult. One could try analyses of various sorts to control for this array of exotic causal factors that could affect crime, but isolating and measuring the effect of a particular policy change become so much more difficult.

The base of research funding in different areas also provides an indication of the support provided to gain effective measurement of policy effects. For medical matters, the National Institutes of Health has a total annual budget of about $30 billion and the Bureau of Labor Statistics has a budget of about $600 million just for measuring labor markets. In sharp contrast, the National Institute of Justice and the Bureau of Justice Statistics have a combined budget of about $100 million to cover the entire complex area of criminal justice.

Another important feature of virtually all criminal justice policies is their multidimensional criteria. In most studies, crime reduction is an important criterion, but rarely alone. Almost always, there are cost considerations that must be weighed against the crime reduction. Very often, Constitutional issues, particularly involving the Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendments, can intrude and limit potentially important aspects of a particular treatment. These bring in considerations of intrusiveness or privacy reduction that could limit the shaping of a treatment. Also, public acceptability and public support will certainly affect a policy maker’s choices.

One of the important features of crime control policies highlighted by Sampson et al. (2013) is the heterogeneity of response to any treatment. That complicates estimation of any effect size, but is particularly troublesome when an effect may be positive for some individuals and negative for others. In trying to estimate the effect of incarceration on incarcerated offenders, most such measurements show small effect sizes. Nieuwebeerta, Nagin, and Blokland (2009), for example, have shown a small positive criminogenic effect of incarceration using Dutch data, but Nagin and Snodgrass (2013) have shown no effect using Pennsylvania data. It is entirely possible that some individuals may benefit from the special-deterrence effect, while others respond to the criminogenic effect of absorbing pro-crime values, skills, and networks. If one could identify independently those who gain and those who lose, one might be able to emerge with much stronger effect sizes and more appropriate assignments to treatment.

Another critical issue raised by Sampson et al. (2013) is that of context. In a randomized design in a particular setting, the treatment and control groups would have similar
context, and that would strengthen the internal validity of any observations. But that still leaves open the concern about external validity, or the applicability of the results in a different setting. In the absence of a randomized design, then the treatment and the control populations could well be different in their amenability to the treatment for reasons of selection by the treater or self-selection by the treated.

**Research Approaches**

The general formulation of the evidence problem is that a treatment, $T$, is applied to some population, $P$, in some context, $C$, and some effect, $E$, is observed. The challenge is finding a way to confidently attribute the effect, $E$, to the treatment. There are many ways in which that might be done, and they will all differ in their costs and in the degree of confidence a policy maker would have in them. The reputed “gold standard” applied to this task is the randomized controlled trial (RCT) where the treatment is administered to one treatment group and not to another control group, where the members of the treatment and control groups are randomly selected from a population of eligibles. Treatments applied to individuals are ideally suited to such an approach, whereas in so many other realms of treatment in criminal justice operations, randomization is not feasible or at least prohibited by the ethics of the organization, and particularly so in courts, where so many policy choices are located. We can examine here the various approaches for measuring treatment effects.

**Randomized Control Trials**

Initially, in criminal justice, virtually all RCTs were based on some form of rehabilitative treatment of prisoners. Beginning in the mid-1980s, Lawrence Sherman began to introduce some creative randomized control designs targeted at policing operations. A patrol experiment was initially tested with more intensive patrol in some randomly selected police beats and routine patrol in the others. Contaminating the design, however, was the fact that police cars could be directed to calls outside their assigned beat and in doing so could well cross over other beats. There followed a wide variety of creative experimental designs, probably a majority of which were carried out or stimulated by Sherman.

These problems highlight the limitations of RCTs as the gold standard. In medicine, randomly prescribing a pill that is either a drug or a placebo is fairly easily executed and easily measured in a double-blind mode. Even in such a simple experiment, distortions can result from a patient’s failure to follow the protocol because side effects from the treatment can cause some to drop out early. When one translates this model to operations in the criminal justice system, a much broader variety of complications arise. Observing something about the context could affect a police officer’s choice to violate the random assignment. The treatment could be observed and undertaken by a control-group member. Interactions between one or more of the many contextual variables and the treatment could distort the outcome. Different officers could display very different skills in their execution of the treatments.
One of the fundamental principles of science is the essential need for replication of any findings. Given all the complications highlighted by Sampson et al. (2013), this need is of special concern in linking criminology research to policy. The case of the Minneapolis domestic-assault experiment (Sherman and Berk, 1984) is of particular interest here. The initial findings suggested that arrest was more effective than counseling in reducing recidivism. The results and its policy implications were reported in the *New York Times* science section (Boffey, 1983) a full year before the paper was published. Following that publication, a number of police departments adopted a policy of arrest, and that policy has even been enacted into statute in some places. NIJ, which supported the Minneapolis experiment, had the good sense to replicate the same experiment in multiple sites, and the findings from the replications were split about evenly in supporting or contradicting the original finding. It was later learned that an important covariate affecting the original finding was whether the offending spouse was employed or not. Thus, even though experiments have been touted as a “gold standard” because of their internal validity, it becomes all the more important that any single experiment be replicated before moving directly to policy because of the possibility of flaws in the design or execution of the experiment. Even experiments with pills and placebos require replication with multiple investigators and evaluators, and any experiment involving criminal justice operations has so many more complexities than a pill.

These issues highlight the attractiveness of RCTs, but they also must raise yellow flags in recognition of the distortions that can creep in. A presumption that one has found a true causal effect because of randomization must be dealt with cautiously. And the fact that mounting an RCT is usually much more expensive than analysis of observational data requires that there be sufficient analysis beforehand to warrant confidence that the RCT will be sufficiently close to the hoped-for gold standard.

**Quasi-Experimental Trials**

In the many situations when randomization is not possible, there can be opportunities for quasi-experimental analysis that can accumulate to provide strong effect estimates. One such approach includes the regression-discontinuity design where one has a stream of outcome observations, both before and after a treatment is introduced, and one could attribute a shift in the pattern of that data stream to the treatment. Of course, other exogenous changes could occur at about the same time, and could well confound any treatment-effect estimate. Also, many treatments are introduced over time rather than at a discreet point in time, and that could distribute the discontinuity over that introduction period.

One can also explore the differences in the outcome measures in places or populations where the treatment is introduced compared to those where it is not. Since there is no randomization in the assignment of the treatment, then any factors associated with the intentional or even unintentional selection of the treatment targets would be confounded with the treatment effect.
**Statistical Analysis**

Perhaps the most common estimation of treatment effects is through regression analysis using a model that enumerates the possible factors that could contribute to an outcome measure, augmented by a dummy variable indicating whether a particular observation was subject to the treatment. If the treatment could vary in intensity, that dummy variable would be replaced by a numeric variable indicating the magnitude of the treatment. The quality of the treatment effect derived thereby would be sensitive to factors such as the fullness of the covariates incorporated in the model, the possibility of interactions between those covariates and especially with the treatment that were not included in the model, and the degree to which the linear formulation would be corrupted by nonlinear effects.

Another particularly interesting approach for dealing with the selection biases one finds in a treatment/nontreatment setting without randomized assignment is through propensity-score matching of members of the two groups. Generating a propensity score that characterizes the attributes that distinguish the two groups then provides a basis for creating matched pairs from each of the treatment and nontreatment groups.

**Strengthening the Link between Evidence and Policy**

It is clear that estimating treatment effects in the criminal justice world is a rather complex and difficult process, but an extremely important one in an environment of such salient public concern. While there are many claims of “evidence,” many of those are based simply on some form of bivariate correlation between one’s favorite policy and a presumed effect in reducing crime. With a desire for invoking stronger scientific evidence, this issue of *CPP* has provided some good examples of how that could be done, even when the research may be short of what one would like.

It is clear that the strongest evidence can come from a randomized controlled trial, but it is also clear that there can be many contaminants of the results of such trials. That argues for replication in different settings. It also argues for replication by practitioners, other than the highly committed and probably highly innovative initiators of a policy. It also argues for observers recording the data of both the treatment application and the outcomes who are disinterested in the outcome, and therefore different from the implementers. All of this can be rather expensive, and so one wants to be sure that one has evidence of the successful performance of a policy initiative that may be less carefully controlled than the RCT, but has been carefully reviewed by those knowledgeable in the methodology before embarking on a more elaborate and expensive RCT.

In the more common situation where an RCT is not feasible or in preparation for one, there is a wide variety of opportunities for observational analysis. In those cases, it is particularly important that the models used for the analysis be robust in the sense that many variable combinations are tried and challenged to ensure strong results. Even if experiments are possible, it is particularly important that they be preceded by other analytic approaches.
involving observational opportunities to identify the most appropriate structure for the experimental design and to ensure the fidelity of the experiment.

If the most appropriate approach turns out to be statistical analysis, it becomes important to ensure that as many of the contextual variables influencing the measured effect as possible are incorporated into the statistical model. Any such effort is inherently limited by those variables that can be measured, but perhaps reasonable proxies can be found. Again, it would be desirable to carry out the analysis based on observations in a relevant policy-maker’s domain (e.g., within a mayor’s city, a corrections commissioner’s prison), but if the project is being funded with a federal grant, it would also be desirable to test the robustness by collecting similar observations in another setting.

It would be desirable that the replication of a particular treatment not have the benefit of its originator, who is motivated to make it succeed and has the insights to make fixes along the way. As the treatment is moved into a more routine setting with run-of-the-mill practitioners, their implementation will be less driven and less creative, and so the measured effects are likely to be more representative of the implementation in routine practice.

In statistical analysis we have all been taught to look for a “statistically significant difference” before declaring an implementation successful. Far less frequently emphasized is the sensitivity of any such result to the power of the statistical test, which is driven by sample size. Unfortunately, the term “significant” had been captured by the statisticians, and the term “discernible” would be more appropriate. Thus, it is possible that a test with a small sample size (limited by population or opportunities available) could have a $p$ value greater than .05 that is “significant” (even if not statistically so) and vice versa.

All of this argues that when policy innovations are initiated, it would be very desirable to provide an opportunity to collect data measuring the treatment and its multiple effects as well as variables characterizing the context of the treatment environment and the population being affected. Then, with those data, an independent analyst, perhaps from the local university, could perform a basic evaluation, deriving some preliminary estimates of the effect. That would work even better if the analyst were recruited early in the shaping of the project to incorporate the evaluative perspectives into the data-collection design. It might even be desirable to provide funding for the analyst and follow-up data collection for some period after completion of the treatment. Inevitably, after the evaluation is completed, the treater, the analyst, or some independent third parties will identify shortcomings in the evaluation and call for data that should have been collected but weren’t. If the initial evaluation appears promising, then a replication could be attempted, either in that same setting or elsewhere, and incorporating the issues identified in the earlier trial. It is only after a reasonable sequence of such treatment evaluations that one should move on to a more elaborate and more expensive and more carefully controlled experiment, preferably an RCT if possible. One can be more comfortable that the right factors are being measured and controlled for when the experiment follows this sequence of careful trials with promising results.
Conclusion

It should be clear that research in criminology is, and should be, an important contributor to the development of policy regarding crime control and the effective operation of criminal justice agencies. The papers in CPP—and those in this issue in particular—highlight the many ways in which that can be accomplished.

There are two major streams of criminological research that will affect policy in different ways. The more common one that is designed to affect policy is evaluation, which typically involves subjecting a particular policy change or innovation, usually in an experimental or quasi-experimental mode with particular attention to measuring an effect size. That effect is most often related to crime, recidivism, or other measures of social benefit associated with the innovation. The key issues here involve adequate control for other related factors contributing to the effect, the internal validity of the experiment, and the transferability of the findings beyond the original setting. There are a large number of evaluations of criminal justice treatments and the better ones are collected in places such as the Blueprints program at the University of Colorado, the Campbell Collaboration, and the federal website CrimeSolutions.gov. Each of these aggregates evaluations and filters out the strongest based on consideration such as the quality of the experimental findings, the replications in different settings, and the magnitude of the effect sizes.

The other realm of criminology is the search for new theories and tests of them, new perspectives for thinking about the issues of concern. New methodologies or analytic perspectives are particularly helpful because they provide an opportunity to organize traditional data series in new and different ways to see if they generate new insights. For example the development of trajectory analysis by Nagin (2005) has led to a variety of re-analyses of many longitudinal datasets. The insights documented by Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger (1989) of the concentration of criminal activity in small segments of a city led to a variety of evaluations of “hot spot” policing, which has become a widespread practice. Here, it is most appropriate to highlight the preface to Hamming’s (1962) classic text on numerical methods “the purpose of computing is insight, not numbers.”

The research and the evaluations get done with a wide variety of methodologies, none of which is inherently superior to any of the others. Given the complexity of linking particular research findings to public policy, the approaches of this journal, with comments on particular research papers provided by other criminologists as well as individuals bringing the perspective of a public policy decision maker allows one to address the various facets of the research findings and how they might be translated into policy. The responders may question some aspects of validity of the findings, the generalizability of the findings, complications or cautions in implementing the policy, and highlight concerns about value dimensions that might complicate the implementation.

There exist many opportunities for criminologists to become sensitized to the complexities of the policy process. Many criminal justice agencies seek to recruit criminologists
as short-time fellows or as regular staff members in order to benefit from the insights and methodological skills they bring to the operation of the agency. Criminologists with that experience can become sensitive to the many complex factors that enter a policy implementation decision, and that could enrich their research and enhance its likelihood of effective implementation.

An important institutional arrangement for sorting through conflicting interpretations of research findings and pointing directions for appropriate policy application is the Committee on Law and Justice of the National Research Council. That committee can organize a panel representing diverse perspectives, which would then be assigned to review the research in a particular field, to identify aspects that warrant further investigation, and can provide guidance on the implementation to improve policy. This provides an important vehicle for linking criminology to the policy process.
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